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Language maintenance and
shifts in a Greek community in
a heterolinguistic environment:
the Greeks in the Czech Republic*

by MARIAN SLOBODA

"When there's peace in Greece, we'll go back home"
Christos T, 12 years old

This article deals with a Greek community in a heterolinguistic environ-
ment, particularly with the Greek group in the Czech Republic. The topic
is dealt with from the perspective of sociolinguistics. The first section of the
article acquaints the reader with the historical and political context from
which the Greek group in Czechoslovakia emerged. The second section deals
with the socio-historical circumstances and intragroup psychological cli-
mate in which language shifts from Greek to Czech have taken place and
which influenced the group's ethnolinguistic vitality. The third section
focuses on the history of organized language management, especially of the
language education of the Greek community. Finally, the fourth section
provides brief information on language use in simple language management
domains,

The Czech Republic (hereafter Czechial) is a small inland Cen-
tral European country with about 10 million inhabitants. In spite
of the fact that it is about 800 kilometers far from Greece (a great
distance in European terms), several almost entirely Greek villages
could have been found in the 1950s and 1960s in the country's
remote parts.

MARIAN SLOBODA is a student at the Faculty of Arts, Charles University
in Prague. He hopes to receive the Mgr. degree in Fall 2003 and become
a professional in the field of sociolinguistics and bilingualism research.
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In dealing with the Greek community in Czechia, one can
easily observe and demonstrate how various global-scale political
and socio-historical factors can and do heavily influence the lan-
guage use of a linguistic group, which, on the other hand, has
influenced the political and socio-historical reality only to a very
limited extent. It can certainly be said that for at least a part of the
Greek community in Czechia, its members were objects and even
victims of political decisions and historical events which were out
of their will and control. This does not concern only their language
use and language competence (i.e. ability to use certain language),
but their life as a whole. Their language and speech were not, how-
ever, only passive objects exposed to actions of "external factors"—
language use and language attitudes have played also an active role
in the identity formation and life histories of members of the
Greek group in Czechia. Apart from these general aspects, the par-
ticularities of the Greek group in the Czech environment should
not be ignored, as culturally specific factors and certain political
matters have had an immense influence on language maintenance
(retention) and shifts in the group and its ethnolinguistic vitality. 2

Unfortunately, there has not been much sociolinguistic research
done into the Greek group in Czechia. The present paper, there-
fore, presents the relatively few sociolinguistically relevant find-
ings of ethnographic, anthropological and historiographical
research which has been carried out up to now (cf. list of cited
works). These findings will be supplemented by information gath-
ered in.the course of my own small-scale qualitative research and
by observations.

1. The origin of the Greek group in Czechia
(Czechoslovakia) 3

The very emergence of the Greek group in Czechia is a prima
faciae example of the extensive impact of political decisions and
historical events on the lives of people whose fate was not in their
own hands. In general terms it can be said that the Greek group
in Czechia emerged as a result of the Cold-War ideological and
political conflict between the West and the East.
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1.1. Historical and political background

The emergence of the Greek community in Czechia can be
dated exactly—to the period of 1948-1950 when over 12,000 peo-
ple emigrated from Greece to Czechoslovakia. Almost all of them
were Greeks and Slavic Macedonians.

The emigration from Greece was an immediate result of the
Greek Civil War in 1946-1949. At that time, the Communist
Party of Greece (KKE) controlled the mountainous regions of
northern Greece by means of the Interim Democratic Government
of Greece (PDKE—Ileoccuetvii Aip.oxecatxilKupgevicoi EWA:cc)
and the Democratic Army of Greece (DSE—A1lioxeovrtx6;
Eteca6c Ea6c8ac). The KKE's opponent was the Greek right-wing
royalist government, which was supported by the United King-
dom and later also by the USA. The DSE military troops were both
numerically and technically weaker than the regular Greek army,
which was thus gradually driving them to the mountains of north-
western Greece. Hunger, fear, and the permanent peril of death,
which were afflicting the civil, though often militarily engaged
population of the war-stricken areas, served as reasons for the deci-
sion to evacuate children beyond the Greek borders. The evacua-
tion of children was organized by the PDKE, after the
governments of the so-called People's Democracies 4 and the Soviet
Union expressed their willingness to take care of them. This action
was not, however, always organized but, in some places, it began
spontaneously and was uncontrolled (Ristovie, 1998: 44ff.). It
took place even at the cost of splitting families (unless a child had
already lost its parents in the war). Especially in Slavic villages of
western Greek Macedonia, parents handed over their children at
their own will. In other areas, they were being persuaded and some
children might have been taken from them against their will.

The evacuation of children from the areas controlled by the
PDKE took place in 1948-1949, and it concerned cca 24,000 chil-
dren (or 28,000 according to other sources). It was the first wave
of emigration, which was, actually, an emigration of children. The
children were hereby saved by the governments of the People's
Democracies, but at the same time, they were acquired for their
political regime (HradeenCr, 2000: 35), which had its meaning in
the context of the Cold War. The children from Greece became an
instrument of propaganda that was carried out by the PDKE as
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well as the government in Athens, and they were dragged into the
political and ideological struggle between the East and the West
(cf. esp. Ristovi6, 1998).

Adult men and women, along with several hundreds of chil-
dren, made up the second wave of emigrants. In part they were sol-
diers of the DSE, which had been routed in the mountains of
Ghrammos (near the Greek-Albanian frontier) in August 1949
and its last partisan troops had been withdrawn from Greece in
October of the same year. The rest of the emigrants were support-
ers of the PDKE, children and relatives of partisans of the DSE,
and captive soldiers of the Greek royal army. However, many of the
children evacuated in 1948 did not find their parents, who had
died in fights, among the adult emigrants.

All in all, more than 80,000 people left Greece for the Eastern
Bloc countries. Over 12,000 of these (incl. cca 5,200 children)
came to Czechoslovakia in 1948-1950. They did not all come
directly from Greece: almost 4,000 of the immigrants came to
Czechoslovakia from the exceptional Greek exterritorial commune
in Bulkes, which existed in Yugoslavia from May 1945 to Sep-
tember 1949 (cf. RistoviC, 1997).

In the following years the number of immigrants in Czecho-
slovakia changed due to the following events: international trans-
ports which were part of a program to reunite divided families (cca
1,300 individuals left and 1,000 arrived); partial repatriation to
Greece in 1954 (747 individuals were accepted by Greece); the
arrival of (cca 800) Greek emigrants from Hungary in the critical
1956; and the re-emigration of Slavic Macedonians to Yugoslav
Macedonia in the 1960s and early 1970s.

Children made up a large proportion of the immigrants, so
after they reached adulthood and started their own families, the
number of immigrants from Greece and their progeny in Czecho-
slovakia increased such that in the first two decades of exile it fluc-
tuated between 13 and 15 thousand individuals.

1.2. Ethnolinguistic composition of the immigrant group

The immigrants came from northern Greece, which has tradi-
tionally been a very heterogeneous area in the ethnolinguistic
sense. This is why the immigrant group was made up of not only
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Greeks and Slavic Macedonians, but also members of other ethnic
and linguistic groups. It must also be said that a part of the immi-
grant group was made up of ethnically indifferent individuals.

(1) Greeks. The Greek immigrants to Czechoslovakia either
belonged to the autochthonous population of northern Greece (i.e.
from southern Ipiros, Greek Macedonia, Thessaly, and western
Thracia), or they were immigrants to these areas. The allochtho-
nous population immigrated due to hard social and living condi-
tions from: the regions of eastern Thracia and the surroundings of
Istanbul (Kuwo-comrtvonokitec); northern and southeastern Black
Sea coast regions, i.e. from southern Ukraine, Caucasus, Kars and
its vicinity, and eastern Anatolia (flenttot and Kaux6catot); other
parts of Turkey (Turkish speaking Karamanlidhes, and other
Mikrasiatic Greeks) (Botu, 1978; Oet'enagek, 1998: 148f.). A mass
immigration, which had ethnically homogenized northern Greece
in favor of the Greek element, took place after the defeat of Greece
in the Greek-Turkish war (1922) and after the conclusion of the
Treaty of Lausanne (1923).

The Greeks who emigrated from northern Greece to Czechoslo-
vakia were speakers of Greek—they spoke one of the north Greek,
Mikrasiatic, or Pontic dialects. Those Greeks who came from lin-
guistically heterogeneous families or communities were bilingual.
When they came from an area inhabited by Slavic speakers (north-
western Greek Macedonia), not only did they use a regional variety
of Greek, but a local Slavic variety as well. When they lived in con-
tact with Arvanites and Albanians (in northwestern Greek Macedo-
nia and in Southern Ipiros), they used also a variety of Arvanitika. or
Albanian respectively. A respondent of mine reported that in her
husband's family, three languages were in use: Greek, Arvanitika
and "slavomakedhonika." Some Greeks from Asia Minor spoke
Turkish (Koceoi.ocvkli8ec/TouoiOqxovot). Some of the Greeks may
have had Slavic Macedonian as their first language (acx.(3Ocpcovot).

(2) Slavic Macedonians (Ekix(3expeovot, accpoliccxe8Oveg). They
were the second largest ethnic group among the immigrants to
Czechoslovakia. Their exact number is not known and authors dif-
fer in this point. It can, however, be stated that they composed
about one third of the immigrant group (cf. Robovski, 1998: 20;
HradenV , 2000: 44). They came mostly from the regions of
Florina (Slay. Maced.: Lerin), Kastoria (Kostur), and Pella/Edessa
(Voden).
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At the time they left their homes in Greece, they spoke one of
the southeastern Slavic Macedonian dialects and one of the north-
ern Greek dialects, which depended on the place of their origin.
However, not all of them were bilingual—in northern Greece,
there were also Slavic villages that were linguistically homoge-
neous and isolated due to the landscape. In such communities peo-
ple did not speak Greek or spoke it poorly. Not all speakers of
Slavic Macedonian were Slavic Macedonians. Some considered
themselves Greeks, some Bulgarians. At the time of the emigra-
tion, the Slavic Macedonian ethnic identity (both in the Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia and Greek Macedonia), as we know it
today, was just in the process of formation.

(3) Albanians and Arvanites. It is reported (by HeroIdova,
1986: 135, and Ot&nagek, 1998: 149) that among the immi-
grants to Czechoslovakia there were several "Albanians from
Greece." These might include Christian Orthodox Arvanites; it is
not certain if there were Muslim Albanians or Orthodox Albani-
ans/Arvanites, or members of both groups among the immigrants.
As regards their language, Iva Heroldova (1986: 138) speaks about
"Albanian (. . .3 retained by the older generation as the mother
tongue and language of communication." It is not clear, however,
whether the Albanian (and Arvanite?) immigrants considered
their language the same as Albanian in Albania or not, that is,
whether they considered and called it Shvp or Arvanite or other
language/dialect (cf. Tsitsipis, 1998: 9). Nor it is clear what local
dialect of Albanian or Arvanitika the immigrants spoke.

(4) Aromunians (BX,Ccxoi, KotyraOfDaxot). In the 1950s, Aro-
munian immigrants from Greece in Czechoslovakia numbered
only few tens of individuals (Oet'enis'ek, 1998: 149). They were
probably bilingual, speaking Aromunian and a variety of Greek.

(5) Turks. Not all Turks were relocated to Turkey after the
conclusion of the Treaty of Lausanne, and although they were usu-
ally not enlisted on either side in the Civil War, at least two or
three Turkish families took refuge in Czechoslovakia (Anthoula
Botou, personal communication).

(6) Sephardic Jews. Several Sephardic Jews emigrated from
Greece to Czechoslovakia and some of them still live in Czechia.
At the time of the emigration, Sephardic Jews, who were numer-
ous in Greece before the Second World War, might have spoken
Greek and Ladino (Judezmo).
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Of the above-mentioned emigrant groups from post-war
Greece probably only Greeks and partially also Slavic Macedonians
have preserved their ancestral language and culture to some extent.
Although Slavic Macedonians were an inseparable part of the
whole immigration and substantially "co-influenced" the life of
the immigrant community, the Slavic Macedonian group will not
be dealt with here. More extensive information on this group can
be found in the extant literature (esp. Robovski, 1988; Dorovsky",
1998; HradeCO, 2000; 0e6enagek, 1997).

2. Socio-historical events—implications for language
maintenance and shift

Two types of factors can be considered to have had the decisive
influence on language maintenance and shift in the Greek com-
munity in Czechoslovakia and Czechia respectively: (1) the policy
of the communist parties of Greece and Czechoslovakia and of the
Greek, Czechoslovak and later on Czech state towards the immi-
grants and their progeny, and (2) the culturally and situationally
determined set of attitudes, values and sentiments of adult immi-
grants as it projected into the processes of simple language man-
agement (cf. Jernudd and Neustup4r, 1987; Neustupq 2002)
and into other behavior. Both types of factors have played their
roles throughout the whole history of the Greek community in
Czechoslovakia.

2.1. In the hands of the Party and the Government: from isolation to
integration

In 1948, during the first wave of immigrants, almost 4,000
children came to Czechoslovakia without parents, accompanied
only by a small number of adults. Reception of the refugee chil-
dren, therefore, rested upon Czechoslovak institutions and organ-
izations. Post-war Czechoslovakia had found itself in a bad
economic condition, which was why the "Greek Action" was not
efficiently organized and met with problems of various kinds: from
the hygienic to economic. Initial organization of the action became
a problem also because too many institutions participated: the
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Czechoslovak-Greek Society, Czechoslovak Red Cross, Central
Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia (hereafter
KS—Komunisticka. strana Ceskoslovenska), Ministry of Labor
and Welfare, etc. The Greek emigrant organizations, including the
KKE, of course, played a great role in the organization of the
action as well.

After the children received medical treatment, they were pro-
vided asylum in children's homes (cf. esp. Tate6v1c, 2001;
llocmx8Onoukoc, 1998), which were established ad hoc in adjusted
recreational buildings, former manors, health-resorts etc., since
there was a lack of special facilities. The children were distributed
to homes with respect to kinship (that is, however, if siblings had
not yet been separated by accident during the transportation), but
later on, their education required that they be grouped according
to age. Grouping of children in separate homes according to lan-
guage did not take place and there were homes with both Greek-
speaking and Slavic-Macedonian-speaking children (cf. Konet'nfr,
1997).

In 1949, when the second wave of emigrants arrived, redistri-
bution of competence among the participating organizations took
place and, subsequently, reorganization of the homes was done as
well.

The children were supposed to leave their children's home by
the age of 15; then they joined one of the Greek (and Slavic Mace-
donian) communities. As the children were growing up and leav-
ing the children's homes, the number of homes was reduced. The
last home was closed in 1962 (rIana8Onookoc, 1998: 60).

Both the PDKE and KSC tried initially to concentrate and iso-
late as many immigrants as possible (Hradee'riCr, 2000: 45ff.). The
reason for this policy was that the stay of the Greek emigrants in
exile was generally considered to be only temporary, and the Greek
emigrant elites, obviously, did not want to "lose" their people
due to assimilation. Many Czechoslovak citizens, for instance,
requested as early as in 1949 to adopt immigrant orphans, but
"ccuth ocnoeeivnixe @it& xal XOCTly0e11.1.0MX6C OrTIO 'Up EXX,YAXII
7aeUe6 XOCC V1V EBOTI [Enrreoxii BOOVOCC GTO flat8E]. Aev
Oecileixe xavva nat8i," 5 (flana8OnouXoc, 1998: 26). The adult
immigrants and their children were settled to isolated and depop-
ulated villages of the hilly regions of northeastern and northern
Czechia6 and were not allowed to move to other places.
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Before the arrival of the emigrants from Greece, the villages in
which they were settled had been inhabited by Germans. The Ger-
mans had been, however, expelled from Czechoslovakia after the
Second World War and had deserted their homes. The settling of
emigrants from Greece to those emptied regions was a part of
larger-scale populating policy of the Czechoslovak state, which
concerned primarily Czechs and Slovaks from abroad.

The initial policy of concentration and isolation, however,
soon proved untenable, because the high number of immigrants
was not able to or did not want to live of work in agriculture or
forestry. So every working day they had to be taken to industrial
towns and cities, where they often soon settled even without per-
mission from the authorities.

In the fall of 1950, the Greek-emigrant and Czechoslovak
authorities stopped practicing the policy of isolation—it came out
that, for international political reasons, the emigrants would have
to stay in the exile. Control over and care of the immigrants were
taken over from Greek organizations by the state authorities, that
is, actually, by KSC, and the immigrants' integration to Czecho-
slovak society began.

It must be noted here that "the Party and the Government"
("strana a vlada" as the common phrase sounded) controlled the
lives of immigrants, and did so to an even greater extent than with
the lives of Czechoslovak citizens. Especially in the first years of
exile, the communist parties of Czechoslovakia and of Greece usu-
ally decided, for example, where the immigrants would live and
whether they could move elsewhere, where they would work, what
occupation they would have, which school their children would
attend, whether they would go to a secondary school or a univer-
sity, or whether they would start working right after primary
school, etc. (cf. Hrade6nfr, 2000).

The policy of concentration and isolation must have had a pro-
maintenance impact on minority language use among the immi-
grants. In children's homes, the children spoke Greek or Slavic
Macedonian and were not taught Czech (or Slovak) until the 1951
turning-point (Kone .t'n31, 1997: 51ff.; see section 3 below); and
adult immigrants learned only a few Czech words and phrases,
if any, for necessary communication with doctors, state adminis-
tration staff, etc. (Ote'enA's'ek, 1998: 151), as only the Greek and
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Slavic Macedonian languages were used in intragroup interactions
(see section 4 below).

Moving to towns did not mean assimilation, though. It no
doubt intensified the contact with the majority population, but on
the other hand, it enabled the immigrants to form larger commu-
nities and establish dense and often also multiplex intra-ethnic
social networks, which is a "norm-enforcement mechanism"
(Chambers, 2003: 75ff.), that is, a pro-maintenance factor in the
case of a heterolinguistic community, the members of which are
loyal to its values and consider its language important for their
ethnic identity.

In addition to the establishment of dense social networks,
some institutional language support could have been established
as well (see section 3 below). This was provided and supported by
Czechoslovak state bodies and authorities, as KSt was not inter-
ested in ethnic but in ideological assimilation. Also, the emphasis
on internationalism ("brotherhood of nations," "friendship
between nations") was characteristic of the communist ideology,
which managed to suppress ethnic conflicts this way until the end
of the 1980s (e.g. in Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, and the Soviet
Union).

Apart from the Party-and-Government policy, there were also
pro-maintenance factors that were embedded in the immigrants
themselves: their values and attitudes, which projected onto their
behavior.

2.2. Nostalgia for the Patridha, national consciousness,
and re-emigrations

Most of the Greek immigrants have preserved their national
consciousness, pride in being Greek, and extremely strong emo-
tional ties to Greece, even though the Greek state deprived them
of Greek citizenship and, except in 1954, denied them repatria-
tion for ideological and political reasons. Many Greeks did not get
Czechoslovak citizenship for themselves and for their children
either, for they believed that they would be repatriated. Even in
1991, according to Census results, only 30.9% of the Greeks in
Czechia were Czech citizens, 0.3% (i.e. 10 Greeks) were Slovak cit-
izens, and 68.8% were categorized as with "foreign citizenship and
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without citizenship" (Ndrodnostni, 1994: tab. C. 155/4), many of
whom have, however, only a residence permit.

The nostalgia for home can be appositely formulated in the
words of 12-year-old Christos T: "When there's peace in Greece,
we'll go back home" (ke'eti, 1952: 24). The Greek emigrants, nev-
ertheless, had to wait 30 more years after the end of the Civil War,
until they were finally, in 1982, given the full right to return
(except for those of non-Greek ethnicity).

The strong relationship to Greece was transmitted from gen-
eration to generation. The older generation painted Greece as a
paradise on Earth, and for 30 years, New Year Eve toasts in Greek
families sounded "Kai TOO xeOvou amp llixTQC8c:c!" (Gheorghia
Zerva, personal communication; Heroldova, 1986: 149, n. 23). It
was clear for all the immigrants that it was Greece that was the
Patridha, not Czechoslovakia. Children of the immigrants point
out that the older generations have made the younger share with
them not only their "Greekness" but also their fate of being polit-
ical emigrants. As a respondent of mine has commented,

But many people [here: emigrants—M.S.] have never
admitted to themselves that, to a large extent, they were
victims of a political game, like my father who left
[Greece) when he was 13 and at the same time his mother
and younger brother stayed there (his father was later
killed in the war). I don't want to foment it in an inap-
propriate way, but the older generation of the "real parti-
sans", who let the children share with them the identity of
"political emigrants", might also be blamed for this So
when I once during a conversation expressed doubts in
front of my uncle about what kind of "political emigrant"
my father was, I was surprised to find out it was a specifi-
cally tough topic for him. [Translated from Czech.)

Thus, beginning as early as 1975, after the political changes
in Greece and legalization of the KKE, several thousands of
Czechoslovak Greeks left their friends, work, property etc. and re-
emigrated to Greece, including those who were born in Czecho-
slovakia and had never been to Greece before (Danielidu and
Matias, 1986: 159). It should be noted here that the Greeks did
not re-emigrate to Greece because they would not live well in
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Czechoslovakia, even today, they like to visit Czechia and consider
it their "second homeland."

Since the emigrants were out of Greece for a long time and
their cultural and language competence had undergone changes to
some extent, back in Greece, they were called "Tagxot" (Botu,
1982: 49) and considered strangers (note the same kind of reaction
experienced by Australian Greeks [Papademetre, 1994: 517,
520f.1). According to Botu (1982: 49), early re-emigrants made up
even a closed group in Greece. In spite of this, many of them man-
aged to adapt themselves to the new living conditions. Some of
them, however, re-emigrated back to Czechoslovakia or made their
home in other countries, most often in Australia, the USA, and
Canada.

Young homogeneous Greek-Greek families in particular are
reported to have re-emigrated, and after a transfer of pensions to
Greece in the second half of the 1980s, some of the older Greeks
returned too. The mass re-emigrations of homogeneous families
correspond to the preference of endogamy over exogamy, especially
on the part of very conservative older immigrants, who still
believed Czechoslovakia was only a transitional place of stay both
for them and their children (cf. ermakova, 1999: 41, 60;
Danielidu and Maims, 1986: 157; Of6ena's'ek, 1997). This is not to
mean that heterogeneous marriages were rare, they were, on the
contrary, relatively frequent particularly among the younger gen-
eration, i.e. the children of the immigrants (Heroldova, 1986: 134).

Exogamy is a well-known language-shift-oriented factor in
linguistic minorities (non-dominant linguistic communities). In
addition, the Greeks in Czechoslovakia did not strictly isolate
themselves from the majority but slowly began to participate in
society. Integration of the Greeks into Czechoslovak society started
early, supported by the post-1950 Party-and-Government policy.
The integration process was concurrent with language shifts in the
group, but rather on the individual level than as an all-group
process. Therefore, in contrast to the older generation, language
competence and use vary within younger generations: from mono-
lingualism in the majority Czech language to moderate or strong
bilingualism (see the generational classification in section 2.3
below).

After the mass re-emigrations to Greece and other countries,
only a third of the Greek immigrant-and-progeny population has
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remained in Czechoslovakia. In 1991, when statistical data on the
size of the Greek ethnic group in Czechoslovakia were published
for the first time, there were only 3,379 inhabitants of Czechia and
65 inhabitants of Slovakia who declared Greek nationality/ethnic-
ity (Ndrodnostni, 1993: tab. 2).

The mass re-emigrations had a very erosive impact on Greek-
group organization and network structure.

2.3. On their own: changes after the fall of communism

The situation again radically changed after the fall of commu-
nism in 1989 and the rapid sociopolitical changes that followed,
including the split of Czechoslovakia. In the 1990s, the Greek
community in Czechia gained a wider range of possibilities to self-
organize, but it also had to accommodate itself to a new legal and
economic environment.

As for the contemporary situation, in 2001, there were 3,219
Greeks among the inhabitants of Czechia, which represented cca
0.03% of the country's population (Definitivni, 2002: tab. 2). The
OEKTD (01.1.ocurov8ia Ellypnx6v Kotvotimov atroo Taextx11
Arllioxeccda), however, estimates the number of "members of the
Greek minority on the territory of the Czech Republic" at cca
7,000 (Liolios, 2002: sect. 1). The Czech Greeks are nowadays
spread all over the Czech territory. Small concentrations can be
found in the regions of their first settlement, also in Prague, the
capital, and in Brno, the second largest city after Prague. In spite
of the fact that the Greeks are dispersed, many of them meet each
other privately as well as at dance parties (ekkiivothc (3eaStec), festi-
vals and other cultural and entertainment public events. They still
maintain relatively dense social network. The group has a full
social structure ranging from workers to entrepreneurs, artists and
scientists (cf. Ndrodnostni,1994: C. 157/2). Intellectuals and entre-
preneurs occupy themselves with group's matters, which increases
the group's ethnolinguistic vitality. The group is well organized.
Nowadays (in 2002), there are 12 "Greek Communities" (ellylvixic
xotvereitec) in Czechia. 7 Together they form the Association of
Greek Communities in Czechia (OEKTD). The OEKTD is
involved in the international network of Greek compatriot organ-
izations, it operates countrywide, and in 2002 it had almost 700
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members (cf. Liolios, 2002: sect. 2). After the fall of communism,
the Greek group in Czechia gained the status of national/ethnic
minority ("nirodnostni mengina") for the first time in its history.
The minority status is an advantage in getting extra support from
the state and authorities. The minority has also a delegate in the
Council for National Minorities of the Government of the Czech
Republic (www.vlada.cz/1250/eng/vybory.htm) . Substantial sup-
port from abroad, e.g. from Greece and Cyprus, became available
only after the borders were opened with the fall of the socialist
regime.

As for the process of ethnic assimilation, there was a moderate
4.7% decrease in the number of Greeks in Czechia in the period of
1991-2001. The decrease might have been slowed down by the
fact that some of the entrepreneurs and students who have been
coming from Greece to Czechia since the 1990s settle in the new
country. During the academic year 2000/2001, there were 426
Greek citizens studying at higher-education facilities in Czechia
(but in 1997/1998 it was as high as 663), which is, after Slovak
citizens, the highest number of students coming from one country
(Statistickd, 2001: tab. F 2.3; Statistickd, 1998: tab. F 2.6).

The ethnic identity of the Czech Greeks is still relatively
strong and language is often an important part of it (cf. the care
the OEKTD gives to the maintenance of Greek, section 3 below).
In addition to language there are usually several other "co-sources"
of ethnic identity for the Greeks in Czechia: narrated knowledge
of emigrant origin, Greek cultural heritage, the Greek dance and
cuisine (cf. Liolios, 2002: sect. 2 and 3/e; Otenagek, 1998: 155) ..
This situation seems to be favorable to language maintenance,
because, according to Michael Clyne (1997: 310f.),

There is evidence that the most successful language main-
tenance occurs in groups for whom language is intertwined
as a core value with other core values, such as religion and
historical consciousness or family cohesion, rather than
those for whom language stands in isolation as an identity
marker. C. . {p}art of the ethnolinguistic vitality of Greek
in immigrant situations is determined by a belief in the
uniqueness of Greek culture and authenticity of the lan-
guage as the language of the New Testament, linking lan-
guage, religion, historical consciousness, and identity.
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In the case of the Czech Greeks, though, religion and reference
to the language of the New Testament, which Clyne considers to
be an important part of the ethnolinguistic vitality of "Greek in
immigrant situations" in general, are missing. Although religion
(Greek Orthodoxy) was relatively widespread among the immi-
grants and it was even taught at school as a subject for three years
after the immigration, it was later abandoned (Heroldova, 1986:
137, 141). In 1991, almost 50% of the Greeks in Czechia were
atheists (only 18% were Christian Orthodox) (Ndrodnostni ;1994:
tab. C. 604/2). This situation is not surprising if one takes into
account that KKE had great power over the immigrants, some of
whom were communists with all their heart. In addition, they
came to a country where atheism is deep-rooted (for certain his-
torical reasons going back even further than the period of com-
munism). 8 Religion is usually a very effective ethnic-boundary
constituent. In the case of the Czech Greeks, it might be at least
partially compensated for by shared knowledge of the emigrant
origin.

The Greek language seems to operate as an important ethnic-
ity constituent of the Czech Greeks irrespective of the quality of
their competence in this language. A correlation between the qual-
ity of Greek language competence and ethnic identification, nev-
ertheless, does exist, but obviously, several other factors are also
decisive in ethnic self-categorization.

A language-competence characterization of the contemporary
Greek minority with respect to age and sociohistorical context is
proposed as follows (cf. Graph):9

G1 (Generation 1): The oldest post-Civil-War immigrants
who were born in Greece and spent at least their early childhood
there. They might be the group second strongest in size among the
Czech Greeks. Their competence in Greek is native, and on the
other hand, some of them experience language-interaction prob-
lems in contact with Czech speakers (cf. Liolios, 2002: sect. 3/c).

G2: The immigrants and their children who were born in the
period from around the time of immigration to the middle of the
1960s and who grew up in children's homes or Greek communi-
ties in the 1950s and 1960s. They are the strongest group in num-
ber and represent the core of the Greek minority in Czechia. Their
competence in both Greek and Czech is native or near-native. They
have attended Czech schools.
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Based on the data from the 1991 Census (Ndrodnartni, 1994: tab. C. 155/4).

G3: The children of immigrants who were born during the
second half of the 1960s and in the 1970s. They are the second
smallest group. Their competence in Czech is native; they have
attended Czech schools. The competence in Greek varies accord-
ing to their family background, i.e. if they have grown up in
homogeneous or heterogeneous families, and according to their
individual life histories.

G4: The youngest children and grandchildren of immigrants;
born in the 1980s or later. They make up the smallest group of
Czech Greeks. Their competence in Czech is native; they have
attended or attend Czech schools. Their competence in Greek
varies according to the type of family and individual life history.
It has been reported (by Gheorghia Zerva, a Greek language
teacher) that some children learn Greek quite easily also in a nat-
ural language setting as they spend their holidays with their rela-
tives in Greece.

In short, with younger generations the quality of language
competence in Greek becomes more intra-generationally variable
and generally weaker.
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Greeks who immigrated to Czechia in the 1990s and after dif-
fer from the above description in that they have attended Greek
schools and their competence is native in Greek and weaker in
Czech.

Concerning the age structure of the Greek minority, it is evi-
dent that the minority is old (see Graph). According to the 1991
Census, children of 0-14 years of age made up only 10% of the
Czech Greeks, whereas people of the same age group made up 21%
of the whole population of Czechia (cf. Ndrodnostni; 1994: tab. C.
157/2). After the core of the Greek ethnic group (the G2 above)
passes away, i.e. in 20-30 years, a rapid decrease in the whole
group's size can be expected, unless the minority is strengthened
by new immigrants from Greece or by a large-scale revitalization
of ethnic consciousness among those who declared Czech nation-
ality/ethnicity but are of Greek political emigration descent. In
regard to language maintenance and shift in the Greek minority,
it is not only the ethnic consciousness, but of course also several
other sociopsychological parameters which play an important role
(Giles and Johnson, 1987).

To sum up the present section, institutional support, relatively
dense intra-ethnic network, common activities, and group mem-
bers' values, attitudes and ethnolinguistic vitality have all acted
against language shift in favor of maintenance. The shift to Czech
has been induced, on the other hand, mainly by disperse settle-
ment, exogamy and other interethnic (integrated) network ties,
and in a sense, also by the type of bilingual education the group
members have received (see section 3 below). Concerning the small
group's size, "the number of speakers is not an unambiguous indi-
cator in detecting the actual risk of a language being displaced,"
though "Cslmall speech communities, of course, are more suscep-
tible to existential changes" (Brenzinger, 1997: 276).

3. Language education and other organized language
management

Information on the language situation and management in
various domains is, unfortunately, not available. Only basic infor-
mation on the language-education domain (cf. esp. Floota-
8OltouXoc, 1998, 1999; Hrade&il, 2000; Konengl, 1997) and
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some other domains of organized interaction can be presented
here.

The majority of emigrants were from the rural population of
the mountainous regions of northern Greece, which is why their
literacy and education level, as well as their competence in Stan-
dard Greek, was generally very low. According to Lysimachos
Papadhopoulos (flance8enroa.oc, 1998: 39), 60% of all children
who emigrated from Greece were "reksEcoc ayedwoc-cce—avocX0 -

Pita" (completely illiterate). The situation of adults was not much
different.

The immigrants from Greece in Czechoslovakia were usually
not taught Czech during the period of isolation (1948-1950). In
1951, the responsibility for children's education was devolved
from Greek emigrant organizations (such as the EVOP, interna-
tionally directed by professor Petros Kokkalis; the Czechoslovak
EVOP was led by Lysimachos Papadhopoulos) to the Ministry of
Education, Sciences and Arts of the Czechoslovak Republic. As a
result, in the school year 1951/1952, the Greek children were
transferred from Greek schools in children's homes to regular
Czech schools, because, according to a report of the Czechoslovak
Red Cross to the Ministry:

Only in the Czechoslovak schools, upbringing and educa-
tion can be ensured for them with respect to educational
proficiency as well as to socialist patriotism, and there they
can be prepared far better for studies at schools of higher
types. (Pesee, 1952: 143; translated from Czech).

When Greek children began to attend Czech schools in 1951,
language problems appeared (flana8OnouXoc, 1998: 39f.). Mixed
classes with Czech children (in a certain proportion) had to be
formed and the language of instruction had to be Czech, so as it
had been discovered that knowledge of Czech on the part of the
Greek children was insufficient, it became necessary to prepare the
children for the change. They received intensive instruction in
Czech and attended Czech courses also during summer holidays.
The educational system was adjusted for the Greek children in the
following way: the first school year was preparatory and assigned
solely to children from Greece, i.e. Greek (and for Slavic Mace-
donian children also Slavic Macedonian) was the language of
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instruction, and Czech was taught as a subject;'° the next year,
Greek children went to Czech primary schools together with
Czech children, and four or five hours of Greek language, culture
and geography were added to a moderately reduced curriculum of
the Czech school (Ilocmx8Cnroukoc, 1998: 42). The curriculum for
Greek children, however, changed during that time and its real-
ization depended also on the availability of teachers and on the
number of children in an area.

Instruction in Greek (and Slavic Macedonian) was confined
only to the primary school. In the first years of exile, it was com-
pulsory, but in 1956, it became optional. Nevertheless, the major-
ity of children continued to attend the "Greek schools" (i.e. lessons
in Greek language, culture and geography), but motivation to
study was weakened, because the assessments from these lessons
were not included in the children's school reports (fIcutce8OnotAoc,
1999: 57). Almost 1,200 children who lived with their parents
from the beginning of exile and not in children's homes did not
receive education until they began to attend Czech schools in
1951/1952. Apart from the Czech language instruction for chil-
dren, language courses for adults were organized as well, but they
did not have much success (Heroldova, 1986: 141).

The Greek language taught to the Greeks in Czechoslovakia
was dhimotiki, because the Greek emigrant elites were leftists.
Apart from Czech (or occasionally Slovak instead) and Greek (and
Slavic Macedonian), the immigrants learned also Russian, as did
the other inhabitants of Czechoslovakia. Those immigrants who
had temporarily lived in another People's Democracy had received
instruction in the language of the respective country. Respondents
of Ivan Dorovs14 (1998: 269) and Jaroslav Otenagek (1997: 65f.)
mentioned Romanian and Polish.

The situation of the Greek schools became complicated after
the dispersion of the Greeks over the Czech territory and after the
mass re-emigrations to Greece, when many teachers also re-emi-
grated. In the beginning of the 1990s, however, the language edu-
cation of Greeks was consolidated by the Alliance of Greek
Communities and nowadays it is carried out by the OEKTD,
which has its Commission for Education. Maintenance of the
Greek language is one of the OEKTD's priorities (AcomrjuxO Euil-
(3oOkto, 1997; Liolios, 2002: sect. 2).

In the 1990s, the number of pupils who attended Greek
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schools reached its maximum in 1993/1994 (198 children). It has
since then decreased to 100, but in 2000/2001 it rose again (to cca
120 children) and in 2001/2002 there were about 190 children
attending Greek schools in the nine Greek Communities in which
the school was organized that year" (source: materials of the
OEKTD). The Greek school is organized for primary and second-
ary school pupils, and in Prague and umperk there are Greek les-
sons for preschool children as well (Liolios, 2002: sect. 3/e).
Almost all children who attend a Greek school are of Greek
descent. Apart from the "Greek schools" for children, there are also
Modern Greek language courses for adults (of any ethnic back-
ground) in several places in Czechia. It is also possible to study
Modern Greek Philology at one of the Czech universities (Masaryk
University in Brno). Members of the Greek community partici-
pate in language teaching.

Concerning Greek textbooks and other teaching materials, in
the first decades of exile, the demand for them was sufficiently sat-
isfied at the international level by the EVOP and the publishing
house Nem EXX6c8a—renamed "1-IoAxemeg xat Aoyotexvtx6c Ex86-
aetc" in 1956—which was located in Bucharest, Romania (but the
place of publication was not printed in the books because it was
secret). Beginning in 1957, also the Polish Patistwowe Zakiady
Wydawnictw Szkolnych (State Companies for Educational Publi-
cations) in Warsaw published books for children from Greece.
From 1949 to 1962, more than 150 children's book titles were
published (flaita8O7tookoc, 1999: 124). In the 1990s, when the
Greek school was revived in Czechia, the Greek community
received textbooks from Greece via the Greek and Cypriot
embassies, but the textbooks were found to be unsuitable for
Greek children in Czechia because of the children's insufficient
competence in Greek CAtounittxO Eup.(3oato, 1997):

1107est [. . .] va argletwesi, Ott crilp.sect v eLl/vtlfi yX(.bacrot
8t8Occrxetat GTCC ekkrIvOnouXa t[i]c teitric yevtacc, TCC onota
faccOotivoov wc Seirreei ma Torn xat[a] (mei tgvi ykeoccsa,
ieXOVVXL GTO sUcrivotO o-xokelo xat esttviicv altO triv avOcrwayi
tic aX.cpapirtac [sic), xweic va axoov x6cnotec pocatxac yvedostg.
ETcrt. 811.uoueyeiTat To neOpknpa, Ott to eXX-rivtx6c 13tPkice, to
()not« to gxoup.e kOtpet anO	 EX &S« Om) tic EA.XlvtxlIc
)(at Ku7cetaxiic lleeopiac, eivat axatackA.1Xa, enst811 auttic
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7Ce[0]OlT006TOUV, OTL TOL 7COCt8tililkOUV TYIV EAIYIVLXilyk60 .0TC, OTC
ocutii siNca oteXtril TODC I1.11TelX11 yX6acroc. 12

Thus a Greek textbook for heterolinguistic children (Xcrct-
navaytuni1871, 1992) was temporarily used (Zeepoc, 1999), and
nowadays, textbooks from the Project lica8eia. 011oyev6.r.) of the
University of Crete are in use (Gheorghia Zerva, personal commu-
nication; cf. www.uoc.gr/diaspora/index.html).

In addition to the Greek schools, various cultural activities,
folklore and other music groups, radio broadcasting from Prague,
Moscow, London etc., and periodicals ameliorated language com-
petence in Greek. As for periodicals, for instance, in 1950-1975,
the KKE in Czechoslovakia issued a four-page weekly Aycoviailig in
3,000 copies (Botu, 1982: 47; Hrade't'n)'7, 2000: 53f.). The Greek
minority has issued several periodicals recently: up until now, for
example, a state-aided journal KaAiLtilea in 2,000 copies. The
minority also has an Internet presentation (www.dialogos-kpr.cz),
but it does not have any regular radio or television programs.

4. Language use in simple language management domains

Language use in simple language management domains can
only be inferred from the reflections of respondents and available
non-linguistic literature (esp. termakova, 1999; Danielidu and
Maims, 1986; OtCenagek, 1997, 1998; llouroc8ônou).oc, 1999), as
there are no results of any linguistic research yet at hand. Detailed
information on how language management in the group comes
through, e.g. if there are any corrective pressures on younger
speakers etc., is not available at all. In addition to the literature
and respondents' reports, fiction might be of some help too (as
much as it reflects the language use and management as it was
really experienced by the Czech Greeks). A novel by Praxitelis
Makris (1986), for instance, in which even metalinguistic and
metadiscourse comments appear, seems to be a suitable source of
information both on language use and language management of
Greeks of the G1 and G2 (see above) and Czechs in contact in a
Czech town with Greek population (like Krnov or Jesenlk) at the
time of mass re-emigrations to Greece.

Initially, Greeks of the G1 and G2 spoke Greek to each other,
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because they lived together. In the northeastern part of Czechia
they inhabited previously depopulated villages and were in the
majority there. For instance, in the village of Rejviz (the Jesenik
region) in the early 1950s, there were five German families, 11
families of Slovak re-emigrants from Romania, and more than 30
Greek families (Joanidis, 2000: 24ff.). Some of the Czech towns
had also a strong Greek community. In the town of Krnov with its
20,000 local inhabitants and 3,000 Greeks, "sit( 8exastisc -ca >say-
CC); OE 8eOp,ot, TO! 7EdieX0C 2 Ol TEXACTEEEC nic naig gpeteav cote) "Ekkrivec
ma PooOaav ath Triv e/Joivutil XaXtót," 3 (Flancc86noukoc, 1999: 82).

Such a situation led to interethnic interaction problems in the
beginning of the integration period, as Czech speakers did not
speak Greek and Greek speakers were not bilingual yet (Matéjova
[1986: 67) speaks about a "language barrier"). On the other hand,
since their competence in Greek was very good, the education in
Greek was easy. Papadhopoulos (fIcuro:Seacoukoc, 1999: 56f.)
describes the situation as follows:

Ta anotekgailata taw earriuccbv arlv acexii tcav
=Lit xat u1 Soukttic yevutOteea stixokri, 1.1.oXovOtt 8ev tncliexav
enareXp.atieg 8Occrxakot. Tcc nat8t6 xelatRonototicrav ativ
XCCOYIREetVil TOUC op.a.Ea tiv ekkivtxli ykioaaa, GTO cr7r(TE ytvii-
TCCV to tato. Me Triv nae6keucri, Op.coc TOU xeOvou TO TaeXtX0

axokeEo, TO taextx6 neetpaakov Otextaav va 8uaxoA,s6ouv rriv
xatatatacri. 14

In the children's homes where both Greeks and Slavic Mace-
donians lived and played together, some Greek children became
receptive bilinguals in Slavic Macedonian, i.e. were able to under-
stand the language but not to speak it (reported by a respondent
who spent all her childhood in various children's homes). The lan-
guage of interethnic communication among Greek, Slavic Mace-
donian and other immigrants was, nevertheless, Greek.

Today, Greeks of the G2 mutually interact in Czech as well.
Vangelis Liolios (2002: sect. 3/c) mentions, however, that older
Greeks, probably G1, (and also Greeks who have recently come to
Czechia) experience language-interaction problems in contact sit-
uations, as Greek is not used in public domains.

Greek was used in homogeneous Greek-Greek families.
Nowadays in the few homogeneous families which have not re-
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emigrated and stayed in Czechia, Czech is used also and more fre-
quently by the G3 and G4 in interaction with older family mem-
bers (Anthoula Botou, personal communication, and observed).

In heterogeneous Greek-Czech families, Czech is used entirely,
but in some of the families, the Greek parent of the G1 or G2 uses
Greek in interaction with her (his) child, particularly during the
child's early childhood. Since the 1990s, Greek is spoken more
often by the Czech Greeks in visits to their relatives in Greece.
Small children acquire Greek quickly then, and older children are
motivated to learn it in order to be able to communicate with their
relatives (ermaikova, 1999: 56). There is high variability in lan-
guage use in the G3 and G4.

During the three generations of life without contact with the
Greek language environment, language attrition and shift often
took place, but Greek, being an important part of the ethnic iden-
tity of the Czech Greeks, still remains in use and it appears that
moderate language revitalization is taking place in the present-day
Greek community.

5. Conclusion

It is often said and written that the post-Civil-War Greek emi-
gration was a political emigration. The reason why the emigration
took place, and therefore, why the Greek community in Czechia
was formed, was no doubt political and ideological, but one can-
not avoid the question of what type of political immigrants could
the 24,000 children possibly be. Nevertheless, it was the state and
the Greek communists who brought up the children in children's
homes, so they later usually adopted the ideology of their educa-
tors. However, it can be said that they were brought up under bet-
ter material conditions, have received a better education and have
achieved a higher living standard than many of them would have
been able to obtain if they had stayed in the poor rural regions of
northern Greece, which was severely afflicted by the two wars. The
older emigrant generations made the children share their identity
as Greeks and as political emigrants, some of their values and sen-
timents, all of which resulted in relatively slow integration, ham-
pered assimilation, and finally, mass re-emigrations to Greece. For
those who decided to stay and especially for the young, it must
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have also caused identity problems. All of them have, nevertheless,
more or less successfully integrated into the society, some of them
assimilated at the same time and became Czechs. The Greek com-
munity in Czechia is an asset to the rest of the society of Czechia
in that its members mediate the Greek culture to the Czechs, par-
ticularly through translating services, translations of fiction, cul-
tural and entertainment events, Modern Greek language courses,
dictionaries and other linguistic books, etc.

The initial insulating state policy, loyalty to their own origi-
nal values, nostalgia for Greece, and on the other hand, social inte-
gration have influenced intragroup language processes (and their
results have reflexively influenced the lives of the group's mem-
bers). Several aspects of the situation have been depicted in this
paper: the historical background of the formation of the Greek
group in Czechoslovakia; ethnolinguistic composition of the
immigration from Greece; state and Party policy; psychological
climate, which projected onto the group's ethnolinguistic vitality;
organized language management; and to some extent, language
use as well. Language shift to Czech has taken place since the inte-
gration period, but its progress varies individually and its future
direction cannot be predicted with certainty, since pro-mainte-
nance factors operate here as well, e.g. the state and minority's lan-
guage management, the relatively high ethnolinguistic vitality of
many group members, "new immigrants" from Greece, etc.

The Greek language is an important part of the group's iden-
tity. In spite of this and the fact that the Czech state and public
have devoted some attention to the ethnolinguistic-minorities
issue in the last decade, no research into language or language
behavior of the Czech Greeks and into language planning of and
for this group has been carried out thus far. This remains a task for
the future. Future sociolinguistic research, if supported and car-
ried out, would correct, clarify and enrich the above-given infor-
mation on language use and management of members of the Greek
community in Czechia. For a reader from outside of Czech society,
a case study dealing with this particular community might be of
interest when posing the questions of what language processes
take place and how they come through in a small Greek commu-
nity in heterolinguistic environment.
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Notes

*This paper is a substantially revised and rewritten version of two articles
of mine in Czech (Sloboda, 2000/2001; Sloboda, in press). In writing these two
papers, I received help and support from Gheorghia Zerva, Anthoula Botou,
Georgi Tagevski, Jiff Nekvapil, Jaroslav Ot&nagek, Jim Hlava6, Dalibor
Sokolovie, and my respondents. I thank them all. I am also grateful to Tamah
Sherman for reviewing this English version. Of course, the responsibility for the
form and content of the texts remains mine.

will use the shorter, one-word term "Czechia" instead of "Czech Repub-
lic," although English speakers, especially those in the USA, do not accept it.
The reason for using this form is practical. The —ia ending in country names is
grammatically well formed and very frequent (cf. e.g. Australia, India, Latvia,
Namibia, Pennsylvania, Slovakia, Vallachia, Virginia, Yugoslavia, Zambia). I
am not aware of other (better) alternatives.

2The social psychological concept of ethnolinguistic vitality, which is
widely used in sociolinguistics and will be used here, has been originally for-
mulated by H. Giles et al. (1977: 308-318). "The vitality of an ethnolinguistic
group is that which makes a group likely to behave as a distinctive and active
collective entity in intergroup situations. From this, it is argued that ethnolin-
guistic minorities that have little or no group vitality would eventually cease to
exist as distinctive groups. Conversely, the more vitality a linguistic group has,
the more likely it will survive and thrive as a collective entity in an intergroup
context." (1977: 308). Three groups of factors affecting ethnolinguistic vitality
have been discriminated: status factors, demographic factors and institutional-
support factors.

'The Czech Lands and Slovakia formed Czechoslovakia from 1918 to 1993,
the two independent states of Czechia and Slovakia emerged as a result of
dynamic sociopolitical changes after the gradual decay of the socialist regimes
in Central, Southeastern and Eastern Europe.

4Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Eastern Germany, Hungary, Poland, Romania,
and Yugoslavia.

"This was strictly and categorically rejected by the Greek side and the
EVOP. No child was adopted."

6The regions of Krnov, Jesenfk and Zamberk were the first areas where the
immigrants were settled.

'These are the Greek Communities of Bohumin. Brno, Havffov, Jesenfk,
Karvina, Krnov-m6sto, Ostrava, Praha (Prague), Sumperk, Tiinec, and Vrbno
pod Prad6dem.

81n 1991, atheists made up 40% of the population of Czechia, and in 2001,
this percentage rose to 59% (Ndrodnostni, 1994: tab C. 604/2; Definitiva, 2002:
tab. 4).

The following claims about language competence are not supported by
adequate sociolinguistic research. The classification is based on that of
Otenagek (1998: 153f.), Danielidu and Maas (1986: 155f.), reports of respon-
dents and my research, which focused, however, on other phenomena.

'°But according to a report of the Czechoslovak Red Cross (PRe, 1952),
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Greek and Slavic Macedonian were the media of instruction in the first two
school years.

"These were the GCs of Bohumin, Brno, Jesenik, Karvina, Krnov, Ostrava,
Praha (Prague), Tfinec, and Vrbno pod Pradèclem.

' 2"It must be noted that, today, the Greek language is taught to Greek chil-
dren of the third generation who learn it as a second or even a third foreign lan-
guage in succession; they come to a Greek school and begin with reading the
alfavito without having any basic knowledge [of Greek]. Thus the problem
arises that the Greek books we have received from Greece through the Greek
and Cypriot embassies are inadequate, because they presuppose that the chil-
dren speak the Greek language, that this is their incipient mother tongue."

u"For decades the clubs, streets, parks, places of the town teemed with
Greeks and buzzed with Greek speech."

""At the beginning, the results of the Greek lessons were good and the
work generally easy although there were no professional teachers. The children
used Greek in everyday speech, and at home it was the same. But as the time
passed, the Czech school, the Czech environment began to make the situation
difficult."
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Death and the Real in Karkavitsas'
AO-roc TES 111,6elg

by ANGIE VOELA

Al yta Trig IDLeig by A. Karkavitsas was first published in
1899, a collection of twenty nautical stories, ill accommodated to
the genre of realism which was gaining ground at the time.' Most
stories deal with death, ranging from cold-blooded murder
(fIetearp.cacc) and attempted infanticide (neaxac) to suicide
(Btonockocturilq). Other stories include mysterious brief appearances
of magical objects or mythical beings (cDesy6cTsc, H Foeyenoc), the
disappearance of friends and relatives (H KOMET6CVMOL, TEXLVECC),

near-death experiences (H Atm:tor:76w' Tic 0601/4aaarxg), as well as
vivid accounts of encounters with the natural elements and ship-
wreck (Nocuacyta, Kacxocripia8t6). There is always something unex-
pected about the incidents described, as they do not "occur" in the
regular sense of the word but rather break out and traumatise. Eye-
witness and victim alike are never adequately prepared for their
impact. Yet these incidents are swiftly committed to oblivion,
always contained within the sailor community and are never pun-
ished by established law. Thus, they resemble vivid nightmares
rather than real-life events. Very often, a considerable lapse of time
separates the event from its narration, making the latter the con-
fession of an old sailor, an overdue explanation or the revelation of
a secret, a cautionary tale or a pleasurable horror story for the com-
pany of men on a stormy night.

What are we to make of these stories today? Are we to dismiss
Logia tis Ploris as a collection of folkloric material or are we to seek
its new meaning in the excesses of its horrors? 2 If culture—and its
products—is an attempt to represent and contain death, make it

ANGIE VOELA teaches in the Department of Byzantine and Modern Greek
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comprehensible and diffuse some of its power 3 what are we to
make of the relentless, incomprehensible eruption of death and the
distortion of reality in this collection?

Another question arises. Death and the disruption of reality
form a substantial part of the character of the sailor community, an
idiosyncratic male world that is kept together by their symbolic
banishment from organised society. Yet these men are not outcasts
in the conventional sense of the word. As the narrator in H
eackozcraoc explains, they choose the sea instead of dry land and in
doing so succumb to compulsion rather than reason. They are
aware of the hardships of the sailor's life and yet they eagerly accept
death and loss as the price of their enjoyment. And although they
can be kind and humane and often display the solidarity of family
members to each other, they appear to thrive on contradiction, loss
of control and the unleashing of instinct. Thus the controversial
coincidence of death and enjoyment, the inconsistent behaviour
and the transgression of conventional laws, appear to constitute
the core of their identity and indeed their fulfilment. 4

How are we to understand the portrayal of the sailor commu-
nity? What constitutes their "difference" and where does it come
from? Can we go beyond the obvious conclusion that the evil of
the sailor community represents the evil immanent in human
nature, and is it possible to extract a subtler form of social criti-
cism from their portrayal as an isolated, idiosyncratic class with its
own rules and pleasures?

We will address these issues by discussing Logia tis Ploris from
a psychoanalytic perspective, using Freud's notion of the death
instinct and Lacan's Real, the order which encompasses death, loss
and the distortions of reality in a single framework.' It is beyond
the scope of this paper to give a detailed account of either the death
instinct or the Real; we will start by sketching their theoretical
underpinnings, allowing text and theory to illustrate one another
in the subsequent discussion of particular stories. In discussing
those stories, we will focus on how Karkavitsas fleshes out the bor-
der of life and death and how he represents experiences that exceed
both the control of the conscious ego and the powers of represen-
tation. The aim of the present reading of Logia tis Ploris is twofold.
On the one hand it attempts to show that the book could today be
interesting to a readership much wider than the Greek speaking
audience. On the other hand, it proposes that the collective por-
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trayal of the sailor community be interpreted not only with refer-
ence to the laws internal to itself but also with reference to the
established and commonly held laws that regulate all communi-
ties on dry land. This juxtaposition, it will be argued, allows us to
read Logia tis Ploris as a symbolic gesture in which deadly evil is
pinpointed and marginalised, allowing the prospect or, indeed, the
mirage of a better world to emerge with this act.

Freud considered the death instinct to be antagonistic, first, to
the instinct for the preservation of life and, later, to the sexual
instinct. 6 Starting from the basic thesis that life is a detour of death
in the sense that the living organism's main concern is to reduce
tension to a minimum and ultimately return to a state of no exci-
tation, Freud then notes that the death instinct is not allowed to
pursue its course and can only achieve part of its purposes through
a fusion with the life instinct or with the sexual instinct. Thus
Thanatos finds its way into Eros 7 and life makes itself available to
death. Examples of the manifestation of the death instinct include
phenomena of masochism, that is, aggressivity turned inwards,
cases of compulsion to repeat old traumatic experiences despite
being unpleasurable, and the impression of being pursued "by a
malignant fate or possessed by some 'demonic' power. "8 In "The
Ego and the Id" Freud discusses the diversion of the death instinct
outwards in the form of sadism or in the form of "an instinct of
destruction directed against the external world" and also exempli-
fies the de-fusion of Eros and Thanatos with cases of the reversal of
love into hate9 and neurotic acts of revenge directed against the
wrong people. He also suggests that the death instinct can take
over the super-ego, transforming the latter from a critical-moral
faculty to "a pure culture of the death instinct" that persecutes the
ego relentlessly."

In Lacan, by contrast, the pair Eros-Thanatos is abandoned.
The death drive is now defined in relation to loss and representa-
tion and is more or less seen as a remainder of the process of sym-
bolisation. Thus its origins are sought in the Real," the general
order of the unsymbolised, and its effects are felt in the other two
orders, the Symbolic, the domain of discrete ordered relationships
defined by language and representation, and the Imaginary, which
centres around the ego and its relation to external objects.

Lacan claims that the entry into the Symbolic order, which
coincides with the entry to language at infancy, is structured upon
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an experience of loss, to be understood as the end of that fusion with
others (typically the mother) which dominated the prelinguistic
era. Ragland describes the transition in the following manner:

the first objects an infant sees, hears or touches are presen-
tations introjected as primary symbols. But for symbols or
things to become language—to be verbally re-pre-
sented—they must disappear as omnipotent objects. The
disappearance gives rise to loss in so far as the mother says
no to ongoing satiation. The infant grasps that the symbol
or image leaves an empty place in its wake, thus making
absence the condition for meaning or language to signify
something.' 2

The effect of loss is also known in its bodily equivalent as the
loss of jouissance, the primary intense bodily enjoyment of undif-
ferentiated unity which is now subdued to the representational
restrictions of the new system. 13 The object or objects in the defi-
nition above are not available to memory or retrievable in any
manner but are only known "because their loss ensures that other
things, both objectal and experiential, stand in as semblances for
their would be a priori existence." 14 In that way, the loss that
engenders the speaking subject generates desire, an ongoing search
for the metaphoric replacement of the lost object, which is by def-
inition both futile and perpetual. This elusive object, which sup-
ports desire and is only know through its effects, is known as the
object a.

The Lacanian view of loss and the separation of the Real from
the Symbolic entails a rather disturbing view of life. Entry into the
Symbolic order is a permanent alienation of the primordial
"being" into representation and human activities are seen as
attempts to veil the void at the centre of its existence:

seeing, talking, thinking, reading, writing, feeling and
perceiving are all organised in networks of meaning and
affect around a hole or void that pierces through the weave
of introjected representations. The palpable existence of a
hole in the centre of being and meaning pushes individu-
als to keep filling this hole, lest they be confronted with
any one of its many anxiety faces.' 5
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However, what is more disturbing than the void in the mid-
dle, is the return of the Real itself, which exposes the vulnerabil-
ity of the Symbolic order and its inability to completely eradicate
the effects of jouissance:

We know that individuals ceaselessly take in the world
around them piecemeal, while unconsciously striving to
maintain the illusion that inconsistencies or discontinu-
ities play little role in their daily lives.' 6

The concept of loss and the void at the centre of life appears to
echo Freud's death instinct and the tendency to return to a state of
non-excitation, but the effects of the Real are better understood in
Lacan through his re-working of the concept of trauma. If lan-
guage allows us to represent our experiences in words and deal
with them in a symbolic fashion without allowing those that are
unpleasant to turn into sources of pain, the Real as trauma is that
which has been experienced as painful but has eluded linguistic
representation. Although the original traumatic scene may be
buried in the unconscious, a compulsion to repeat painful old
experiences without recalling their prototype indicates the exis-
tence of a blockage." Thus the trauma can be considered as a dead
body in representation or as the presence of death in language, an
absence or "an impossibility that never ceases not writing itself." 8

The entire order of the Real can be described in a manner very
similar to trauma, especially if one recalls that its very essence, the
loss, is also traumatic. Thus Fink defines the Real as "a side effect
of language [that) can generally be understood as a residue of sig-
nification, that which must necessarily be left outside the signify-
ing chain in order for something to be included inside."
Ragland, on the other hand, chooses a slightly different perspec-
tive when she observes that "an encounter with the Real will
always be an encounter with the death drive, the more than us in
us that is at that moment irreducible to meaning or satisfaction" 2°
and draws attention to the effects of the Real by stressing its prox-
imity to both language and conventional reality:

Discourse is bordered by the Real that appears in bits and
pieces, as the unexpected or the uncanny. And the Real
destroys the linearity language imposes on us, showing us
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that neither meanings nor images are fixed in any innate
syntax or grammar, nor in any simplistic binarism. The
Real is anamorphosis that shows things as other than they
seem to be, as living inconsistencies . . . Any smashing of
the egotistical familiarities by which we protect the symp-
toms we love more than ourselves destroys the 'narcissistic
fictions' we live by. 21

Below, we will trace the return of death and the Real in
Karkavitsas' stories of the unexpected and the uncanny and in real-
ity disturbances, starting with the return of the object a in adven-
tures inspired by folktales.

Lost objects

Folktales have provided Karkavitsas with unique objects of
desire that are transformed by him into extended narratives of
encounters with them or quests for their acquisition. One such
object is the elixir of life (-ca otedievato veeo) in Os Oecycirec, which is
discovered accidentally by a sailor in a remote cove on a remote
island. The elixir springs from the rock and looks like ordinary
water but offers immortality, physical strength and beauty. It
transforms the sailor who washed his faced in it, from xoucpciet
(corpse) to sat (dove). 22 Upon seeing the extraordinary trans-
formation, the crews of the frigates scramble to the cave but their
haste deteriorates into deadly aggression and they kill each other
before ever arriving at their purpose. In the meantime, the elixir
vanishes in order to avoid blood pollution. 23

Another object of desire, TO poticyouet, proves equally elusive.
A young sailor is told of the existence of a magical tree at the bot-
tom of the sea in the gulf of Volos and makes it the purpose of his
life to bring it to the surface. Although the tree itself is practically
useless, he anticipates the fame and admiration the feat will gain
him.24 In a trip to the gulf of Volos, he manages to uproot the tree
and tie it behind the barge in order to drag it to the nearest port.
Upon arrival, he discovers that the rope had snapped and the tree
had returned to the bottom of the sea.

Both events are Real in their totality, that is, bizarre encoun-
ters which are incompatible with reality and must be repressed and
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forgotten rather than assimilated into it. The objects involved are
avatars of the object a which has the power to annul desire once and
for all and to close the gap of loss—one could imagine what would
happen, for instance, if mankind possessed the elixir of life. In that
sense, these objects are dangerous for reality as we know it because
they threaten to disrupt it completely. The void created by their
fleeting (re)emergence is veiled by the desire to commemorate
their appearance and disappearance, and language, which is unable
to reproduce them in their concreteness, re-presents their elusive
existence by attempting their verbal reconstruction. 25

Both Karkavitsas' stories and their folk original dramatise the
unsatisfiable yearning for the timeless potent object that is lost in
the transition to symbolic reality. It is worth noting, however, that
human weakness and deadly aggression, which are responsible for
its loss, safeguard something more precious than the acquisition of
the object itself: the preservation of desire. To be human is to desire
and to desire is to be subject to loss rather than total satisfaction.
As Zizek observes concerning anxiety in encounters with the Real
"it is not the lack of the object that gives rise to anxiety but, on
the contrary, the danger of our getting too close to the object and
thus losing the lack itself. Anxiety is brought on by the disap-
pearance of desire." 26

Thus, from a psychoanalytic perspective, what is more signif-
icant than the lost opportunity and the apparent moral of the sto-
ries, is the representation of the conflict between the elusive object
which is ultimately an object of death—bringing death and obses-
sion rather than life—.through the reversal of the conventional
opposition of good and evil. Paradoxical though it is, it is death,
in the sacrifice of the few, which guarantees the preservation of life
and desire as we know it.

The traumatic event

Nowhere is the eruption of the Real more spectacular, deadly
and traumatic than in Heteamara. The brutal murder of the sailor
Anestis by the colleague known as Kefallonitis, may have origi-
nated in the latter's losing his temper over repeated teasing by the
victim but the event itself occurs without provocation and inter-
rupts a scene of merriment and sexual excitation. What makes it
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even more abhorrent, is the fact that it occurs on Easter Sunday.
The narrator describes the scene in the following way, starting
with the sailors' flirting from aboard the ship with a group of Russ-
ian women swimming around it:

Etvocate okot xe8 1.1.0Ca ll6VOL 0T71V XOU7CCCOT11. TO I.LOLTL p.00C
yccei,8ot! 'EPkutec than CITO %pre) vsea TCC	 TOUg xitetvoc
accv eXec.pocvToxOxcao vcc oceyoxtvoOvtoct xca 	 67CLCCVS ocvcc-
Tetxtka ;cat nefailoc.	 xcct V[Xetcc. Mac Li7EXCOVCCV TOL XeeLOC,
'mug	 Triv LJUX/1. OL EXXVT188q 7COU enetinotv ccrtacwo Ras,
keyccRe	 iiTOCV x6ttt oath TO Xoeili mug Hal tic ayiyycgie atov
x6eyo, TLC ygevocile ata xsiki [1.6 CCX0eTOCr6C. Tour eixvcclie
noetoxackta, -mug TretoOacclis ple -cacocalivtrikcc. Kai xeivec OL
OSOTeek8q TaCaccpourotiaccv e86 XOCL )(EL, Cce7COCOCV to refa-
p.occoc, éntOCVOCV 271V XCCe(VCC, OCe7t&COVTOLV MCC aXOLVL& V' CCV6POUV
CC7COCVW vicxcx xat ffe,pocCccv okoy'eXceatec:

—1-"Loc (has Xtoupaloti , 	 yta pac Aloulmato15! .. .

—Nat, a' ayaned! Kt eyed a' aycaced! TOUg CpeuVge E .Tee.-
X.CCIJ.eVOC o Avearric. 27

Then suddenly:

0 aceeoc Keya.U.OVET1C -4XCCVE to ?coy° too. Kccek iaxuyte aryl
xourcaatii o Avicruic, 1.1.LOC too e&s.nte Toy 1.1.7COOLTC:C XCCL XWEILCS
TO xecpCat cc7E6 TO X0elli. TOG/ 8OVCC1.1.11 00(4, 7COU 4.LELVE XCCe-
ycop.6voc [not rttElocA o aryl aaviacc. (ibid)

The next moment, the Kefallonitis dives into the sea and disap-
pears forever.

Absolute horror lurks behind absolute pleasure. The reason
why the Kefallonitis chose the particular moment to decapitate
Anestis will remain forever obscure. No one will ever know
whether Anestis was the source of his frustration or the incidental
victim of its outburst. 28 More significant, however, is Karkavitsas'
substitution of death for the culmination of the sexual climax. This
act opens up the delightfully obscene space in which sexual enjoy-
ment, the little death in Bataille's terms,29 loss of control and the
shattering of the ego boundaries in the blissful fusion with the
other, gives way to death, the "more than" of the sexual jouissance,
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the ultimate bliss and shuttering of the ego's boundaries as well as
the ultimate de-fusion of Eros and Thanatos.

On the visual level, the moment it happens constitutes a
trauma, something that does not fit in the particular scene and does
not obey reason. The brutal spectacle represents death as that which
exceeds the ego's defences, catches the spectator unawares and
simultaneously exposes the ego's lack of control over the powers of
the instinct. The separation of the head from the body lends sub-
stance to typical images of the fragmented body which Lacan finds
in dreams associated with the analysis of the most archaic aggres-
sive traits in human character. 3° From a slightly different perspec-
tive, it could also be said that the separation of the head from the
body problematises identity as it makes the reader consider
whether a headless body is easily identifiable as "the person." 31

On the level of meaning, the Real mocks both the literal and
the metaphorical preservation of life implied in the sexual act and
the celebration of Christ's resurrection respectively. For the narra-
tor, repetition compulsion commemorates the eruption of the
Real. Although the incident is forgotten and the culprit vanishes,
he who witnesses the event has to live with the trauma. He is the
recipient of the spectacle and tries to cope with it by repeating the
story to others in an always-failed attempt to master it completely.
During that repetition, the narrative becomes a source of guilty
pleasure for him and his audience that innocently evokes but never
admits its affinity to the primal scene.

The eruption of the Real always calls for the Symbolic law that
puts an end to its re-appearance. This draws our attention to the
fact that the sailor community appears to contain death and vio-
lence without necessarily punishing it. A question emerges at this
point: is their behaviour compatible with the laws of society, or
does their proximity to death affect their attitudes and values? At
this point, it is the reader as final recipient of this representation
of death that has to re-call the Law and perhaps enact the sus-
pended sentence.

Rate as repetition compulsion

In other stories, the Real is not the abhorrent encounter dis-
cussed above but a second encounter with fate, during which the
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sailor re-enacts his own past while having the impression that he
is in a new situation beyond his immediate control. In KamOruxor,
repetition compulsion makes the sailor the agent of his own
destruction. Everyone, including himself, considers Captain
Drakospilos unlucky:

Exeivoc Toe aiDcan xt avocatavge rtocrixcce8cc. Asv naecutovt(5-
TOCV Op.coc, rat( yV6OLCe to 8ixto TOUC. Exeivo 7E00 TOV COTeXage

;1TCCV 11 TOXY1 TOD. Me XSEV11 7C6C4DS GTOV (MVO XML CYTOV 67tVt0

TOO. Mate4Je ncog ;vitt moth yevvipixe ti 	 tou.32

The story tells of his last voyage and his failure to escape his bad
name. Nothing supernatural is involved in his downfall. He sim-
ply collapses under the scrutiny of the public eye—the town fol-
lows the progress of his journey obsessively—and the obligation
to return the vessel safely to its owner. Thus the experienced cap-
tain succumbs to his fears (8eiXtocas) and makes inexcusable mis-
takes in preparing the ship for an imminent storm. Because of his
errors of judgement, the vessel crashes on the rocks.

The narrative highlights the power of fate by juxtaposing bad
judgment as the cause of failure, to the captain's blind determina-
tion to uphold his reputation. Karkavitsas illustrates how the cap-
tain's predicament, which appears to be a new situation beyond his
immediate control, only serves the purposes of his compulsion. 33

In that he concurs with Freud who considers repetition compul-
sion to be an expression of the death instinct and fate an expres-
sion of its persecuting forces.

In the final part of the story, the overwhelming victory of the
death instinct turns into a noble sacrifice. The captain announces
his decision to die of exposure on the rocks rather than return home
and wreck more lives with his bad lack. 34 The voluntary assump-
tion of the role of the scapegoat exemplifies the tragic moment at
which man or woman passes over to the side of death by finally suc-
cumbing with the "bad luck" or any other signifier of the "unrep-
resentable" that describes him or her for society. There can be
something heroic in the masochistic misrecognition-sacrifice of
this kind, especially when it is carried out in the name of society
and with the purpose of eliminating the evil that one is. Altruism
and heroism make a noble cause out of the domination of the death
instinct. 35
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Turning against oneself appears all the more sinister in
Biox-cvlatcyjc, another story of suicide. A young sailor who spent the
best part of his life working hard to support his mother and sisters
after the father abandoned them, ends his life when he is finally
free from all family responsibilities. Confining in a friend a few
days before his suicide he says:

'0e471 8ev 6x4) va. Vim') rcta. bay ee,c.t) ytatE, 1.1.a Sev áxco.
rvweiCetc mw 8o6Xstl)a auto To time& vou xeOvta. 'Oao eixa
tuceoc xeiva ton X0e[T6TOC, >70eka va -Cicrto xat va SotA6tixo

p.OXL; 846cf3occsa moc frytve xat Tic PoOacrac o y&p.oc, ktiOixav
TOC iirca-cdt p.ou . 	 XaCTL av&katpeo xat Cecrth 6vtooaa va tpsOyet
arcO	 =est« [lop xt imam avaiceitoc. ArcO TOTS 8ev gxto
nta Oegi yta 8ou?..et6c, °Cm yta Ccoil. 36

Having lost the sisters, the object of his desire, the young
sailor is exposed to the (Real) void of objectless yearning. The
loss of responsibility for the sisters deprives him of the role of
the father through which he had a place in the Symbolic order. As
both object and symbolic role collapse, the futility of life is
unveiled. Just like captain Drakospilos, the young sailor lives
between two deaths, the symbolic death caused by the erasure of
both role and desire and the concrete event of the termination of
his life. Lacan observes that without desire "life is concerned solely
with dying" 37 and the two stories furnish the statement with strik-
ing examples.

When the eye errs

In other stories the Real returns with the overpowering of the
ego. This experience is built around the seduction of the senses and
can be described as apocalyptic. It is often accompanied by an
unleashing of aggression so violent that can hardly be contained
within conventional reality.

In Fievcac the blurring of vision turns obsessive love into
deadly aggression and overturns reality altogether. Such is the love
of Captain Valmas for his barge and his son that he calls both of
them Beauty (English in the original):
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flat& !Lou— M7CLO6TL [Lou, teuyeQuIAOtietCe. TOG() TOC eixe
aytrat arYlV OCycklii TOO, 7LOU 8ev igeee stakei xcack 7LOLOIITOCV TO

TCOCLal XOCL ?LOCO TO t'6A.0 TOU. 38

One day, when the son, Yorgis, is in charge of the vessel and Cap-
tain Valmas sleeps in his cabin, a storm breaks out. Yorgis decides
to deal with it without waking his father and tries to steer the ves-
sel towards a port he rather envisages than sees:

Kacnotot ek7ti8oc veca too cxviteae, to VOU too xlinoto liauxo
?up:kw (.oyecapianixe. Etylv &yew( natect CCTE&VCO Y1 1.1UXI1 TOU

p.divtecFe txyxocX1.6 xockOyvcom. 39

Valmas suddenly awakes and becomes aware of the dire situation.
He, too, envisages rather than sees the tragic end approaching fast:

0 Bockp.6cg Op.wc 6ev -110eXe VCC TO incrt6L4et. ... xott TO M7ELOOTL

CCxeetrryco yetiyet, as VCC TO XeOLCSL 7Coeite• cp6CVTCCCII.LO:. Auo-
Teetc oeyEac ocx6p..ri xoet, 0o: XOUTellaeL t3TO [16Cei.LCCE10. TOY

X0C7CSTaCV Bcap.6c yeLXT11 Toy 8SeVSL U7L0L1.11.a. To 7COCL81. TOU 06X.EL

VCC 7LCCEtEL TYI C7T8eVil TOU eoecci TeccrtO px67Cet 1..7Ce0aT6C TOU

OQCCI-LCC, 6aa , 1.1.0C8aeL0'. TO TeEXCCVTI1EIL ... ASV xQcentiOixe 7CEelC7-

oOTSE10. 'EGUeS OCILO T71 Cc'0V1 TO UTLX:STO XOCL x66YRCE CC7LOCV0..) CrT71

CCr1C7IYI TOU . . . C5Ce7L4S TOV rtCjerl We= ROCUL6, 7L1C701 y6eLCIS

TO xecpiXt VDU XCCL TO CSTLXSTO 6cateoccpe ato tptoc 11ligexc.40

On a first level, Valmas' act may simply represent the father's
desire to punish the disobedient son, but the paranoid vision and
the fear that Yorgis wants to "mock him in his last hour" certainly
suggests that something more than mere paternal authority is at
stake. In psychoanalytic terms, Valmas' aggression has its source
inside his own psyche and in the inherent discrepancy between the
Imaginary and the Real; between, that is, the organised ego and
the portion of the instinct that is left outside its boundaries dur-
ing its formation. 41 Boothby explains what is Real-horrible for the
"self ' in images of death and refuse:

I become a subject capable of dealing with objects only by
virtue of having constituted a domain of the abject. Thus
refuse and corpse show me what I permanently thrust
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aside in order to live'. But what threatens to emerge from
the Real is ultimately a part of oneself, one's own refuse,
one's own corpse.42

In the case of Feeaxag, we could therefore say that just as the
fusion-in-beauty of the child and the ship is about to give way to
the opposite, a fusion of distorted materials and the flesh of the
other, Valmas' act ensures that he does not see what is more horri-
ble than the loss of beauty and the beloved other: the formlessness
that evokes the aggressive annihilation of himself. 43

From a slightly different perspective, the sudden dissolution
of the love relationship exemplifies the destruction of the egotisti-
cal familiarities that Ragland" always associates with the return
of the Real. In Lacan, love, a form of relationship between the ego
and the object, is always imaginary, dependent upon the image the
ego projects and receives in making the other its ideal. In that
sense, Valmas may believe that he loves his son and the barge more
than himself, but through them he loves his own narcissistic-
imaginary perfection which veils the inconsistencies of his own
private history. What is lost at the crucial moment, it is veil to his
own inconsistency.

When the death instinct (Real) returns with the paranoid dis-
tortion of the familiar images (Imaginary), the reduced symbolic,
which is represented here by the a-social vacuum of Valmas'
secluded world,45 cannot cope with its impact. Karkavitsas places
the incident at the junction of all three orders: as the symbolic
human bond (father:son) collapses, the trauma (Real) installs itself
in the place previously occupied by the mirage of love (Imaginary).
Valmas never totally recovers from the experience and is virtually
annihilated under the pressure of the experience."

The real experience of death

In H Amway' vti rtic ea/lama; Karkavitsas explores the hazy
space between life and death, the relativity of identity and the
importance of language, which, as we saw in the introduction, con-
structs meaning by necessarily leaving something outside signifi-
cation and by evoking it in the signifying chain.47 The story
resembles a half-conscious dream in which the brutal abandon-
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ment of a crew in danger, their miraculous escape by boarding
another vessel, their struggle for survival and their resignation in
the face of death before their final rescue are held together by the
repetition of the phrase o-criv 011 which takes on different
meanings and lends coherence to the disjointed first person narra-
tive.

The story starts with the crew of the Sotiras sailing away from
captain Bismanis' sinking ship:

Mcoei c(86eyece 7vty4tactel Ilou	 atplivs-ce; Euryleicc! . . .
A86eyta nvty61.tacyre! . Ewtrpial Kat }Am an'To egXCM IJA
too x6ixatou ;tat TO aysµoyucrip.a, axotkroixe xaeeTraA.To
avOtp.natylla

—Etiv 6o..71 	ativ aaxri co,i.048

Certain death is followed by unexpected salvation:

Etri cpcovil I.Lot) nipioav ;it 60a.ot to ilthexo xt o xanetatvtoc
alsevOc. Andtvo.) ativ 6eoc. Hives key-vie oceyenseoc OXot Oa
niyaivails GTO yotivTo

'.Uayva, exei TCOU Te01.1.7CaCetC; °exotic') TO VCC6Xkle0 XaCTL

va olpu,get GT' CCUTf TOU xcerceicivtoc). ADTCOCOILOCt, OC vockeg too

xaeaPto6 away am! Ax ii.uxece rco)c TO [L7CdCeX0 1TCCV

CTOCXLX0. Ot vat:mg 7c118-rpxv 14am GTO xaeatf3t	 Oncoc
GTO 8tx6 'mug xat liaCE 'mug eo6pgs 71 Oackccacsoc. 'Ekeene
Pe33cace pdeexce ma limped aE xeivi vot Clitriaccv	 awry&
tour. Kottcgce piece) tinotcc. Toug auyx4eacc xcet TOK

áxceace.49

The exchange of lives and places occurs in heavy fog. The crew's
new life begins in an unmarked chaos, represented by the loss of
difference between opposites such as night and day, sea and sky,
daylight and greyness. This chaos is both disgusting (aexcgam
plea) and life-sustaining, comparable to the biblical chaos that
preceded the creation of the world. 50 In psychoanalytic terms the
fog-chaos is the primordial undifferentiated Real, the pre-sym-
bolic vacuum that suspends the certainties of identity and the old
hierarchical relations and allows life to re-start as an "alli zoi." Yet,
in its domain, the new life is not a genesis of difference and con-
creteness, or a separation of the elements, of the Symbolic and the
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Real or of the "I" from the "other." It is a genesis in a state of fusion
with the other and in suspension of difference. In its vacuum, liv-
ing is just the jouissance of being alive minus the attributes of a
concrete symbolic reality and identity.

In this disorientating Real, "stin alli zoi" acquires yet another
meaning as the exhausted narrator abandons the effort to stay alive
and hovers between life and death in a state of un-consciousness.
A hallucination inhabits the space between life and death and
brings back another piece of Real, a spectacular repressed in which
images of fragmentation of the body coincide with a lack of recog-
nition by the symbolic community:

Mcapva, keet, TOC °seta rig Nam:mac ... tecyOet.Cocv kati.taeya
TO XOUtpaCeL }LOU XOLL TELOCVOCVE 8lCCPO7,EliaVOV XOELTriC ILE TCC Oevta
TOO OUVXV06 yla TCC X0(11[81.11 p.00. Ey6., TOC XOLTOOOCC XCCL yekoOca
OXCCOTOC XCCL Teavtaxidc yekta, pkenovtocg va kccraeoOv T'
OCeEKOOT711.1.6VOC XeeCCT6C KC e7CetTCC, Vest, TO xeyoat [Lou
aeyoxukc:ovtag, 7c6cv-ccc p.a6eo XCCL TCOLeOp.OLO 1.Le eou tiopoceexo,
pee0YIXE GTO XL1J.6CVL rig 'Y8eccg 'CVOS XL cieCCtE OTT CCXe0-

ytcacci XOCL Pyip<av of \nig rcee8txoatil0eg . . . fROCCV XOCL TCC

XEPEVTOTCOELSOE p.E TOE TOOXLVCC PeaXLOE XCCL TCC TCXOCTLOC CCOVOteL0t,

XOETCCOEV XL eXeyecv catoefoc: Tivog eivca ToOto TO xeLpackt;
Ey6 'mug dotour XCCL OTEVCCXCOeLOp.OUV 7COU 8ev [LE rkbeLCCV,

ileskoc vac cpcov6:6.):—Aoth 1.1.01) eivat, too KCCX/CbeCC, Toll Phil/

MCC, 8ev	 ywoeiCete;51

In the hallucinatory dream, the crowd mocks the head, kicks it
around and buries it in the sand, while repeating "stin alli zoi," the
coda of his failed attempt to leave his mark on the community.

H Zlocatoathm vic allaao-ac is remarkable for two reasons. On the
one hand, it is a re-working or indeed reply to the myth of creation
and the original "in the beginning was the Word." The dominance
of the Real and the continuous change of perspectives illustrates
how language can include and exclude, repress and reveal. "Stin
alli zoi" is indeed the original word around which meaning is
developed but instead of revealing the greatness of its creator it
uncovers the wretchedness of the subject of the traumatic near-
death experience and of repressed social inadequacy.

On the other hand, the missed encounter with death, the pul-
sating otherness, the crossing of borders and the substitution of
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solid reality by hallucination undermine conventional notions of
identity and make the sailor an effect of the signifying movement
and, by extension, elusive and indescribable. The sailor is neither
himself nor the other, neither dead or alive, neither the stable
product of symbolic communities nor the alienated other of per-
manent mirror identifications. He circulates—as opposed to
"dwells"—in the three orders in the same way the phrase "stin alli
zoi" lends itself to the meaning of each one of them without any
contradiction.

Repeating the Other's desire

H eciAacro-a sheds light on the nature of the irresistible attrac-
tion of the sea and speaks of the enjoyments that run counter to
the horrors that fill other stories. It also deals with the father-son
relationship and the authority that establishes the symbolic Law
and the guarantee of orderliness in the Symbolic order.

In Lacan, the father, as symbolic bearer of the Law, separates
the child from the mother, banishes jouissance and forms the
Other, that is, the unconscious and its repressed contents, lan-
guage and the Symbolic order in general. Psychoanalysis refers to
this function as the Paternal metaphor, or the Name of the Father,
and attributes great importance to the fact that it "knots" together
the Real, the Imaginary and the Symbolic. In more practical terms,
the paternal metaphor more or less guarantees the existence of a
source of truth and authority for the subject, an ultimate Other
who knows all about the subject and the order of the universe. The
father of the Paternal Metaphor is a dead father, indifferent, that
is, to desires as well as an abandoned object on the part of the child,
properly outgrown and symbolically re-presented. 52

In H eciAaoca we come across a different father, what Zizek
calls the double of the Name of the Father, 53 one who is alive to
desire, enjoys outside the Law, and cannot guarantee the order of
the world because he is the first perpetrator.

When the narrator tries to account for the irresistible attrac-
tion of the sea, he traces it back to the early representations of the
sea in the father's speech. The desire to become a sailor is first of
all grounded in the paternal verbal prohibition, which heightens
the desire for the forbidden pleasure.
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O icateeac p.ou—p.Oeo to x151,ta Lou Tov tatge--8ev eixe axone)
vac	 x&vrc vatyctxO. Maxetac, eXeye, mu& p.ou, 	 e CCTLELO

GTOEXECO!"

Yet, he and other sailors who compulsively succumb to what is ver-
bally presented as forbidden contradict the paternal prohibition:

Ma OXa ta eetxvav urn Odckaaacc. Flocedcf3yatvav no* Oa XTE-

GEL IleyCatiTee0 XOCEICCPC, no* Oa neCOTOyiVEE XCC7CETOCVE0q. Kt
eycb 7COU atxourt OUXV6E ICC keyytcc T014 XML TOE ef3ks7CCX TOGO ccatip.-
tixova Re TX eer -colic 8e pro@o6aa vcc kixxx) TO pat/et°.

Kam, 6keya, AEC)( sexenav xt 6c:reeve ORES exeivec TLC tl)ux6c xat
TLS vacee;ige 643ouXec o-ta naXaya, 67E04 o Teekof3oetk TCC

aTeee0MOCCe0C. AX? at TO i&o eanecoxve xt eixevcc exei. 55

The father transgresses the Law he wishes to impose upon the
son. He is not "dead," an exemplary absolute master of his desire
that could convincingly carry out his symbolic function, but
enjoys beyond the set boundaries and brandishes his jouissance as
the ideal deterrent. That there is something deadly about this
behaviour is suggested by the narrator's comparison of the attrac-
tion to the sea to the dragging of souls down to Hades and by the
interpretation of the compulsion as "mysterious" and "divine."

As soon as the son succumbs to the call of the sea despite the
father's prohibition he starts living in violation of the paternal
word and in agreement with His desire, as the embodiment, that
is, of the very contradiction that is the source of his confusion. In
other words, the young sailor enters the field of desire as a com-
promise formation between the two contradictory positions,
becoming the symptom of the paternal dis-order.

But even if the dis-obedience can be easily dismissed with ref-
erence to the received wisdom of "like father like son," it is the sec-
ond encounter of the pair that confers the final deadly meaning on
it and sets the price for abiding by the law of jouissance. The sec-
ond encounter occurs at a foreign port, after the son has gained
some experience of the dangers and excitements of the sea. If the
Law was to be re-asserted, such an encounter would provoke the
father's wrath or, alternatively, it would ignite the son's desire to
humiliate the father and test his (im)potence, a move sustained by
a contradictory desire to denounce his imposture and, at the same
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time, "to see him undergo successfully the ordeal and thus belie
(the son's) doubt." 56

No such confrontation occurs in H Cockkocaacc. No symbolic
words are exchanged. The father remains silent and is reduced to
a compassionate observing gaze which is perceived by the narrator
as his death warrant.

Ocso gvilD0oc ocndcvco Toll TO f31,61.ci.coc .tou, lauxEcc Sev ef3eLo-xce.
'Eteexcc ptccuttx6c, oath Ti 1.1.COC dOtell OTY] 60a.7] . . . Exeivoc
xocvi7socf3e ncoc TOE EfX0C 60CCITCOVIVOL xQl Sav crrixtheixe ccnO
060-1 -coo, Ovo	 cotokou0o6ae [Le pkiiii.toc iccceoutovtdcetxo
va aP.E7ZE aTO VEXe0XegfIXT0. 57

Under the gaze of the father/Other, the young man gets the first
intimation of the punishment not coming from the impotent
father, yet assumed to be materialising there and taking the shape
not of a prospective threat but of an accomplished fact, a death that
has almost already taken place. In the absence of symbolic words,
the gap of the dysfunctional Paternal Metaphor is filled by a dis-
turbing image which translates a predominantly imaginary gaze
into a statement of excessive authority, equivalent to the excess it
is meant to deal with. It is as if the void of paternal power is intro-
jected in the place of his Name, as the encounter with the uncanny
image of death re-places the symbolic Law with the other law,
which, instead of blocking jouissance, allows it to emerge as the
real source of desire.

Thus, "as if I was in my deathbed" reverberates with the con-
sequences of dedicating oneself to the father/Other's transgressive
desire. It means that "I" am dead to my desire because I dedicate
myself to the Other's. When I see myself from his point of view, I
see nothing (myself as dead), because I am misrepresented and
eclipsed (dead). By the same token, I am also dead to symbolic
society, the other facet of the Other, because I do not live by its
rules. And when I see myself from their point of view, again, I am
unrepresented and eclipsed.

Later in the story, the middle-aged narrator admits his
compulsive attraction to the after a short period of living on dry
land. Breaking the symbolic pacts that tie him to the dry land—
marriage, job, secure income and responsibilities—he return to
the only element which can accommodate the reversal of life and
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death that ensues from the mis-alliance to the symbolic name:

—Eat), Ftivvi, T1V a8saec niv paroceo4ux aou. 068' &veil°
o686 OCaccucroc cpopdcaou 'Aeatec. flou Om net: aciisc,
1th()avec, Se etc GTOV x6ap.o1 58

The reversal of the meaning of the words dead, alive and world in
the above phrase encapsulates the basic reversal-renunciation of all
meanings and values that the sailor accedes to in order to enter the
nautical domain.

Beyond good and evil

Reading Logia tis Ploris, or any cultural product of another
time and place, it is rather difficult to avoid thinking about its
appeal to modern readership. Today, as literary and artistic frag-
mentations of identity and reality go hand in hand with critical
practices that challenge authoritarian power, be that the ego in
psychoanalysis or the centralised state in politics, Logia tis Ploris,
appears uncanningly modern. The hallucinatory dissolution of
identity, death and loss, the radical reworking of family bonds and
relationships of love and authority, the blurring of vision and the
pursuit of elusive objects are all experiences of an "I" that encoun-
ters its failures whenever it thinks it confirms its certainties. The
appeal of Logia tis Ploris resides in the fact that the failure inherent
in human nature is to be enjoyed rather than bemoaned, an atti-
tude further reinforced by two conspicuous absences: of any didac-
tic intention on the part of the author and of the most obvious
features and objectives of Realism.

We could therefore say that as an observer of human nature,
Karkavitsas appears comtemporary in his approaches because he is
inherently psychoanalytic in his methods. He deconstructs the
sailor by challenging, first of all, the reliability of the senses and
the stability of social roles. Thus, when vision is challenged by the
return of the Real, social roles prove unable to cope with the strain.
This can be read in reverse as a social comment: vision is chal-
lenged because roles are already under strain and cannot bear the
unresolved tension between the aggressive tendencies of the ego
and the obligation to love one's neighbour, brother or offspring.
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The subversion of the authority of the ego is further accom-
plished by the fragmentation of identity. Karkavitsas' sailor circu-
lates between the Imaginary, the Symbolic and the Real. He takes
another man's place and subsequently loses it, or renounces his
obligations to family when he succumbs to his compulsions. He is
neither dead nor alive, neither himself nor the other, neither rich
nor poor, neither in heaven nor in he11,59 neither part of the com-
munity to which he was born nor of the male world to which he is
attached. He is elusive to himself as much as to the others, a pure
effect of the dialectic process of signification. In that sense he is the
product of the moment, which, depending on the occasion, makes
him appear good or evil.

Karkavitsas completes the subversion of the ego by challeng-
ing the omniscience of the speaking "I." Traditionally, the objec-
tive narrator stands in the place of the omniscient big Other, the
one who is supposed to know6° and guarantee the ultimate truth
of the narrative. There is little room for a controlling conscious-
ness in Logia tis Ploris and even when the story is told confidently
in retrospect, it is mostly an attempt to understand and come to
terms with an old trauma rather than an attempt to judge or
explain. Karkavitsas' "I" does not speak the illusory ego of cer-
tainties but the awareness of its helplessness and ignorance.

Beyond the level of the ego, the portrayal of the sailor as
branded by lack and desire illustrates Lacanian subjectivity with
remarkable accuracy. By undermining consciousness as the seat of
power, Karkavitsas allows us a glimpse of the internal divisions,
traumas, aberrant desires and the jouissance that form the core of
subjectivity. Karkavitsas' subject, like any subject in its essence, is
neither good nor bad, neither a master nor a slave, neither content
nor discontent with others. It is simply the subject that takes
pleasure in its divisions. This is why the sailor appears romanti-
cally indifferent to social disorder and the reader is often left with
the impression that the book celebrates the pure enjoyment of the
moment even in the middle of the most abhorrent circumstances.

Although the sailor approximates the psychoanalytic subject,
other characteristics of the group reveal a certain pathology of this
isolated, male universe. In real life, the pursuit of happiness veils
the essential lack of being, and desire keeps death at bay. Karkav-
itsas' sailors do not completely conform to this pattern. On the one
hand, they are often portrayed as neither desiring nor pursuing
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new objects that would bring happiness but as reliving old losses.
On the other hand, they live in close proximity to death and
although they are not entirely given over to the destructive
instinct, they often succumbs to it without any resistance.

Another and perhaps more radical insight into the nature of
the sailor's desire concerns the "re-version" of the paternal
metaphor. Karkavitsas presents us with a way of building one's
desire against the letter of the Law, by pathologically attaching
oneself to the contradiction that threatens to disrupt it. Thus his
sailor is prone to experiencing the Real because he is already struc-
turally affected by its excessive presence. This idiosyncratic struc-
turing, alternative to the expected, "healthy" and predictable way
of entering the symbolic, amounts to a piece of radical criticism of
human affairs. Without perhaps intending to do so, by corroding
the father-son relationship, Karkavitas exposes the soft underbelly
of the patriarchal order, the "other side" which dispels the myth of
the sovereign Other that is supposed to guarantee the stability of
symbolic institutions and the preservation of order. It would there-
fore be reasonable to say that as an instance of social criticism, the
book exposes the truth of the fact that unity and normalcy are to
be found only in social lies and principles to be maintained at high
cost.6 ' Logia tis Ploris is a series of disruptive myths and distopias
that appear to confirm the point.

However, the book can be read in the opposite way: to the
extent that the sailor is subject to the constant visitations of the
Real, he is a surplus to organised society. To the extend that he is
isolated in the sea and accepts his peculiar fate eagerly, he is the
one who contains the Real, blocks it and ensures that dry land soci-
ety can function free of its visitations. In many ways, the sailor
community is a collective scapegoat which keeps the evil Real
away from the other communities. The sailor is the Kakotychos of
the organised society, a victim of fate which takes it upon himself
to perform this peculiarly pleasurable sacrifice.

This exclusion of the sailor-bearer of the Real from the organ-
ised society indicates that the latter cannot operate without rely-
ing on the Symbolic Law. Although one could contemplate the
jouissance of being a sailor, the idea that the lawlessness of the
Real-sea could prevail does not constitute a universally appealing
option. Therefore in comparison to the sailor world, conventional
society emerges as orderly, humanised, viable and ultimately
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improvable. Karkavitsas may not speak of ways of improving soci-
ety but by delimiting the traumatic Real to the world of the sea
and by keeping it "out there" he creates a positive fantasy, of a soci-
ety which, by default, appears hopeful and positive.62

The interplay of this wishful fantasy with the weakness of the
established paternal Other and the constant eruption of the darker
forces of human nature, is, in my view, the other reason why the
book today deserves a second look. It is redundant to say, at this
point, that in psychoanalytic terms, the collection is invaluable. It
is perhaps more meaningful to conclude this paper with two obser-
vation concerning the book's omission from the discussions of lit-
erary works that exemplify the ideological developments of the
late nineteenth and early twentieth century. 63

The first observation concerns Karkavitsas' dept to folklore, a
suspiciously heavy debt which often impells the reader to question
the author's originality. Ragland notes that "contemporary west-
ern cultures always seek institutions that can name and tame what
other cultures and the ancient past named and domesticated as
gods and devils, namely, the Real."64 Adapting her suggestion to
literature, we could consider Logia tis Ploris as the bridge between
old and the new representations of the Real but with emphasis on
personal experience and on the subtlety of inner states which, in
my view, folklore cannot capture. If some stories from Logia tis
Ploris seem to add nothing new to literature, there are certainly
those that, as I hope to have shown, are the work of a singular
author who only uses the older material in order to make an
entirely different point.

The second observation concerns the book as ideological crit-
icism. Zizek notes that there are two procedures of ideological crit-
icism. The former performs a "symptomal reading" of the
ideological text and seeks to demonstrate how a given ideological
field is a result of a montage of heterogeneous elements (floating
signifiers) that come together under a unifying principle. 65 The
second "aims at extracting the kernel of enjoyment" (ibid) which
both sustains and subverts a social fantasy that is best suited for
the understanding of these works and their ideological perform-
ance. Given that almost all readings of ideology in Greek litera-
ture that concern Karkavitsa's era (studies on ifloyeayfoc for short)
attempt to construct a unified account of the progressive forces at
the specific time, it is not surprising that some works, like Logia
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tis Ploris, unavoidably appear irrelevant and unfit for considera-
tion. In the present reading we used the second perspective in
showing how the book can today be approached in their idiosyn-
cratic uniqueness.

Notes

'The language of the book is demotiki, mostly colloquial, with outbursts
of lyricism. The narrator is neither objective nor disinterested. He speaks in the
first person and, in the majority of cases, participates as an eyewitness or a pro-
tagonist. Although the experiences he describes are brutal and hallucinatory, he
never attempts to explain or criticise them.

2Despite the richness of its materials, Logia tis Ploris is often remembered
for its systematic collection of folkloric elements and for little else. This is not
totally unjustified. Some stories like Osiov 'Oecyot and H focry6voc, are, indeed,
excessively folkloric, faithful repetitions of old tales with no innovations, and
very few are completely free from any such interference. Moreover, the book
appears to have been overshadowed by Karkavitsas' more popular realistic nov-
els, H Auyseil and 0 Zriti&voc. Despite the typical combination of brutal real-
ity with an idealisation of rural-sea life, it is problematic to classify Logia tis
Ploris under folkloric realism (Beaton 1999) or etudes moeurs (Vitti 1991) because
of the abundance of magical elements, the involvement of the narrator in the
action and the absence of direct social criticism. These elements seem to have
marginalized the collection even more than its folkloric material. In recent
years, there has been revived interest in Karkavitsas, together with new publi-
cations of his most representative works, but little has been said about this book.
Inevitably, however, Karkavitsas is hovering in and out of oblivion. In 1991
Mastrodimitris claims that the author is still read and enjoyed (Mastrodimitirs
1991: 100) while in 1986 Stergiopoulos admits that despite the virtues of his
work, Karkavitsas appears dated (RockLay.6voc, Stergiopoulos 1986: 133).

3See Goodwin & Bronfen 1993: 4
4I will not be referring to the social habits of sailors in real life nor to

anthropological evidence about their identity and their interaction with other
groups. My discussion will be entirely focuses on the fictional representation of
the sailor community in Karkavitsas' work.

'The term Real is different from the noun "real" in its common meaning.
In order to avoid confusion I will be using the capital letter for the former
thoughout the text.

6See Freud 1984: 326. On Freud's determination to maintain the life-death
dualism in his work and the philosophical antecedents of the concept, see Dol-
limore 1998: 180-197. For a comprehensive account of the death instinct in
Freud's work, see Laplanche & Pontalis 1988: 97-103

7The pair Eros and Thanatos are used by Freud as cover terms for the life
preservative / sexual instinct and the death instinct respectively; see Laplanche
& Pontalis1988: 153 & 447
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8See Freud 1984: 292
9See Freud 1894: 381, 383 & 386
"See Freud 1894: 394.
" Fink 1995: 25 defines the Real as "that which has not been symbolised,

remains to be symbolised, or even resists symbolisation and may exist alongside
or in spite of the speaker's linguistic capabilities as unspoken and unconceptu-
alised."

12 Ragland 1993: 8
"Ragland 1995:182. I will be subsequently using the term "jouissance" to

refer to excessive enjoyment of the Real kind rather than simple intense pleas-
ure.

14Ragland 1993: 81
"Ragland 1993: 81-82
"Ragland 1993: 81-82
I 7As Laplanche & Pontalis (1988: 78) note: "the subject deliberately places

himself in [a] distressing situation" even when "he has the strong impression
that [the distressing situation] is fully determined by the circumstances of the
moment."

"Ragland 1993: 86
"Fink 1995: 27
20Ragland 1993: 84
21 Ragland, 1993: 86-87
22Karkavitsas 1994:38
23 Karkavitsas 1994:39
24Karkavitsas 1994:211
25Another two stories, H FoeyOva and 0 Ex8ur1tfig, deal with the resur-

facing of mythical-traumatic objects. In the former, Alexander's sister seeks
reassurance from a sailor that her brother is still alive; in the latter, the altar-
piece of Ayia Sophia resurfaces and submerges in the waters of Bosporus bring-
ing back the memory of the fall of Constantinople. I have chosen not to deal
with these overtly patriotic pieces and their nostalgia for national glory, but on
the whole they can be accommodated in the general scheme of the return of the
trauma-real which remains unassimilated by national consciousness.

26Zizek 1991: 8
27Karkavitsas 1994:159
28As we pointed out in the introduction, Freud suggest that aggression

turned outwards may be directed towards innocent victims and has its source
in masochism. One could argue that more frustrating than Anestis' teasing was
for Kefallonitis his own inability to rise to the occasion and match his col-
league's verbal skills.

29In Goodwin & Ragland 1993: 11
30Lacan 1992: 11-12
31 For a discusson of the equation head= name=identity; body=nobody see

Janes 1993: 250.
32Karkavitsas 1994:131
33See n 6 above, for a definition of compulsion to repeat as a new predica-

ment.
34Karkavitsas 1994:140
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35In a comic version of the deadly compulsion, another captain loses his ves-
sel while chasing the sign (omen) of bad lack, instead of trying to avoid the obvi-
ous mistakes that lead to it. In Komornip.cc8c6c, captain Kremidas and his crew
become obsessed with trying to evade an owl that flies around the ship. They
neglect the basic rules of safe navigation and soon run aground. Only then do
they realise that they have caused their own ruin.

36Karkavitsas 1994:76-77
37Lacan1988: 233
"Karkavitsas 1994:163
39Karkavitsas 1994:165
40Karkavitsas 1994:165-6
4 tThe separation of the Real from the Imaginary is very similar to the sep-

aration of the Real from the Symbolic. Part of the instinct is excluded either
from the organised ego or from language. The return of the Real in the sphere
of the imaginary-organised ego constitutes phenomena of aggressivity. For a
complete discussion of aggressivity and the relationship of the imaginary and
the real see Boothby 1991:47-70.

42Boothby 1991: 65
43For a similar point on the eruption of the formless real, "Dream of the

burning child," in Ragland 1993: 96-101.
44See Ragland's comment (Ragland 1993: 86-87) in the introduction.
45Valmas lives isolated aboard the ship with the child. There is no mother

or other female figure near them and no one knows how he acquired the child
and the ship.

46 In Oc EcpouyycceiSsg, the outburst of aggression results in fratricide. Pet-
ros Rafalias kills his brother underwater while thinking he attacks the rival
sponge-diver who ventures into his territory. The scene is described by Karkav-
itsas as a step-by-step mirroring of each other's moves. Here aggression is trig-
gered by the encounter with the double, the mirror image of the self, but the
interplay of sadism-masochism can be applied as in the case of necxxac.

A similar traumatic revelation destroys the world of Captain Palumbas in
H Keznevivconcc. The old bachelor's eye is caught by the spectacle of his young
future wife. His life is instantly transformed: "Inc necva [veil) arixclierixs cute) TIX

ildaLCC Too, Os calck Tr! c..)1.1." It is, however, when another veil is lifted - the fog
that envelops the wife and her lover on board Palumba's vessel - that the old
captain is disillusioned. The narrative constitutes the first encounter as a scene
which will only receive its meaning retroactively and in accordance with the
rules of the trauma. Here Karkavitsas allows the signifying chain to be inhab-
ited by a delay which shows that meaning is determined backwards. Reality is
shown to be reversible, subject to revision and vulnerable to the powers of the
trauma.

In Tekcinncc, the disillusionment concerns the transformation of a friend into
a sea-demon.

47See Fink's description of the Real as remnant of signification in my intro-
duction above.

"Karkavitsas 1994:49
49Karkavitsas 1994:5 9
5°Karkavitsas 1994: 46, 49
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"Karkavitsas 1994:56
""Outgrown" and "re-presented" refer to the dissolution of the Oedipus

complex which turns the father from an early figure of ambivalence (of love and
hatred) to a most significant identification of the child.

53Zizek 1992: 158
"Karkavitsas 1994:17
"Karkavitsas 1994:17-8
"Zizek 1992: 158
"Karkavitsas 1994:23
58Karkavitsas 1994:31
"In 0 Kim KOcflioc the dead sailor is ousted from both heaven and hell

for sexual misdemeanour. He ends up pitching his tent between the two and
spending eternity in unavowed limbo. This, in my view, is the purest expres-
sion of his mis-placement.

601n Lacan the "subject who is supposed to know" (Lacan 1991:230-243)
is the analyst and by extension any Other to whom the analysand or the speak-
ing subject erroneously attributes full knowledge about himself and his own
history. The statement implies that any such truth or knowledge is only an illu-
sion, although culturally figures or authority "that are supposed to know" often
support the idea of a sovereign and omnipotent Other.

61Ragland 1993
62Histrorically, this kind of group scapegoating out of which societies con-

struct a positive self-portrait has sometimes taken extreme forms, the most
extreme being that of the scapegoating of the Jewish community in pre-Second
World War times (Zizek 1994: 124-9). I am in no way implying that the case
of the Greek sailor is comparable in degree and ferocity to that, but the princi-
ple and making of the radical Other ultimately remains the same and so does,
one would have to admit, the tendency of societies to repeat the gesture in var-
ious forms.

63See Gounelas1984 and Vitti 1991. Although both of them make multi-
ple references to Karkavitsas and his later work, there is practically no mention
of the particular book.

641tagland 1993: 98
65Zizek 1994:125
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The Politics of the Self:
Autobiography, Travel Writing
and Kazantzakis

by IAN MUHLHAUSER

The work of Nikos Kazantzakis articulates what has recently
been termed the "dialogical self," an expression of the self that
escapes the Western discourse of identity and its ethnocentric con-
struction of psychological processes. This dialogical view of the
identity has recently been acknowledged by Western psycholo-
gists who view the self as a multiplicity, challenging the tradi-
tional view of the autonomous and unified self. As a reaction to the
Western ideal of the self as a centralized rational structure, some
have come to view the self as narratively structured and socially
specific. It is especially interesting to attempt to situate Kazantza-
kis within this history of the development of autobiography as a
literary genre. This is because autobiographical literature is spe-
cific to a culture with a discourse of individualism, one that incor-
porates the notion of the autonomous self into its sociopolitical
structure. When he claims that his Report to Greco is "not an auto-
biography" we sense that he is speaking to the West ("Authors
Introduction" 15). Further, by entering into this Western dis-
course on the self and the literary genre that articulates it, he is
introducing new conventions into his own tradition, placing his
own culture into the dialogue. Further, no examination of the
nature of the self found in the literature of Kazantzakis would be
complete without a consideration of travel writing. This genre,
perhaps for what he was best known in his native country, provides

IAN MUHLHAUSER is in the Department of Philosophy at San Francisco
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an insight into his approach to the non-Greek world, offering a
more unabridged view of the role that the self played for him.

In her introduction to Report to Greco, Helen Kazantzakis ques-
tions the author: "Why do you write as though ready to die?" We
are given the sense that Kazantzakis wrote in the face of death,
struggling to make significant what the abyss threatened to extin-
guish, to finish in time before dying in order to re-create himself
with words. It is in the same manner that God created the universe
while staring into the darkness. "I cast a final glance around me.
To whom should I say farewell?" (Prologue 17). It was in fact this
"Cretan glance" that became so important for him, inspired by the
Minoan fresco "The Jump of Death" that showed a young boy
jumping over a sacrificial bull, a game of death transformed into
art. For Kazantzakis, creation is a technique, neither false nor true.
Writing for him was itself analogous to the creation of the uni-
verse. "Was I not God, doing as I pleased, transubstantiating real-
ity, fashioning it as I should have liked it to be—as it should have
been?" (145). An example of this is given in the reaction to the sad
discovery that Zorba had died. Kazantzakis called upon the semi-
nal power of the Word in order to resurrect him, to translate a life
into a legend, the dance into the shapely forms of the alphabet. "Is
there anything truer than truth? Yes, legend" (471).

With logos, the word as his mode of creation, Kazantzakis
would attempt to overcome his own death, transubstantiate his
material flesh into the spirit of imagination:

He took mud to create a world; I took words. He made
men as we see them, crawling on the ground; I, with air
and imagination, the stuff that dreams are made on, would
fashion other men with more soul, men able to resist the
ravages of time. While God's men died, mine would live!
(146).

This offers us a clue to understanding his own urgency and motives
behind the writing of the novel of which the subject would be
himself. "The more I wrote the more deeply I felt that in writing
I was struggling, not for beauty, but for deliverance" (451).
Pasolini made a similar statement in his novel Petrolio: "As I was
planning and writing my novel—that is, looking for the meaning
of reality and taking possession of it, immersed in the creative act
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and all that involves—I also wished to free myself from myself,
that is, to die."' There exists an ancient kinship between writing
and death, a relation that has been inverted by modern writing in
its pursuit of the presence of the author.

How should Kazantzakis be viewed in the literary context
where the changing role of subjectivity has become a central
importance? Richard Poirier, in his essay "Writing Off the Self,"
has stated that "since the beginnings of literature in the West,
human beings have wanted to re-present themselves, but they have
also wanted to do something nearly the reverse." 2 Like Nietzsche's
desire to usher the dead God off the stage, Foucault wants "man"
to disappear, as he states at the end of Les mots et les choses, "like a
face drawn in sand at the edge of the sea." For Foucault, the "end
of man" does not equate to the end of a species but a concept, the
self-representation and the human institutions that uphold it.
Where Foucault rejects the narrative self, it is embraced by
Kazantzakis, who like Marcuse, views literature and its mecha-
nisms of metaphor as a site of resistance, a mode of resurrection.
The incredible overflow of autobiographical literature that has
currently rushed into the market is a predictable reaction to the
"death of the subject." The challenge to the status and authority
of the traditional model of the self by some cultural critics has
caused a reassertion of individualism and self-promotion. Ironi-
cally, many of these autobiographies follow the structure of
tragedy, a sort of "rise and fall" of the subject.

In The Confessions, which has been accepted as the first modern
autobiography, Rousseau writes: "My purpose is to display to my
kind a portrait in every way true to nature" (17). Rousseau rejects
artifice, falsification, or ornamentation in what may be seen as a
sort of manifesto of sincerity and authenticity, reflecting the
Romantic effort to make the soul transparent. Many contemporary
figures have attempted to subvert the genre, along with its truth
claims regarding its subject. Sartre rejects the notion of the uni-
tary and stable self in Les Mots, and Gide challenges the notion that
the truth about the self might be fully revealed in anything less
than fiction. This has effected a movement that undermines the
author's position in the text, denying the existence of an ontolog-
ical self anterior to the work, as anything more than a textual sig-
nifier. Both Roland Barthes and Foucault question traditional
assumptions regarding the authorial self, and by extension the
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integrity of self-interpretation by the author of autobiography. In
"What is an Author," Foucault sets out to examine the "author,"
not as an actual entity but as a category generated by discursive
practices. He challenges the modern assumption regarding the
author, the way in which the text seems to point to a figure that is
outside and precedes it.

Autobiography provides a means of access to the author's sub-
jectivity, an account of the self as it is socially constructed. The
recent postmodern abandonment of the unitary self has led liter-
ary criticism to expand the definition of the genre of autobiogra-
phy (Bruss: Cristea). Autobiography has received greater attention
recently due to its links to questions involving gender, ethnicity,
and the critique of the metaphysics of the subject. The thesis of the
disappearance of the subject has been central to the epistemologi-
cal revolution begun in the 1960s. Sartre and Barthes are two fig-
ures who display the evolution and mutations of modern
autobiography. In Les Mots, Sartre explains that the "subject as
writer must find its own way for returning from art and culture to
life." By 1965, for Sartre the "subject" was multiple, joining with
others to become "we," corresponding to his awakening political
consciousness. Barthes provides a fictional theory of the subject in
his autobiography. "The substance of this book, ultimately is
therefore fictive" (120). For him, the self must be considered "as if
spoken by a character in a novel—or rather by several characters"
(119). This work offers a writing that effaces the self, consisting of
a fragmentary writing that connects to the concept of the self
which defies its characteristic coherence.

Compare what Barthes says in his essay "The Death of the
Author," that "writing is the destruction of every voice, of every
point of origin" (Lodge 168) to a self-reflective statement noted by
Kazantzakis in the "Author's Introduction" of his Report to Greco:
"Whatever I wrote or did was written or performed upon water,
and has perished." For Mallarme, it is language that speaks, not
the author; when writing, reality is acted upon intransitively,
symbolically, and where "the voice loses its origin, the author
enters into his own death, writing begins." His interest is in sup-
pressing the author in favor of the writing that writes itself. In a
similar manner, Kazantzakis wants to de-center the actual subject
of the autobiographic novel in favor of the narrative process and
the multiple voices that give rise to this writing.
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Kazantzakis points the way to those ineffable regions of the
psyche, those who can not speak for themselves, the moans and
grunts of the sub-human, and the unspeakable thoughts of the
gods. Therefore, his words are only a spring-board into the reader's
own depths and heights of experience, meant only to serve as the
passage to these "inarticulate cries within me" (Journeying 134). In
the Saviors of God he had said, "It is not you talking. Nor is it your
race only which shouts within you, for all the innumerable races of
mankind shout and rush within you." We find a relationship to
ancestral voices, natural forces, the sea and the soil in the works of
Kazantzakis. He privileges the relation to the customs of his peo-
ple, the value of family, community and nation. "The cry is not
yours. It is not you talking, but innumerable ancestors talking
with your mouth. It is not you who desire, but innumerable gen-
erations of descendants longing with your heart." 3 The political
scientist Adamantia Pollis has portrayed the differences between
the Western and Greek conception of self. She connects the par-
ticular concept of the self with the unique political context of
Greece. She states of Greece, "Self-definition is in terms of group
relatedness and not as an individual; existence as an individual sep-
arate from these groups is inconceivable" (32). 4

Through his own self-writing, adopting the autobiographical
mode from the West, Kazantzakis resisted inherited notions of self
received from his native Greece. It was this mode of self-represen-
tation that he struggled with, and at times transcended by a mys-
tical voice, decentered, multiple, one that crossed borders, both
domestic and other. He does not seek a center in God as did
Augustine; rather, he articulates a struggle between the human
and divine being, between rational ego and abyss. In eighteenth-
century autobiography it was assumed that the author was the
source and center of meaning. For Felicity Nussbaum, autobio-
graphical writing already "makes use of what has been thought and
said more publicly," therefore contesting whether the author ever
was the origin of meaning (16). She views autobiography as a site
at which to resist inherited notions of being, to write the self, as a
mode of dissent against the dominant notions of identity. Compare
this to a statement made by Barthes: "The text is a tissue of quo-
tations drawn from the innumerable centers of culture" (170).

Kazantzakis displays the transformation of lived experience
into fictionalized discourse. He transports the reader over large
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blocks of time, bringing the past to the present moment of narra-
tion. Chronological time is undermined by an epic structure in
which epiphanies propel a spiritual ascent, revealing a sacred time
in which timeless principles and mythic elements underlie profane
events. The "author" is used as a technical device through which
to reveal the primordial factors behind ancestral struggles. By giv-
ing his "autobiography" fictional status, Kazantzakis rejects the
notion that the fact of the self can be represented textually. Fur-
ther, he does not present the reader with an autonomous individ-
ual who is independent of social bonds. In her "Theories of
Autobiography," Suzanne Nalbantian develops what she refers to
as "transformation theory," an aesthetic theory of the transmuta-
tion of life into art in the autobiographical work. It could be sug-
gested that Kazantzakis' Report to Greco falls within the genre
"aesthetic autobiography," a category defined by Nalbantian in
which the use of autobiographical material is employed to con-
struct a fiction. She has shown how this literary manifestation of
autobiographical writing was developed by modernist novelists in
the first half of the twentieth century. Through several tech-
niques—misrepresentation for Proust, stylization for Joyce, dis-
tancing and displacement for Woolf, and mythification for
Nin—modernist authors transformed life into art. In the "aes-
thetic autobiography" the conflict between parents is often dram-
atized and universalized in terms of mythic figures or principles.
Where the autobiographer records the significant events of the
author's development, the "aesthetic autobiographer" takes these
same events and applies the stylistic devices of embellishment and
transformation. For example, Joyce takes his personal religious
crises and transforms them into the elements of A Portrait of the
Artist as a Young Man.

Western psychologists are beginning to recognize the multi-
vocal and decentered quality of the self. In recent years there has
been a growing interest in the role of culture and history in shap-
ing the content of basic psychological processes (Hermans and
Kampen; Berger and Luckman). Even Freud viewed the self as a
dialogue between multiple voices; although emphasizing the cen-
trality of the ego, the structure of the psyche consisted of its inter-
play with primal forces (id) and the internalized embodiment of
society (super-ego). Cross-cultural studies of the self have revealed
the ethnocentric nature of the Western discourse on the self as
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rational, self-contained, and independent (Shweder and Bourne).
Precursors to the contemporary constructivist approach to the self
include Vico, who opposed Descartes' dualistic thesis of the cogito,
and proposed that history is a creative product of the human mind.
His emphasis of the human capacity of imagination was a result of
his view of the human mind as active and organizing. Later, such
figures as Jaynes viewed "narration" as the main characteristic of
all human activities (Sampson; McAdams).

Literary figures such as Andre Gide exclaimed "I am dialogi-
cal; everything in me fights and contradicts itself." 5 Another such
figure is Borges, who disrupts the notion of the unitary self, reveal-
ing the puzzling relation between the self and author. "It's to the
other man, to Borges, that things happen. Little by little, I have
been surrendering everything to him, even though I have evidence
of his stubborn habit of fabrication and exaggerating" (The Aleph
152). In "An Autobiographical Essay," Borges raises the question
if there is anything that exceeds the writing of the self, whether
"autobiography" can ever be avoided.

I told of a man who sets out to make a picture of the uni-
verse. After many years, he has covered a blank wall with
images of ships, towers, horses, weapons, and men, only to
find out at the moment of his death that he has drawn a
likeness of his own face. This may be that case with all
books (1953).

Bakhtin understood the self as dialogical, that the essential qual-
ity of the psyche consisted of dialogue. In the polyphonic novel the
self was a dialogical narrator, not a multitude of characters con-
tained within a unified context, rather a plurality of voices and per-
spectives (11).

There is close connection between autobiographical and travel
literature. Both align with the changing role of subjectivity in fic-
tion. Both emerge as a genre during the same period, both a nar-
rative of self, the latter being an extension of the former, a
confrontation between self and other. The central issue for travel
writing is the 'relation between self and world. Travel writing of
the early twentieth-century developed in the atmosphere of the
fragmentation of the essential self and a search for wholeness. As a
result of this the genre, and the journeys that motivate the pro-
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duction of its writings, is often framed by a search for authentic-
ity and meaning. If autobiography is as Foucault states a "tech-
nology of the self," a way of regulating interiority, then travel,
writing may be viewed as a "technology of the other." The begin
ning of the "travel book" can be located in the Grand Tour of the
eighteenth-century. By this period one of the central concerns of
travel writing was the relation between self and world. Influenced
by the empiricism of Locke's Essay Concerning Human Understand-
ing (1690), external stimuli from the world was viewed as vital for
the development of intellectual capacity. The Grand Tour pro-
vided an endless source of new stimuli, and by the nineteenth-cen-
tury travel writing was a matter of self-discovery. Complicit with
the empirical ideology of the period, knowledge and intellectual
development was viewed as a product of experience.

Kazantzakis presents us with a nomadic identity, a decentered
self that has an affinity for wandering, displacement, travel, the
other. In Report to Greco, he claims, "Wandering insatiably over the
earth for years, greeting and taking leave of everything, I felt that
my head was the globe and that a canary sat perched on the top of
my mind, singing" (44). He confesses that one of his greatest joys
is "to wander over the earth; to see and never have my fill of see-
ing" (Spain 11). Building on the initiative of Outinis, who created
travel literature (a genre that had been unknown in Greece), he was
appreciated almost exclusively as a travel writer in his own coun-
try (Bien 259). Kazantzakis does not relate to a foreign land in
terms of its abstract identification as a nation, rather he confronts
it viscerally, as one might a lover. In the "Prologue" toJapan/China
written in 1938, he states, "When I close my eyes to see, to hear,
to smell, to touch a country I have known, I feel my body shake
and fill with joy as if a beloved person had come near me." In Rus-
sia, Kazantzakis balances details of his travel with sociological the-
ory. The interest on social, political, and cultural realities of
post-Revolutionary Russia was aligned with his concern for the
level of freedom of people. We can compare this with the travel
writing of Graham Greene, in which psychological and social
issues are presented as more important than the facts about places
and events.

Thoreau made the traveler and the metaphor of travel central
to his writing and beliefs, claiming in his Journal that the traveler
is "the best symbol of our life" (281). Like Thoreau, Kazantzakis
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made travel a metaphor of the sells journey through life, the ascent
of the spirit through the material world. "My soul, your voyages
have been your native land" (Odyssey 959). Johannes Fabian, in
Time and the Other (1983), proposes that it was through the "secu-
larization of time" that time became universal and historical for
the traveler, losing the sacred quality that was connected to local
religion. In this scheme, "older" is given primitive status, "newer"
was better and associated with European advancement. In hisJour-
neying, Kazantzakis seems intent on reestablishing this sacred link
to place. His travels are framed by his own spiritual pursuit of the
"burning bush" in Sinai, and his desire to establish his connection
to the holy land in Jerusalem. In travel writing we are presented
with a tension between the known and unknown, domestic and
foreign, self and other, the former element usually being identified
with order, the later with chaos. There are some critics who do not
view this distinction as valid.

In Orientalism, his landmark study in which the important
interrelation between society, history, and textuality is explored,
Edward Said views the ontological and epistemological distinction
made between "Orient" and "Occident" as a part of the Western
cultural discourse. For Said, the East "has less to do with the Ori-
ent than it does with 'our' world" (12). Supporting this notion, in
the essay "Narrating the Self and Other," Casey Blanton states that
travel writing "tells us more about the unresolved parts of the
travel writer than it does the foreign place." For Barthes, no
knowledge is possible, nor desirable, of the Orient. In his unique
travel book Empire of Signs (1982), he achieves no meaning, offers
no reading, and finds everything beyond interpretation. Focusing
on the "beguiling surface" of Japanese culture, he challenges the
Western need for depth and knowledge. We are reminded by Fou-
cault in "The Order of Discourse," "The world is not the accom-
plice of our knowledge" (48-79)-

An example of this "orientalization" of the East can be found
in the travel journals of early Spanish explorers. Christopher
Columbus in his travel journals, Marco Polo in his Travels, and Sir
Walter Raleigh in his Search for El Dorado, all reveal a Grand
Quest, the conquering explorer in search for the fabled City of
Gold in the New World. Each is confronted with an other that is
portrayed as "demonic." Travel literature often involves an
attempt to render the foreign into familiar terms. This tendency
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seems to have been resisted by Kazantzakis. In his play about the
explorer, when Columbus finally reaches the threshold of the
earthly paradise of Antilles, two angels advise him to turn back. A
voice issues forth from the land saying, "We lack nothing" (87).

Ultimately, the notion of self held by Kazantzakis was a mys-
tical one. He had encountered the Western ego and incorporated
it into his psyche. At one occasion he defends the ego against
Father Makarios during his pilgrimage to Mount Athos: "By
means of this ego, this awareness of self, man was separated from
the beasts" (Report 224). Yet he moved beyond this by viewing all
individuals of all nations to be one. When he stated, "I like to
imagine that my blood is not pure Greek," he reflected a develop-
ing awareness as one who was beyond all national boundaries and
cultural distinctions (Journeying 133). It was at the tenth-anniver-
sary celebration of the Russian Revolution in Moscow, recorded in
the "Liberty" chapter of Report to Greco, that Kazantzakis felt that
the "me," "you," and "he" would be overcome. "I felt that human
partitions—bodies, brains, and souls—were capable of being
demolished, and that humanity might return again, after fright-
fully bloody wandering, to its primeval, divine oneness" (105). A
further account of this mystical breakthrough was given during
his travels in Russia: "I felt that boundaries were crumbling away,
that names, countries, and races were vanishing. Weeping, laugh-
ing, embracing, man was uniting with man. A lightning flash had
illuminated their minds and they had seen: all men are brothers!"
(405). Kazantzakis speaks to us with the diverse voices that con-
stitute the human experience, the pantheon of selves, the many
forces whose representative deities are sometimes at war, other
times companions. It is in his own voice, the single author, that he
allows the sub-human to converse with the divine, where saint sits
with sinner, devil talks with god.
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Notes

'Trans. Ann Goldstein (New York: Pantheon Books, 1997).
2From his introductory essay to the first edition of the literary journal Rar-

itan, p. 106.
3The Second Step of "The March," in The Saviors of God, p. 69.
4Also, see her essay "Political Implications of the Modern Greek Concept

of Self." British Journal of Sociology 16:1 (1965), pp. 29-47.
5Je suis un &re de dialogue. Quoted from Si le grain ne meurt (Paris: Gallimard,

1955), p. 245.
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The Bank of Greece, 75 Years:
1928-2003

by ATHANASIOS LYKOGIANNIS

Introduction

When the Bank of Greece was founded in 1928, the need for
a central bank was taken for granted in all the leading economies.
A central bank was considered a vital institution performing two
major functions: a "macro" function of conducting monetary pol-
icy and maintaining the internal and external value of the national
currency and a "micro" function of supervising and regulating the
banking system (Goodhart 1991).

These functions had evolved over a long period. Few central
banks had specifically been set up to undertake such roles. Most
had started as private or state-sponsored banks created to fulfill
more limited functions. The Bank of England, for example, had
been set up in 1694 to finance the king's military campaigns. At
first a private institution carrying out normal commercial banking
operations, its relationship with the state grew closer over time,
until it became the government's banker and the manager of the
National Debt (Collins and Baker 1999). By the last decades of the
nineteenth century, the Bank had gradually assumed the addi-
tional role of the banker's bank, supervising the commercial bank-
ing system and acting as the ultimate source of support or "lender
of last resort" during times of crisis (Goodhart 1991).
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Economics (LSE) and is special advisor on historical issues and archives
at the Bank of Greece. He is the author of Britain and the Greek Economic
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MO: University of Missouri Press, 2002).
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In many European countries, individual banks followed this
general pattern, enjoying a privileged relationship with the state
long before assuming the functions of a modern central bank. The
Swedish Riksbank was even older than the Bank of England, hav-
ing been founded in 1668, but did not become a central bank until
the beginning of the twentieth century. The Banque de France had
been set up to further Napoleon's ambitions in 1800. The German
Reichsbank was founded in 1875 specifically to unify the chaotic
coinage and banknote systems of the newly established Empire
(Goodhart 1988). The last major economy to set up a central bank
was the United States, which founded the Federal Reserve System
in 1913.

Thus most of the major central banks had evolved over a long
period of time. In some cases, new banks were set up using
imported models, i.e., based on foreign central banks rather than
local traditions. The first Japanese attempts to create a national
bank on western lines proved a failure, the American model being
deemed inappropriate to Japanese conditions. More successful was
the Bank of Japan, founded in 1882, which was modeled on the
National Bank of Belgium. Even if the actual operations of the
Bank of Japan owed as much to local traditions as to the imported
model, its success reflected the fact that the potential benefits of
central banking were clearly perceived in Japan (Goodhart 1988).

Many central banks were founded not in response to a locally
perceived need, but as the result of foreign pressure, usually as part
of reform packages adopted as the price of foreign loans. Several
notable examples took place after World War I, when the League
of Nations insisted on the setting up of central banks in exchange
for reconstruction loans. In countries with previous experience of
central banking such as Austria or Hungary, the new institutions
were relatively successful (Schubert 1999). Where the central bank
was regarded as a foreign imposition with few local supporters, its
operations were rendered far more difficult. As will be seen, such
was the case of the Bank of Greece in its early years.

The macro function of central banking—monetary policy—
aimed at preserving economic stability by maintaining the value
of the national currency. In the decades before 1914, the period of
the Gold Standard—the international exchange system in which
participating currencies were pegged to gold—this meant action
to stem excessive movements of gold or foreign currency. The old-
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est and most important instrument of monetary policy was the
bank rate, which influenced all other interest rates in the economy.
If excessive amounts of gold were leaving the country, the bank
rate would be raised to discourage outflows and contract the sup-
ply of money. Changes in the bank rate were frequently supported
by open market operations, meaning the sale of government stocks
to commercial banks, in order to reduce the cash ratios of the lat-
ter and discourage lending.

Before 1914, international financial stability was the result of
cooperation between several central banks, notably the Bank of
England, the Banque de France and the Reichsbank. Even the
Bank of England, usually regarded as the mainstay of the Gold
Standard, was obliged to seek French help on several occasions.
This cooperation, together with the Gold Standard itself, perished
with the coming of World War I, as governments assumed tight
controls over the movement of gold and foreign exchange. In the
1920s, the resurrection of the Gold Standard—for some countries,
a modified gold exchange standards—was believed to be a neces-
sary condition for the return of economic stability. The belief
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proved mistaken, and the mechanism failed to survive the Great
Depression. Although the Bretton Woods system after World War
II was another attempt to create a fixed exchange rate system, its
demise in the early 1970s led to generalized floating exchange
rates among the major currencies.

Within individual countries, the supervisory functions of cen-
tral banks evolved even more slowly, and the role of the banker's
bank was a natural but unintended consequence of being the gov-
ernment's bank. Their central position within the banking system,
their command over a country's metallic reserves and their ability
to provide extra cash by rediscounting gave them both a degree of
leverage over other banks and the obligation to provide extra liq-
uidity in times of crisis (Goodhart 1988).

For both the micro and macro functions of a central bank to
work smoothly, several features are desirable. Close collaboration
with governments was essential, though excessive political inter-
ference could be harmful, particularly when the government's
financial needs were in conflict with the task of maintaining the
value of the currency (Capie 1997). In addition, the central bank
had to be able to support the banking system and have the credi-
bility to ensure the cooperation of the commercial banks. Collab-
oration with governments became particularly important after the
extension of monetary policy to cover far broader areas of economic
life. However, many central banks have been far more independ-
ent than others. Various studies have sought to compare the degree
of freedom enjoyed by the banks, and to relate this to overall eco-
nomic performance. The general consensus has been that central
bank independence has been a positive factor, or as The Economist
put it, "the only good central bank is one that can say no to politi-
cians" (Eijffinger and de Haan 1996).

By 1999, 12 members of the European Union had embarked
on an unprecedented program of monetary union and a common
central bank. Although much attention had been focused on the
disappearance of the participants' national currencies and their
replacement with the Euro, the real issue was the centralization of
decision-making on monetary policy. For the 12 members of the
monetary union, interest rates are decided by the European Cen-
tral Bank (ECB) in Frankfurt rather than the national central
banks. Under the terms of the Maastricht Treaty, the ECB has a
mandate to maintain price stability.
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Greece in the 1920s

To understand the circumstances behind the foundation of the
Bank of Greece, it is necessary to explain the sources of weakness
of successive Greek governments at this time, the reasons why for-
eign agencies were able to impose their will on the reluctant
Greeks, and the development of the Greek banking system.

i) the insolvent state

At independence, Greece was an underdeveloped agricultural
country with little manufacturing industry. Peasant farming relied
on traditional methods and rarely rose above subsistence level, a
situation made worse by the lack of fertile soil and transport diffi-
culties limiting access to most urban markets. Although exports
of crops such as currants and tobacco occasionally proved lucrative,
Greek agriculture failed to generate any impetus for growth else-
where in the economy. Although Greek merchants were long
established in the regional trade of the Balkans and the eastern
Mediterranean, profits from trade were rarely invested in other sec-
tors. Greek economic history thus combines painfully slow growth
in agriculture and industry, occurring almost in isolation from the
country's comparative advantage in trade (Minoglou 1995).

Early industrial development in Greece reflected the country's
agricultural base. Most manufacturing involved small-scale pro-
cessing of domestically produced crops such as olive oil and grapes.
The decades prior to World War I saw the first flows of foreign cap-
ital into mining ventures, together with the emergence of suc-
cessful Greek industrialists involved in the large-scale production
of commodities such as cement, soap and artificial fertilisers. How-
ever, large modern plants remained the exception in a sector dom-
inated by traditional producers. The only sector to attain and
maintain international significance and competitiveness was ship-
ping (Mazower 1991, Stavriano 1958, Harlaftis 1996).

One serious consequence of Greece's poor economic perform-
ance before 1914 was a chronic balance of payments problem. For-
eign portfolio capital or direct investment necessary for economic
development rarely sought opportunities in Greece. The difficul-
ties were compounded by the policies of successive Greek govern-
ments, which were usually preoccupied with internal politics or
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the "Great Idea"—the dream of uniting all Greeks within a single
state. This led to costly wars with the Ottoman Empire beyond the
means of the Greek state. Reliance upon foreign loans was also a
consequence of the attitudes of successive Greek governments
towards public finances. Ever since independence, budgets were
chronically in deficit, with expenditures consistently exceeding
revenues from taxation. In sharp contrast with trends in industri-
alised countries, the Greek government's reliance on direct taxa-
tion declined steadily between 1833 and 1914. For political
reasons, both the rich and the peasantry were undertaxed. An
income tax was not introduced until 1910, and even then, evasion
was commonplace (Lazaretou 1995, Minoglou 1995). Sizeable
increases in expenditure, invariably for military purposes, were
usually met by foreign loans, or by the use of inflation as a financ-
ing instrument, in other words by printing money. This led to fre-
quent suspensions of drachma convertibility, although the desire
to return to a fixed rate regime, seen as a means of facilitating
access to international capital markets, required some prudence
after each such episode (Lazaretou 1993, Lazaretou 1995).
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ii) the price of insolvency

Excessive reliance on foreign capital and the poor subsequent
record on debt repayment made for a century of uncomfortable
interaction between the Greek state and its foreign creditors. This
situation could have been avoided had the loans been put to effi-
cient use. These, however, were often used to cover current deficits
rather than to lay the basis for future prosperity. Typically, reckless
spending resulted in problems with repayment and servicing, cul-
minating in default. Sometimes, the unilateral suspension of debt
obligations was allowed to pass unpunished, but on other occa-
sions, it led to a significant loss of economic sovereignty and polit-
ical face. 2

This cycle had begun even before Greece achieved independ-
ence. In 1824-25, two loans were secured in London on usurious
terms. Another international loan was raised in 1832, and further
sums were borrowed from Bavaria in 1835 and 1836. By this time,
the Greek government was already failing to pay interest charges.
The negotiations dragged on for decades, punctuated by heated
incidents such as a British blockade of the port of Piraeus in 1850
and partial Anglo-French occupation during the Crimean War. Fol-
lowing the setting up of an International Financial Commission of
Inquiry to investigate Greece's public finances, a compromise was
achieved in 1864, by which some Greek customs revenues were put
aside for debt repayment (Kofas 1981, Levandis 1944).

The pattern was repeated later in the century. When French
political motives allowed the floatation of new loans to the Greeks
in 1879, an "orgy of directionless borrowing" soon followed
(Cameron 1961). Over a quarter of the sums contracted over the
next twelve years were used for on military expenditure, with most
of the rest applied to the servicing of previous loans. Little was
spent on productive investment. By the early 1890s, debt servic-
ing was swallowing up a third of public revenue. In 1893, when
the raising of further loans proved impossible, the government
defaulted once more (Levandis 1944, Pepelasis 1958-59).

Negotiations over the repayment of the debt dragged on for
four years, until Greece initiated a disastrous war with Turkey over
Crete. The Athens government secured foreign support to impose
an armistice only by agreeing to hand over control of certain rev-
enues to an International Financial Commission (IFC). This body
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was to supervise receipts from the Piraeus customs and state
monopolies, and stamp and tobacco duties were to be diverted into
a sinking fund to pay off outstanding debts. The agreement also
placed restrictions on government actions on internal borrowing
and the size of note circulation (Levandis 1944, Feis 1974).

The imposition of the IFC created considerable resentment
within Greece, but the arrangement was typical of relations
between defaulting and creditor states at that time, and largely
mirrored the experience of Greece's Balkan neighbours. 3 The IFC
was designed solely to protect the interests of Greece's foreign
creditors, but despite the hostility of government and public opin-
ion in Greece, the agreement did have some benefit for the coun-
try's economy. Revenues collected by the IFC increased gradually
up to 1914, allowing an initial reduction of the foreign debt bur-
den, and reopened access to international capital markets. If the
benefits to the Greek economy fell far short of what they could
have been, this was not the fault of the foreign representatives. The
increases in revenue derived almost entirely from the management
of the Piraeus customs, while little was achieved in augmenting
receipts from the other sources. Despite its formal powers, the IFC
found itself unable to transform "established ways and practices,"
and frequently complained that its suggestions for reforms had
been largely ignored. Popular resentment of the institution often
necessitated extra pressure from the Powers. In any case, potential
gains were more than neutralised by the huge cost of the two
Balkan Wars (400m drachmae) (Feis 1974, Mazower 1991).
Greece's ability to withstand such outlays had derived mainly from
the unprecedented degree of financial stability and the renewed
access to credit, both consequences of the IFC's presence. Thus, for-
eign capital had the effect of allowing the country to pursue mili-
tary adventures to the detriment of its economic development.

iii) the Greek banking system

The Greek banking system in the 1920s was underdeveloped
compared to most of Europe. Like several peripheral countries,
Greece had no central bank, but did have a large privileged insti-
tution—the National Bank of Greece—which had a close rela-
tionship with the government and acting as the government bank.
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In February 1830, shortly after gaining independence, the
Greek government founded the National Finance Bank, designed
to act as a state bank. However, the government simply absorbed
its capital, and the bank languished until its dissolution in 1834.
A more lasting initiative was the setting up of the National Bank
of Greece (NBG) in 1841. This was a joint stock company, with
the king and the government among the shareholders. From the
beginning, the NBG acted as the government's bank, enjoying a
virtual privilege of currency issue. At the same time, it progres-
sively assumed all the functions of a commercial bank, handling
stocks, securities, deposits, mortgages and other loans (Eulambio
1924, Dertilis and Costis 1995).

Although several other commercial banks were established in
Greece over the following century, the Greek banking system in
the 1920s was a "highly centralised oligopoly," strongly domi-
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nated by the NBG. The NBG enjoyed "immense power" both as
a result of its special position and its huge share of the market (54
percent of savings, 73 percent of term deposits). Moreover, the
NBG enjoyed the privileges without assuming the "obligations of
a typical central bank." Although it did sometimes act as the
lender of last resort, it had few obligations towards the system it
dominated so overwhelmingly (Dertilis and Costis 1995).

However, the NBG could be forced to make concessions to the
government, with detrimental consequences for the conduct of
public finance. The government frequently forced the NBG to
lend it vast sums to overcome the chronic budget deficits. Prior to
the creation of the IFC, 54 percent of the NBG's assets were tied
up in government paper. The unsatisfactory nature of the Greek
banking system, and particularly the need for a formally consti-
tuted central bank, was something that was clearly apparent to
observers both in Greece and abroad. One of the motives of setting
up the IFC was to deny the government the right to use the NBG
as its Treasurer, although the NBG was allowed to remain as a
mixed bank (Minoglou 1998).

iv) the crisis of the 1920s

The interlude of sound finance and economic stability brought
about by foreign intervention was shaken by World War I and its
aftermath. By the 1920s, Greece was once more in a position of
near bankruptcy, and international finance was able to exact con-
cessions as the price of a rescue package.

In Greece, both the economy and public finance came out of
the war relatively unscathed. Although the Greek government had
passed a decree allowing close supervision of the NBG in 1914, it
had not resorted to the printing press. The real turning point came
in November 1920, when the Allies, angered by the return of the
pro-German King Constantine to Greece, withheld credits prom-
ised in 1918. The Greek government, desperate to finance the Asia
Minor Campaign, declared itself no longer bound by the Law of
Control. After attempts to boost ordinary revenue by introducing
income tax and raising indirect taxes proved inadequate, the gov-
ernment ordered the NBG to print money to cover the deficits.
Note circulation more than trebled between 1919 and 1923, and
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the drachma lost over 90 percent of its value against sterling dur-
ing that period (Minoglou 1998, Lazaretou 1996).

If the war with Turkey had proved costly, the ultimate defeat
in 1922 was a disaster far more serious than that of 1897. Over a
million refugees had fled or were deported from Asia Minor, and
these had to be absorbed into an already impoverished country. By
the summer of 1923, the Greek government turned to the League
of Nations, seeking an international loan to help settle the
refugees. The League brought in the Bank of England, which
offered advances on a loan after obtaining assurances from the
Greek government that the issuing of new notes would be stopped
and that expenditure on rearmament would be curtailed. A gen-
eral improvement in the Greek economic situation in 1924, caused
partly by the expectation of the loan, allowed the floatation of a
£12.3m Refugee Loan with no strict conditions, only an expressed
desire for continued stability of the budget and the drachma
(Minoglou 1998).

However, the improvement did not last long. In the following
two years, political instability led to economic volatility, and the
drachma continued to depreciate. In March 1927, the Greek gov-
ernment sought international help and the Bank of England was
asked for a £6m loan to back the drachma. After the League of
Nations dispatched a commission to Greece to investigate eco-
nomic conditions and public finances, a stabilization plan was
agreed in August. Under the terms of the so-called Geneva Proto-
co1,4 signed in the following month, Greece was to receive a loan
worth £9m net. Of this, one third was earmarked to stabilize the
drachma, another third was to pay off debts accumulated from
budget deficits, and the remaining third was to be used for refugee
resettlement. In return, the Greek government agreed to adopt
strict financial and monetary policies under the supervision of the
League. These policies included achieving a budget surplus dur-
ing the current financial year, refraining from seeking further
advances from the NBG and the submission of regular budget
reports to the League's Finance Commission (Minoglou 1998,
Lazaretou 1996).

A final part of the package was the modernization of public
finances, involving a reform of the archaic system of accounting
used by the government and the setting up of an independent cen-
tral bank. The bank would not be allowed to engage in commer-
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cial activities. Initially, western negotiators hoped the National
Bank of Greece would transform itself into a pure central bank, by
giving up its commercial functions. The NBG was hostile to the
suggestion, and the issue threatened to hold up the entire negoti-
ations. Eventually, the NBG's deputy governor Emmanuel Tsoud-
eros suggested it should instead become a purely commercial bank
and hand over its privilege of note issue to a new central bank,
which was to become the Bank of Greece (Mazower 1991).

Annex IV of the Geneva Protocol contained the Draft Statutes
of the Bank of Greece. This stated that the "first duty" of the Bank
was to "ensure that the gold value of its notes remain stable," and
to this end, it was to "exercise control . . . over currency and credit
in Greece." Limits were placed on the extent of advances or over-
drafts the Bank could make to the government. The Bank was
authorized to deal in government bonds, and was obliged to main-
tain a cover ration of 40 percent.' The statutes reflected the cen-
tral banking orthodoxy at the time (Mazower 1991).

In some ways, the Bank of Greece was as much a price for for-
eign assistance as the IFC had been. This was the perception in
Greece. As events after 1928 were to demonstrate, the new insti-
tution had few friends at first, being resented by both the govern-
ment and the commercial banks. Like the IFC, the Bank of Greece
was to be a mechanism guaranteeing economic orthodoxy as
understood by the Bank of England at the time. Unlike the IFC,
it was to be staffed by Greeks, although the League of Nations
appointed the Briton Horace Finlayson as a financial advisor.
Ultimately, the Bank not only brought Greece into the central
banking network and onto the Gold Standard, but also aimed to
ensure that Greek public finances were conducted on more ortho-
dox lines by denying Greek governments the right to print money
to cover deficits.

The early years of the Bank of Greece

The first years of the Bank of Greece were exceptionally diffi-
cult. As noted above, the institution had few friends, and at times
seemed unlikely to survive. Many Greek politicians resented it as
an alien imposition, and few had any real understanding of the role
it should play. Its ability to exercise control over currency and
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credit, laid down in its statutes, was "far from the realities of the
local market." From the very beginning, the right to handle the
public debt was a heavy burden. Almost half of its assets were illiq-
uid state debts transferred from the NBG, which emerged from
the switch as an even stronger player in domestic banking. More-
over, the usual tools of central banking were meaningless in
Greece. Open market operations and discount rate policy meant
little in a country where there was little demand for government
stocks, which were traded privately by the commercial banks, and
the NBG controlled the credit market. Instead of being able to
supervise the banking system, the central bank found itself "armed
with paper weapons" in its struggle with the other banks (Dertilis
and Costis 1995).

The Geneva negotiations had included a proviso that the com-
mercial banks should deposit a share of their assets with the Bank,
but this was dropped after their protests. They were also able to
dilute a similar government proposal in 1931. In another contra-
vention of the Protocol, the NBG ignored the requirement to
transfer the sizeable deposits of public bodies to the Bank. In con-
sequence, the Bank was chronically underendowed with funds. In
1928, its portfolio was worth roughly one fiftieth that of the com-
mercial banks, and in 1931, the NBG alone had a portfolio sixteen
times larger than the central bank's. Moreover, the commercial
banks were determined to undermine the new institution. In
October 1928, they formed the Union of Greek Banks. On one
level this acted as a de facto cartel, but was aimed primarily at the
Bank of Greece. Its members deliberately set out to destroy the
central bank by using foreign exchange to speculate abroad, at the
same time depleting the Bank's already meager reserves. By 1931,
when the Bank's weakness was obvious, the commercial banks—
supported by many local politicians—campaigned for its abolition
and absorption into the NBG (Minoglou 1998, Mazower 1991).

Another design flaw in the Geneva agreement was the absence
of a formal mechanism to coordinate the policies of the IFC and
the Bank of Greece. The IFC retained the right to conduct foreign
exchange operations on its own account, and was not obliged to
consult with the Bank on economic issues. The IFC's independence
undermined the Bank's authority. Finlayson clashed with Roussin
from the IFC on the issue of the excessively large reserves held by
the latter body (Andreopoulos 1988).
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On top of these difficulties, the Bank soon found itself strug-
gling with the consequences of the international crisis. The
resumption of international lending following the reforms of 1928
had allowed the government to invest in public works, but little
had been done to correct the country's chronic budget and balance
of payments deficits, leaving the country as vulnerable as ever to
shocks at home or abroad. The first major shock for the Greeks was
Britain's departure from the Gold Standard in September 1931.
Feeling that the British difficulties would be only temporary, and
fearing the instability of a return to floating exchange rates, Greek
officials tried to remain linked to gold, pegging the drachma to the
US dollar. However, the drachma came under immediate pressure,
and following massive outflows of foreign exchange, Greece sus-
pended convertibility in October. Sales of foreign exchange were
limited to "necessary" imports, and earnings from exports had to
be surrendered to the Bank of Greece (Lazaretou 1996, Mazower
1991).

Despite its difficulties, the Bank of Greece fought to protect
its reserves. Its darkest period followed the convertibility crisis. Its
first governor, Alexandros Diomedes, had been forced to resign as
a scapegoat for the September fiasco. By the end of 1931, it was
relying on various accounting tricks to "preserve the fiction" that
its own cover ratio was still above the statutory minimum. In
December, the new governor, Emmanuel Tsouderos, warned that
unless the Bank of Greece strengthened its control over the com-
mercial banks, and particularly over their exchange reserves, the
Bank would have to be abolished. Paradoxically, the Bank soon
found itself obliged to bail out several commercial banks that had
been crippled by the collapse of trade and production. In March
1932, it was obliged to act as the lender of last resort for the first
time (Mazower 1991). Although this proved effective, it further
damaged the Bank's reserves and hastened the inevitable crisis.
After it became clear that no international help would be forth-
coming, the "battle for the drachma" was finally abandoned in
April 1932, when Greece formally left the Gold Standard and
announced a moratorium on foreign debt repayments.

The departure from the Gold Standard gave the Bank more
freedom to conduct its operations. Although many politicians con-
tinued to voice doubts about the new institution, the government
gradually accepted the need for a central bank and widened its
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powers to include supervision of the clearing system of trade and
the service of the internal public debt. In addition, the suspension
of foreign debt repayments allowed the Bank to take over many of
the functions of the IFC. However, despite more cautious budget-
ary policies, governments continued to use the Bank as a Treasurer,
and by 1939 advances to the state were almost 20 times the limit
set by the Geneva Protocol (Minoglou 1998).

The Bank of Greece during World War II and its
Aftermath

Even before the Italian invasion in 1940, disruption to trade
and shipping losses hurt the Greek economy. The state used
seignorage to pay for its increased costs, with the note circulation
more than doubling. However, with the nation united against the
Italian invaders, the drachma was still able to retain its value (Kon-
donassis 1961). This all changed with military defeat and the
occupation by German, Italian and Bulgarian forces.

Defeat brought a de facto separation of the Bank of Greece, as
its gold reserves and leading officials followed the government into
exile. The gold was taken out by a British cruiser and remained in
South Africa for the rest of the war. The Bank reestablished itself
in London, though its functions were necessarily limited. Gover-
nor Kyriakos Vavaressos became the first head of the Bank to
achieve international prominence, representing Greece at the
Bretton Woods conference (Bank of Greece 1947).

Within occupied Greece, the situation became increasingly
grim as the Axis powers forced the country to pay not only for its
own occupation, but also for their strategic projects in the eastern
Mediterranean. Another major burden was the trebling of the state
payroll between 1941 and 1944, as the government was forced to
take on the financing of local authorities and numerous public
institutions that had gone bankrupt. Faced by such impossible
demands, the puppet regime had little choice but to print drach-
mae to finance current spending. By the time of liberation in Octo-
ber 1944, the nominal value of drachmae in circulation was more
than 28 million times what it had been in June 1941. 6 Coupled
with the tragic shortages of food and other goods, the huge amount
of money in circulation led to hyperinflation, creating chaos and
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uncertainty in everyday life, and further impoverishing the popu-
lation. This was to have disastrous consequences that were to
destabilize Greece for many years to come.'

Outside Greece, officials of the Bank had long worked on plans
to restore stability to the country after liberation. Governor Var-
varessos, aware of the degree of state control imposed in Britain
during the war, proposed a more active role for the state. Zolotas,
an academic in Greece, felt this was unnecessary, and that libera-
tion itself would reestablish confidence in the currency. His views
were more welcome to the government than those of Varvaressos,
and he was appointed co-governor in October 1944. After libera-
tion, the drachma continued to lose value, and with almost no rev-
enue, the state simply obliged the Bank of Greece to print
currency. A stabilization plan enacted in November 1944 failed to
have much effect, and the Zolotas suggestions received no practi-
cal support from the politicians. For the next six months, succes-
sive Greek governments used the printing press to finance
everyday spending. The Bank was powerless to prevent this and
unable to challenge government policies. A different approach
came in the summer of 1945, when Varvaressos, who had returned
as governor of the Bank, joined the government and launched a
second stabilization attempt. This relied on price controls rather
than fiscal measures, but failed within three months.

By the end of the year, it was clear that a more comprehensive
package was needed, and the British drew up a third stabilization
plan, enshrined in the London Agreement of January 1946. This
contained several measures that were to affect the Bank of Greece
for several decades to come. A new institution—the Currency
Committee—was set up. This was to consist of five members,
including the minister of finance, the minister of coordination, the
governor of the Bank of Greece, and two foreign experts, all of
whom had the right to veto any decisions. Ostensibly, the gover-
nor's presence meant that the Bank had a say in matters tradition-
ally part of its sphere, but for practical purposes, the Currency
Committee was created entirely to prevent the government from
making excessive demands on the Bank, a fact clearly understood
by the western advisors. As the foreign members of the Currency
Committee later stated, its primary task was to remove monetary
policy from the "sphere of Greek party politics" (Gregory, Gunter
and Johns 1950). In essence, the Currency Committee was an
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instrument to enforce orthodox monetary policies on Greek gov-
ernments, and was an acknowledgement that the Bank of
Greece—partly created for the same purpose—had been unable to
ensure this result.

The London Agreement failed to restore economic stability,
and the British withdrew from an active role in Greece in early
1947. Their role was taken over by the Americans, who conducted
similar policies with one major difference—the ability to provide
considerable amounts of economic aid. After the formulation of
the Truman Doctrine—a response to the perceived Soviet threat to
Greece and Turkey—and the Marshall Aid program, the United
States committed extensive resources to rebuild the Greek econ-
omy and defeat the communist partisans. Recovery was slow, and
Greece did not return to economic normality until the early 1950s;
after which the country achieved impressive growth rates for two
decades, although most of the structural problems of the economy
were left unaddressed (Freris 1986).

During the following decades, the relative prudence of succes-
sive governments ensured that the Bank of Greece could function
with few of the pressures that had been placed on it in its early
years and in the immediate post-war period. With the gradual sta-
bilization of public finances, budget deficits were no longer under-
mining the drachma. Under the long tenure of governor Zolotas,
the Bank's macroeconomic functions returned to a more conven-
tional approach. Some legacies of the war and occupation did per-
sist for decades. The "gold mania" resurfaced occasionally, and the
Bank was frequently obliged to intervene in the gold market well
into the 1960s (Zolotas 1965).

The Bank's microeconomic functions were also transformed in
this period, albeit under the supervision of the Currency Commit-
tee. After 1947, the role of the Currency Committee was strength-
ened. As both the bank rate and open market operations were still
irrelevant in Greek circumstances, monetary and credit policy
sought alternative means to control the money supply and activi-
ties of the banking system. The commercial banks had seen their
assets wiped out during the war and the immediate post-liberation
crisis, and were obliged to obtain funding directly from the Bank
of Greece until private deposits returned to significant levels.
Some form of credit rationing was therefore inevitable. In 1948,
Law 588 imposed strict controls over bank lending. The Currency
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Committee was empowered to decide not only which sectors or
activities could receive credit from the commercial banks, but also
the terms, interest rates and security requirement of each loan. The
enforcement of the law was entrusted not to the Bank of Greece,
but to a General Inspectorate of Banks responsible to the Currency
Committee. In 1950, the deposits of the public entities were
finally transferred to the Bank of Greece. The role of the central
bank was limited to the administration of the public entity
deposits and American economic aid in accordance with the poli-
cies of the Currency Committee, though it also needed to create
money for several years (Halikias 1978, Freris 1986).

These measures completely transformed the relationship
between the monetary authorities and the banking sector. They
were designed to be temporary and were partly relaxed during the
mid-1950s. However, the monetary authorities gradually came to
use credit policy as a tool to influence the size and structure of
investment and, thus, the extent and direction of economic devel-
opment. Direct controls channelled funds towards industry rather
than commerce. Because of this, most of the restrictions on the
freedom of the commercial banks remained in place after the mid-
1950s, although the inflows of private deposits meant that the
banking system was no longer dependent on Bank of Greece fund-
ing. Most of the selective controls were still in place as late as the
1980s. Only after 1982, with the abolition of the Currency Com-
mittee and the transfer of its functions to the Bank of Greece, were
the complex regulations gradually dismantled—a process that was
not completed for nearly two decades. 8

Just as the abolition of the Currency Committee restored the
Bank's microeconomic functions, other developments were under-
lining its inability to fulfil its macroeconomic functions fully.
From the late 1970s, the relative fiscal prudence of the previous
decades was being eroded, and public finances came under the
influence of the "political business cycle." This meant expansion-
ary policies and increased spending in pre-election and election
years, beginning with a "pre-election spree" in 1980-81. The
inevitable consequence of unchecked government spending was a
return to huge budget deficits and the use of seignorage, which the
Bank of Greece was powerless to prevent. A stabilization program
in 1985-87 brought some respite but was terminated for political
reasons. Even the brief appointment of former governor Zolotas as
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prime minister—a rare distinction for a central banker—did not
change the situation (Christodoulakis 1994, Papademos 1994).

A more prudent approach had to wait until the 1990s, when
Greek governments were obliged to adopt more orthodox fiscal
and monetary policies in order to fulfil the requirements of the
European Monetary Union (EMU). Under the terms of the Maas-
tricht Treaty, participants in the EMU had to meet several crite-
ria, including price stability and a modest level of fiscal deficits.
When the Treaty was signed in early 1992, Greece was far from
meeting any of the criteria. In fact, the policies of the previous
decade had meant a serious divergence between Greece and the
other EC countries (Manessiotis and Reischauer 2001, Papademos
1994).

In 1994, the monetary financing of the government was pro-
hibited as part of the Maastricht package, and later that year, the
government introduced a convergence program for 1994-99,
aimed to reduce the central government deficits sufficiently to
meet the entry criteria. A policy of fiscal consolidation, mainly
consisting of tax increases, achieved the aim by the end of the
decade, by which time the deficits had been slashed and the accu-
mulated government debt had been reduced considerably. The
Bank of Greece was able to play a full role in meeting the price sta-
bility criterion by pursuing a "hard-drachma" or tight monetary
policy. In December 1997, the Bank was formally granted inde-
pendence with a mandate to achieve price stability (Garganas and
Tavlas 2001).

The Bank of Greece has enjoyed far greater flexibility in con-
ducting monetary policy since the deregulation of the financial
market was completed in 1995. The main instruments of mone-
tary policy are now the interbank drachma market and the dis-
count and Lombard mechanisms. The interbank market
interventions include repurchase agreements, the most frequently
used type of open market operation used by central banks today.
First used by the Bank in 1989, they became more significant after
1995 (Garganas and Tavlas 2001).

Now that Greece is a member of the EMU, the role of the Bank
of Greece has changed. The Bank participates in discussions over
monetary policy for the euro area, but its macroeconomic functions
have passed to the ECB. However, it retains its main macroeco-
nomic function—the supervision of the financial system. Within
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the context of increasing financial liberalization and integration in
Europe, this "prudential supervision" has become more important
than ever (Eichengreen and Gibson 2001).

Epilogue

Throughout much of its history, the Bank of Greece had little
real freedom to conduct independent policies, and was rarely able
to function in the way the League of Nations or the British advi-
sors had envisaged in the 1930s. Although it was designed to act
as a constraint on the politicians, it lacked the power to do so,
hence the need to create other institutions like the Currency Com-
mittee. On many occasions, especially in its early years, immedi-
ately after the war and during the years of the "political business
cycle," Greece was a country in which the central bank needed to
"say no to politicians," and without this power, the Bank often had
to function in difficult circumstances. Since its foundation, it has
been a stabilizing factor in the Greek economy whenever it was
allowed greater freedom, and can take much credit for its actions.

At the beginning of 2001, Greece entered into monetary
union along with the other 11 participating states. This has meant
the end of the drachma, but it also means that the ECB takes the
ultimate decisions on monetary policy. The Bank of Greece now
has to adapt to an environment very different from that envisaged
by its founders. No longer "armed with paper weapons" or
regarded as a foreign imposition, it can now operate with more
flexibility, credibility and political backing than it has enjoyed at
any time in its past.

Notes

'This meant that currency was convertible into other gold-based curren-
cies rather than gold itself. This system operated in countries possessing small
gold reserves, as in Greece after 1928; see Bank of Greece, Report for the Year
1928 (Athens, 1929), 29-31.

2For a detailed treatment of the subject see, J.V. Kofas, Financial Relations
of Greece and the Great Powers, 1832-1862 (New York, 1981); J.A. Levandis, The
Greek Foreign Debt and the Great Powers, 1821-1898 (New York, 1944).
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3Similar forms of foreign supervision were created for Serbia and Bulgaria
around the same time; see Cameron, 1961, 500-501; Feis, 1974, chap. 12.

4Government Gazette, no. 246, 10.11.1927 (Geneva Protocol).
'Government Gazette, no. 246, 10.11.1927 (Draft Statutes of the Bank of

Greece).
6Calculated from data in W.C. Cleveland and D. Delivanis, Greek Monetary

Developments 1939-1948: A Case Study of the Consequences of World War II for the
Monetary System of a Small Nation, Bloomington, 1949, Statistical Appendix.

7For a full treatment of the post-war economic crisis see A. Lykogiannis,
Britain and the Greek Economic Crisis, 1944-1947: From Liberation to the Truman
Doctrine. Columbia, MO: University of Missouri Press, 2002.

'For the chronology of measures up to the 1970s, see Halikias, 1978, 31-
70; for the liberalization and deregulation of the banking system see C.V. Gort-
sos, The Greek Banking System (Athens, 1998), 8-11; N.C. Garganas and G.S.
Tavlas, "Monetary Regimes and Inflation Performance," in R.C. Bryant, N.C.
Garganas and G.S. Tavlas (eds.), Greece's Economic Performance and Prospects,
(Athens, 2001), Appendix 1, 85-91.
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Egyptian Hellenism and enefaction• 

by MATOULA TOMARA-SIDERIS

The nineteenth and the early twentieth century are considered
"The Age of Empire," i.e. the global expansion of the colonial sys-
tem, centered around the western metropolises. Its dynamics and
contradictions culminate and acquire forms that lead to the crisis
and disintegration of the aforementioned system during the "Short
Twentieth Century," that is to say within the period inaugurated
by World War I (Hobsbawn 1995).

During this period, the constitution, development, flourish-
ing and decline of Greek colonial settlements (noc9oLxiec, commu-
nities of residents abroad) roughly follows the general outline and
evolution of the whole colonial system. In Egypt, the historical
evolution of the Greek colonial community takes exemplary
forms.

As the Greeks settled in Egypt, forming and developing a
Greek community (Kitroeff 1989) therein, there rises (apart from
issues related to the historic and economic dimension of emigra-
tion, which are bound to arise) an issue pertaining to the position
and the functional role of the Greeks living there.

Historical Record

It is in the beginning of the nineteenth century, at the time of
Mohammed Aly, that a clear and discreet presence of Greek peo-
ple is noticed in modern Egypt.

Mohammed Aly was a skilled governor of Egypt. Born in
Kavala, Northern Greece, he was familiar with the Greek civiliza-
tion, which he highly honoured. He was a friend of the Greeks and
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helped his Greek friends with allotments of land that were not
included in the national cadastre of Egypt, granting them certain
prerogatives and favors, mainly financial ones.

Under these circumstances, some Greeks changed religion and
became Muslims, integrating themselves into the Egyptian real-
ity and ascending tiers until they became part of the high Egypt-
ian society. Aime Vingtrinier's' narration tells the story of
beauteous Sidi Maria from Methoni of Pylia and describes an inci-
dent and how she got involved with Soliman Pasha, an Egyptian
officer of the sixth regiment (formerly known as colonel Seves, who
had recanted his religion). A short while before the sea battle of
Navarino, she was transferred to Cairo where she got married to
Soliman Pasha and became a Muslim; there she had a family and
became an eminent person of the Egyptian society.

[It is the same topic, i.e. the risk that the Greek children
might convert and depart from the national ideals, that is illus-
trated in the incident related to the family of Emmanouil Benakis
in Alexandria, a few years later. In the autobiography of Penelope
Delta, one reads about the efforts of Catholic Pere Michel, from the
Jesuit School of Alexandria, to make her brother, Antonis (Alexan-
dria 1873-Athens 1954) "recant" and the reactions of their father,
Em. Benakis, caused by this.]

After the sea battle of Navarino (1828), Ibrahim's troops
(Ibrahim was a son of Mohammed Aly) returned to Egypt, where
he brought many Greek prisoners, destined to be sold as slaves at
the markets of Cairo and Alexandria. Thanks to the pressure
exerted on Mohammed Aly by the English admiral Codrington
and by the Greek governments, they were liberated and facilitated
in their effort to get in touch with the other Greeks who lived there
and excelled in commercial activities, finally becoming part of the
Greek community in Egypt as well.

To make his political plan successful, i.e. set Egypt free from
the Ottoman Empire and link it to developed Europe, Mohammed
Aly relied significantly on the assistance of the Greek residents in
Egypt. To him, a necessary step towards that direction was the
establishment of expansive cotton cultivation, through which a
historic opening of the country to the West would be achieved.

The Greeks, on their part, responded to Mohammed Aly's esti-
mates and expectations, assisting him and supporting him in var-
ious ways.
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Formation of the Greek Community in Egypt

As a rule, Greek residents abroad, having settled in the respec-
tive host-countries, soon organized themselves in Communities.
The members of these Communities that prospered in the Balkans
(Bucharest), in Russia (St. Petersburg, Odessa), in Europe (Lon-
don, Trieste, Marseilles), in Istanbul and in Asia (Izmir), in Africa
(Egypt) and elsewhere, cared for the good institutional and social
functioning of the Community. To be more specific, the Greeks
living in Egypt (Tomara-Sideris 1999) sought to cover the cultural
needs of the community, by building schools and churches. They
cared for social welfare and assistance and thus built orphanages,
hospitals, public nurseries and homes for the aged, as a result of
which the quality of life in the Community raised. In the mean-
time its cultural character developed its own specificity and the
sense of national conscience within Greek communities beyond
the limited area of Greece was established.

At the same time, Greek residents acted as a substitute for the
non-existent Egyptian bourgeoisie in a threefold way:

1. Forming the domestic market and mediating placement
of industrial products from the western metropolises

2. Securing the trading of raw materials (mainly cotton)
from the dependent country to the dominant metrop-
olises

3. Participating in the making of cadres and intellectuals,
as an efficient framework of the economic and social life
in Egypt.

At this first stage, the economic presence of Greeks in Egypt
mainly consists of individual itineraries (M. Tositsas, G. Averoff,
Em. Benakis). It was at a much later stage that the really collec-
tive activities and the life of the Greeks who had left their home
country acquired the organic and institutional dimension of a
community.

The Egyptian Hellenism was primarily developed in Alexan-
dria and Cairo.

The first Greek Community was set up in Alexandria in 1843,
presided over by Michael Tositsas, one of the most eminent mem-
bers of the Greek community.
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Born in 1787 in Metsovo of Epirus, he initially took up resi-
dence in Thessaloniki, where he got involved in commercial activ-
ities. Then, the Tositsas family moved to Alexandria, Egypt, where
Tositsas, through commercial trading of cotton, made a huge for-
tune, which assured him social recognition, after which he was also
appointed Greece's General Consul. A few years later, he became
President of the newly-founded Greek Community of Alexandria.

In 1866, George Averoff was established in Alexandria. Also
born in Metsovo of Epirus (like Tositsas) in 1818, he settled in
Egypt (Cairo) at a young age. At the age of 48, however, he moved
to Alexandria, where he dealt with trade and made a huge fortune.
He got into the administration of the Greek Community and cared
after its educational and cultural development.

Emmanouil Benakis is another man who excels next to the
aforementioned people. Born in Syros in 1844, he was established
in Alexandria in 1865. He first went to school in his native home
country and then pursued his studies in Manchester.

Thanks to his intelligence and his hard work, he won the
trust of the commercial world and the appreciation of
Ioannis K. Horemis, who at that time was one of the
biggest cotton-traders in Egypt. In 1870 he married
Horemis's sister, Virginia Horemi, and became a partner
at the Horemi-Mellor and Co. Hence, he settled in
Alexandria permanently, where he distinguished himself
as an eminent personality of Egypt's cosmopolitan society,
thanks to his excellent qualifications and his mind of an
economist. Soon enough, he started rising in the social
hierarchy, till he reached the first line. Before the estab-
lishment of the Municipality of Alexandria, Em. Benakis
served as a member of the Select Committee and was then
continuously elected municipal councillor. He was presi-
dent of the Mohammed Aly International Club in Alexan-
dria. He expanded his business activities and managed to
turn his company into one of the major cotton-trade enter-
prises in Egypt. Benakis was amongst the fathers of the
Greek Chamber of Commerce in Alexandria and served as
its first president right after its foundation (1901). He
remained in that position until 1911, when Eleftherios
Venizelos called him back in Greece so that he could
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assume office in the Ministry of Agriculture and Com-
merce, which later evolved into the Ministry of National
Economy. Em. Benakis also served as a president of the
Greek Community of Alexandria from 1901 to 1911,
where he was unanimously elected. 2

Passing to a different level, the construction of the Suez Canal
(1860) and the workers and other professionals, that derived from
European countries signaled the creation of social layers in the
region, separated according to the class they belonged to. Out of
the 13,000 workers and other professionals engaged in the con-
struction of the Suez Canal, 6,000 were Egyptians and Syrians and
7,000 Europeans, of whom 5,000 Greeks (Psyroukis 1974). The
Greek workers and other professionals formed a Community in
Suez, which had its own political institutions and was linked both
to the European and the Egyptian working classes. Thus, along
with the already existing commercial and business pole of the
Community, there is a proletarian one which starts to emerge.

The founding of the Greek Community of Alexandria was fol-
lowed by the establishment of many other similar Greek Commu-
nities, such as: Mansoura (1860), Port Said (1865), Zagazik
(1870), Tanta (1880), Zifta (1880), Fakous (1906), Minia (1880),
Assyut (1893), Fayum (1899) and Assuan (1905).

In 1904 the second most important Greek Community of Cairo
was set up, which replaced the pre-existing Greek orthodox one. Its
first 12-member temporary Administrative Committee undertook
the drafting of the fundamental regulation that would govern it.

Georgios Spetseropoulos, whose name was linked to the devel-
opment and the activities of Hellenism in Egypt, was part of the
first 12-member Administrative Committee of the Greek Com-
munity of Cairo. He came from Tripoli, Arcadia. He lost his father
at a very early age and, along with his younger brother, Demetrios,
took the road to the foreign lands while young, seeking a fortune
in the community formed by the Greeks living in Egypt. They set-
tled in Cairo, where they got into commerce and business. Soon
enough, they acquired a significant land property, while at the
same time they acquired the monopoly in river navigation. They
founded the United Egyptian Nile Transport Co. and possessed a
big share of stocks in the sociêtes anonymes named Consolidated
Landen Interests Co. of Egypt and Warden Estates.
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Constantinos Xenakis was another man who associated his
presence in Cairo with the constitution of the Greek community
living there. He was born in Naxos, around 1850. After settling
in Cairo permanently, he quickly assumed an active role in the
community, by undertaking and supporting significant economic
and social activities. Being a landowner by profession, he took suc-
cessful initiatives in the field of land property and thus made a big
fortune. He too participated in the first 12-member Administra-
tive Committee of the Greek Community of Cairo, leaving his
social mark through his activities in Cairo and in the broader area
of the Mediterranean Sea, where other Greeks lived and worked.

Besides the aforementioned famous men of Cairo, Nestoras
Tsanaklis also excelled. An eminent member of the Greek com-
munity, he too was a member of the 12-member Administrative
Committee of the Greek Community of Cairo. He was born in
Komotini, Thrace, in 1841. He started his career in Istanbul and
then moved to Suez, where he first opened a small shop, selling
tobacco. A bit later (in 1869), he moved to Cairo, where he took
interest in hand-made cigarettes; in fact, he was the exclusive
tradesman for these cigarettes. Later on he turned his activities
towards the exportation of cigarettes to England and India.

Brothers Theoharis and Polychronis Kotsikas were also a rep-
resentative example of Greeks living abroad who distinguished
themselves (amongst many others). The Kotsikas brothers came
from Karystos, Evoia. Theoharis was born in 1857 and Polychro-
nis in 1859. They took up residence in Egypt at a young age and
quickly started rising in the hierarchy, becoming part of the lead-
ership of the Alexandria and Cairo communities. Theoharis, who
was the elder of the two, was mainly engaged in the banking and
insurance sectors, based in Alexandria. Polychronis focused his
business activities around Cairo. He was an eminent member of
the community, who supported and promoted the idea of the
Greece's General Consul, N. Skotidis, in order to found the Greek
Centre, The Greek Centre constituted the intellectual nucleus of the
community. Working as an industrialist and a banker, he pro-
moted the Greek presence of Cairo, contributing to the develop-
ment of the Egyptian economy and society, as well as to the
progress of communal Hellenism. By successfully expanding their
financial activities, the Kotsikas brothers managed to get the
monopoly in the production of alcohol in Egypt. A few years later,
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Benakis's granddaughter, Despoina, daughter of Alexandros
(Benakis's son who had lost his life while still very young) got mar-
ried to Theodoros Kotsikas, son of Theocharis Kotsikas.

Quantitative indicators

The founding of the Greek Community of Cairo was followed
by the creation of other smaller communities, such as that of Ibra-
hernia, Mehalla Kibir, Zeitoun, Helwan, Heliopolis etc.

Generally speaking, the economic activity of Egypt's commu-
nal Hellenism and its flourish are embedded in the powerful com-
mercial and financial penetration of the European colonial
metropolises into the colonial markets and economies, which,
according to Eric Hobsbawm's formulation, characterize "The Age
of Empire" (Hobsbawn 1987).

The economic activities of the Greeks mainly focused on the
fields of trade and financial activities. Their contribution, though,
in the spreading of cotton cultivation and in the establishment of
cotton monocultures (i.e. their contribution in the change that
occurred in the Egyptian economy, which served also Mohammed
Aly's political plan) was substantial. From 1917 to 1928, a big part
of the cotton exports was in Greek hands. Table 1 shows the
diachronic movement of the Greek exports in relation to the total
exports, as presented in the bulletins of the Chamber of Commerce.

The total demographic course of Egyptian Hellenism from the
moment the Greeks established themselves in Egypt until the end
of World War II (table 2) constitutes yet another eloquent indica-
tor of their economic activities and course (Tomara-Sideris 2002).

The role of fraternities

A special role in the constitution, functioning and develop-
ment of the Greek Communities was played by the fraternities or
clans (coSeXyeyrrcec ii TurreLác in Greek), as they were called by the
Hellenes of Egypt.

One could define these fraternities as associations with a char-
itable cause. Undoubtedly, they formed a particular cultural entity
and mainly exercised social and humanitarian politics. Always
within the framework of the communal area, their constitution
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TABLE 1

Greek ratio in relation to total cotton exports between 1917-1928
(Politic 1930)

Period	 1917-'18'18-'19 '19-'20 '20:21 '21-'22 '22-'23 '23:24 '24-25 '25-26 '26-27 '27-28

Total exporters 57	 60	 81	 70	 70	 68	 75	 77	 91	 88	 72

Total of Greek
exporters	 15	 14	 25	 20	 18	 21	 19	 25	 22	 24	 21

Ratio of Greek
exports in
relation to
total exports 26.3% 23.3% 30.9% 28.6% 25.7% 30.9% 25.3% 32.5% 24.2% 27.3% 29.2%

was achieved through national-local criteria. The superiority of
originating from the same "particular home-country," the
strengthening of the ties between the "particular" Greeks of the
community abroad and the guarantee that all sorts of material and
moral assistance would be offered to them characterize the way in
which the fraternities were formed and how they operated. With-
out being set up based upon the criterion of professional or finan-
cial particularity and priority, they constituted nonetheless a
further development—and by that, one means a continuation and
a replacement—of the corporate-guild organization, which blos-
somed during the Ottoman era "within the urban communities,
creating self-governed units that are sometimes based on land cri-
teria (parishes or districts) and at other times on professional or
productivity criteria (guilds, joint associations)" (Kontogeorgis
1982).

At the time of the Ottoman conquest

the corporate spirit is a social and psychological reality
that reveals the particularities of commercial urban con-
centrations of population; particularities that, at times, are
in contrast with other institutions: The differences
between tradesmen can be settled before some kind of
commercial court that consists of tradesmen; but there is
also the Turkish court where they can have recourse. This
is where we find a demarcation line: "they're tradesmen
over there and they speak what is right; here, they're mol-
lahs" (Asdrachas 1982).
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TABLE 2

Evolution of Egyptian Hellenism—Evolution of Greeks in Alexandria

Year	 History Greeks in Egypt Greeks in Alex. Alex./Total	 Source

1670 3,000 families Hadziiosif Ch.**

1770 1,000 families

1798 5,000 families

1820 5,000 families 11

1828	 Ibrahim—Naval Battle of
Navarino 11

1833	 First Greek Consulate in
Alexandria

1837	 European penetration in
Egypt's trade 7,000 families

1847 3,000 families

1854-56 The Crimean War

1857	 Cholera epidemic

1858 2,850 families

1859-69 Construction works for
the Suez Canal

Cotton production and trade
development

1882 37,301 15,500 41.5% AS****

1897 38,208 16,000*** (42.0%) AS

1907 Financial crisis in Egypt 	 62,973 26,259 41.7% AS

1914 World War I

1917 82,658/56,731* 25,393/23,540* 45.8% AS

1922 Asia Minor Destruction

Egypt's semi-independence

1927 Maximal peak at port &
population of Alexandria	 99,793/76,264* 37,106 49.7% AS

1929 Great Depression

1936 Egypt's increased autonomy

1937 Abolishment of capitulations 80,466/68,599* 36,882 54.8% AS

1940 World War II

1947 31,000 Enc. Brit*****

23/7/1952 Nasser's Revolution

* Total Greeks/Greek citizens only
** Hadziiosif Ch., La Colonie Grecque en Egypte 1833-1856, Doctorat de 3eme cycle, Uni-

versite de Paris-Sorbonne, 1980
*** Our estimates (up to 42% of Egypt's Greek population)

**** Egypt's Statistical Year-Book
***** Encyclopedia Brittanica
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One can therefore claim that the real difference between the
guilds, at the time of the Turkish occupation, and the fraternities
of the Greek communities abroad is focused on the criterion of a
common origin, which replaced that of professional affinity and which
defined corporations. On the other hand, "protectionism consti-
tutes another constant which exceeds the framework of intra-fam-
ily and intra-community relations and is confirmed through a
broader system of balance" (Asdrachas 1982).

The function of the fraternities was based on their internal sol-
idarity, whereas the financial and social differentiations, which
undoubtedly emerged within them, did not end up acquiring a
competitive or dominating dimension. The mutual support and the
good internal relations that were formed at the level of a structured
group were constantly sought after, while their obligations in rela-
tion to the Schools and the Hospital were but a stable and perma-
nent commitment. At the same time, the fraternities operated in
an exemplary way as to the creation of "good neighbouring and co-
existence" relations with the broader Egyptian environment.

Both the fraternities as a whole and their renowned members
individually saw to the Muslim Benevolent Fraternity. By support-
ing not only national-local groups and people of the same religion,
but also people that belonged to different nations and worshiped
different religions, their initial par excellence national-local view-
ing changed in a way that expressed the width of their social con-
science, as well as the cosmopolitan culture of an "opening up" to the
world. For instance, in the Regulation for the Administration and
Operation of the Abeteios School (Cairo, 1860), which was created
from the bequest of the Abet brothers and consisted of 26 articles
destined to remain "for ever unimpeachable and unchangeable,"
we read: "It is primarily destined to be a boys' school of the Ortho-
dox creed, without however excluding people of any other nation-
ality or religion. Teaching will be free of charge for all students,
irrespective of their religion or race" (article 4). Also, the Abet
brothers (according to the definition they give in their will 3) think
of the School "as a means of a stronger moral tie and a closer
approach of the native race to the totality of the other societies
through learning and through continuous communication and
rapprochement of moral standards and languages." Furthermore,
in the wills of eminent people of the Greek community in Egypt
and distinguished members of affinitive fraternities, one finds
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bequests to the Muslim Benevolent Fraternity in securities of Unifiees
Egyptian pounds or even in English pounds. This also attests to
the degree of integration of the Greek Community into Egypt's
social and religious environment. It should also be noted that the
interests of these securities would often be destined for use at the
Charity Fund where they were "distributed in two equal parts at
Easter and Christmas to the Greeks in the community who were
in need and/or incapable of working."

Collectivity and personality

Thus, fraternities represent a short-lived historical configura-
tion of the relation of national and local solidarity in conditions of
mass emigration, while they also constituted a field where harmo-
nious relations with the overall Egyptian host-country were culti-
vated.

Apart from the solidarity, mutual support and social aid, the
fraternities also promoted the individual course followed by some of
their members, to the extent that they promoted the model of indi-
vidual operation.

With the financial expansion of the Great European Powers of
the nineteenth century, Egypt made a historic opening to the
West, especially toward the end of that century. The establishment
of the cotton monoculture led to a change of the country's econ-
omy and to trade development. At the same time, it also led Egypt
to the import of western institutional models, to the development
of the banking system and the monetary business, as well as to the
priming of development infrastructures. Amongst the Greeks of
the community, it is worth mentioning the names of some people
who, back then, excelled in the banking field (Achillopoulos, Sal-
vagos, Zervoudakis), and founded the National Bank of Egypt, the
Land Bank of Egypt and the Deutsche Orient Bank.

At the stage when Egypt made its financial opening to the
west, some community members, who had special personal skills
and had proved so in action with their individual course, became
active and with their own power managed to leave the Charity
Fund that operated within the Community behind them. This
modus operandi of theirs was related to the community and/or fra-
ternity norms, where they belonged, and to the total Muslim area
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and the Egyptian Authority. The "good neighbouring and co-existence"
relations that the communities and the fraternities had cultivated
with such care, in conjunction with their personal capabilities,
shaped a privileged field for the promotion of the path they had
taken as individuals. It is among these differentiated eminent
community and/or fraternity members that benefactors emerged.

Often, the Egyptian Authority provided them generously
with immovable assets (e.g. plots of land which were not part of
the national cadastre), as a real proof of personal recognition. In
some cases, these people were even appointed to state positions in
order to complete and secure the administrative framing of Egypt's
social and political life.

To cite an example, in the case of benefactor Nestoras
Tsanaklis, his personal relation with Hevide Teoufik brought him
great financial power (land allotment of 4,000 feddans in the
region of Abou-Matamir in Behera, NW of the Nile Delta, which
he turned into vineyards) and helped him to rise in the social hier-
archy. His social and national conscience led him to act to the ben-
efit of other Greeks who lived in the community (building St.
Constantine and St. Helen's church in Cairo, in a communal plot
of land, and establishment of the Tsanaklideios School in Komo-
tini, his personal home-country).

[Out of the numerous examples found in Greek communities
formed abroad, besides Egypt, one could single out and speak
about the case of another benefactor, Grigorios Maraslis, who,
apart from being mayor of Odessa for 16 years, was also member
of the Russian aristocracy and court councillor of Tsar Alexander
B. His active participation in the organization of the Russian com-
munity showed the extent of his personal capabilities and made
him stand out through his individual course.]

At the turn of the century, the dominant position of the Great
European Powers and the integration of Egypt in the global divi-
sion of labour made the Greeks establish the Greek Chamber of
Commerce of Alexandria (1901), which replaced the existing
Alexandria General Produce Association, with Em. Benakis serv-
ing as its first president. The Chamber saw the participation of
many Greek tradesmen, a lot of whom ran the monopoly of certain
products, such as tobacco, alcohol or leather. Yet, there were
numerous other small tradesmen who participated in it, hoping
that under its auspices they would find support and solidarity
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amongst their fellow countrymen. In the following years, the
financial expansion of the Great European Powers and the organi-
zation of the Egyptian economy which was getting more and more
complete led to the expansion of the Greek Chamber of Commerce
of Alexandria and to the establishment of a second Chamber in
Cairo (1923).

The remarkable commercial activity of the Greeks in Egypt is
recorded in the monthly bulletins of the Alexandria and Cairo
Chambers of Commerce.

Benefactors and benefaction

The overall impact of the Greeks' economic presence in Egypt
is illustrated, to cite but an example, through the special individ-
ual paths followed by some leading businessmen who, apart from
their personal course and their financial operation, apart from
nourishing the national and local relation of solidarity within the
framework of the fraternity, were also concerned about the course
and the prosperity of their particular home-country and the Greek
national centre. In fact, it is among them that the great benefactors are
to be found (Tomara-Sideris 2002).

Being rich tradesmen, successful industrialists or eminent
bankers, they gave a big part of their fortune to cover the deficits
of the communities they belonged to in Egypt, a country that
received them and where they spent a significant part of their lives.
They voluntarily undertook to settle issues touching upon the sec-
tors of social welfare and assistance (e.g. the Benakeio mess). They
cared for the good upbringing, the family care and the motherly
nursing of orphans, by building orphanages—e.g. the Benakeio
Orphanage, the Kaniskereio (Alexandria), the Spetseropouleio
(Cairo). They were interested in the education of their fellow coun-
trymen—the Averoffeio Girls' School (Alexandria), the Tositsaia
School (Alexandria), the Salvageios Vocational School (Alexan-
dria), the Familiadeios School (Alexandria), the Achillopouleio
Girls' School (Cairo), the Xenakeios Urban School (Cairo). Quite
often, they made sure they supplemented some of their previous
donations with new sums, which would be used to add more teach-
ing rooms in the already existing communal schools. They also
gave big sums of money to grant scholarships to the children of
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other Greeks who lived in the community, so that they could pur-
sue their studies abroad.

They also took care of supporting the elderly—building the
Antoniadeio Home for the Elderly (Alexandria). They undertook
the building of hospitals—the Kotsikeio Hospital (Alexandria),
the Achillopouleio Hospital (Cairo)—and saw to the financially
helpless patients, by offering them beds in hospitals free of charge.
They gave money to build churches, like St. Constantine and St.
Helen's church (Cairo), strengthening orthodoxy and the sacred
places of gathering for the Greek emigrants, while they also
focused on elements of their identity that concern Hellenity (i.e.
being Greek) and the Orthodox religion.

Back in their native homeland, they made their presence
known by building schools in the area — the Achillopouleios
Urban School (Tsagarada in Mount Pelion), the Tsanaklideios
School (Komotini, Northern Greece); they saw to the dowry of
poor girls of "impeccable moral standards and excellent behav-
iour," daughters of their fellow citizens; they granted scholarships;
they made infrastructure works (port of Karystos, Evoia); they
granted big sums of money to the victims of the Asia Minor
destruction.

They helped the Greek nation, by supporting the National
Centre. In Athens, in the year 1859 the National Polytechnic
School was built with money donated by M. Tositsas, in a plot of
land that his wife, Eleni Tositsa, had especially bought for this pur-
pose. To the same aim, Georgios Averoff also offered a big sum of
money, while at the same time Eleni Tositsa made a further, gen-
erous donation in order to set up the Archaeological Museum
(1866). In his will, G. Averoff left an important amount of money
to be used for scholarships for the Athens Conservatory. The same
benefactor was in charge of the total re-marbling works at the
Panathenean Stadium in view of the 1896 Olympic Games. In
addition, thanks to another donation made by Averoff the School
of Army Cadets and the "Averoff prisons" were built (at the place
where the building of the Supreme Court of Appeal currently
stands). The "Averoff' warship was also constructed with the
money that G. Averoff left the navy. The School of Navy Cadets
(1901) was built with money donated by Pantelis Vassanis (Tanta),
whereas the Sivitanideios School of Arts and Crafts (1926) was
built thanks to money donated by Vassilis Sivitanidis (Alexan-
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dria). The Benakis family also built the "Red Cross" hospital in
Athens. The same goes for the Asylum for Incurable Diseases, the
Kifissia Asylum, the Agios Andreas Asylum. The YMCA of Thes-
saloniki and the Greek Student Pavilion of Paris started operating.
There followed the building of the Athens College and the
Benakeios Library, which is part of the Parliament's library. More-
over, the National Gallery is due to Em. Benakis's contributions,
while the Benakis Museum was founded thanks to the contribu-
tions of Benakis's son, Antonis.

Hence, the abridgement and condensation of community and frater-
nity functions upon one person determined the characteristics of a bene-
factor and promoted the framework in which benefaction, as an
ideology, developed. It is from this abridgement-and-condensa-
tion that the real mechanism of this phenomenon derives. Within
the same framework, the emerging and dominating ideology of
the bourgeoisie calls henceforth upon individuals, who are thought
of as "money-bearing subjects", capable of assuming, in terms of per-
sonal actions, "collective" objects, which in traditional societies
can only be perceived as an action of collective entities (Althusser
1981). Besides, the expression of tension between "subjectivity"
and the "cultural environment" that every single time embraces
subjectivity is perceptible in the ideology of benefaction: The
dialectic relation of subjectivity and culture shapes this specific
ideology at the meeting point and the crossroads between the tradi-
tional identities and solidarities, on the one hand, the modern trans-
formation (modernity as "progress") and re-definition of identities, on
the other.

The process of transition from traditionality (we-fraternity), i.e.
the traditional society with its universal solidarities and collectiv-
ities, to modernity (me-personal operation) and the respective differ-
entiation and promotion of individuality and personality signals
the historical context wherein benefaction, as an ideology and a
function, emerged.

In this sense, the ideology of benefaction represents an elevated
expression of the social, national and inter-cultural conscience,
which—by-passing the historically determined restrictions of
state welfare—made the strategic superiority of subjective,
anthropocentric dimension of social life stand out.
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Notes

lAime Vingtrinier, Histoire des guerres de l'Egypte de 1820-1860, Paris 1886
(192-193):

"In some street of Methoni, you could see the elegant and much frequented
shop not of a shoe-maker—for, in Europe, this word instigates the idea of infe-
riority entailed in a humble and cheap profession—but of a shoe manufacturer.
In a country where shoes are embroidered with golden threads, this profession
is an aristocratic one, equal to that of a jeweler, a tradesman of silk fabrics, per-
fumes or shawls from Kashmir.

This merchant was married to a young lady of extraordinary beauty.
How did the young lady get to see the eminent officer of the 6th regiment?

How did Soliman manage to see her and talk to her? One would not know (there
is a note, which we happen to find somehow romantic, according to which Soli-
man protected her against the vile remarks of the soldiers during a mutiny). Sidi
(and this name, meaning Lady, can solely be given to a woman of a higher social
class), Sidi Maria upon the fleet's departure said she would follow her new friend
back to his country. Soliman was far too inventive to be embarrassed. Enchanted
by his conquest, he helped his friend embark on the vessel and thus they eloped,
as others had also permitted themselves to do, like Theseus, Perseus and Zeus.

When the fleet sailed to the sea, the offended Greek man also got onto a
ship with precipitation. He arrived in Alexandria and hurried to Cairo, where
he invoked the law, asked for his wife back, her being a Christian, and begged
the Consuls for help, who eagerly supported his claim. In court, the young lady
said she had abjured her religion, that she had become a Muslim and she wished
to remain a Muslim, adding she wanted to get a divorce from her first husband
so she could spend the rest of her life with the second man.

The Muslim law is explicit: Sidi Maria was right. The judges, being
obliged to obey the sacred text, could not do justice to the Christian husband.
Thus the Greek man had to go, cursing himself for having had the idea to get
married to such a beautiful woman. A few years later, his death was announced."

According to the information given by A. Politis, "Sidi Maria gave birth
to a girl, daugher of Soliman, whom Serif Pasha wed, and whose own daughter
got married to Sambri Pasha. This latter unison saw the birth of three children,
one of whom is today's Queen of Egypt.

In addition, the Sambris are of Greek origin, children of Abdel Rachim
Sambri Pasha's father, who came to Egypt from the Peloponnese and changed
his religion and his name, like colonel Seves."

(Despite my repeated efforts to find the exact historic match in the Cairo
archives, this narrative still remains to be verified, although in any case remain-
ing an exemplary piece of information, even in the form of an allegory).

2Festive Album for the Fifty Years of the Greek Chamber of Commerce of
Alexandria, 1901-1951.

3Matoula Tomara-Sideris: Education and national splits in the Greek community
of Egypt. Communication at the scientific congress "Historic Greek Schools in
the Mediterranean—From antiquity to modern times," Chios, 18-21.10.2001.

4Holograph wills of Evangelos Achillopoulos and Konstantinos Xenakis,
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published in: Matoula Tomara-Sideris, Benefaction and Personality (Vol. A and B),
Papazissi, Athens 2002.
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Greek Masons in Africa: the case of
the Karpathian Masons of the Sudan

by EVANGELIA N. GEORGITSOYANNI

Introduction

The activity of the Greek masons (builders, marble-workers,
carpenters, etc.) abroad, most of who originated from regions hav-
ing a long tradition in these arts, constitutes an interesting aspect
of the history of the Greek Diaspora (Petronotis and Kamilakis
1986: 61-78).

The case of those originating from Karpathos—the second
largest island in the Dodecanese, which lies on the southeastern
edge of the Aegean between Crete and Rhodes—is characteristic.'
The Karpathians were the most numerous, and also the most
active, builders and carpenters among the so-called "traditional"
masons, who lived on the Aegean islands during the period of
Turkish occupation. They worked mainly on the nearby islands—
especially on Crete—and in Asia Minor; they were temporary
immigrants who worked in groups every year from April to Octo-
ber and then returned home. Following the creation of the mod-
ern Greek state their activity also expanded into the regions
included within its borders, because of the work opportunities
arising out of the building activity which was beginning there.
From the turn of the twentieth century onwards they started to
seek work in Africa and Asia, and in America as well (Logothetis
1984: 238-267; Petronotis and Kamilakis 1986: 63, 67, 71, 73).
Several factors contributed to this migration. Among the most
important were: after 1869 the gradual abolition by the Ottoman
government of many of the "privileges" of the Dodecanese, the

EVANGELIA N. GEORGITSOYANNI is Assistant Professor at the Department
of Home Economics and Ecology at the Harokopio University of Athens.
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population growth of the island from the end of the nineteenth
century, the Italian Occupation of the Dodecanese (1912), the
Greek defeat in Asia Minor (1922)—after which the Karpathian
masons were cut off definitively from Asia Minor—and of course,
the growing demand for skilled craftsmen in the countries of
acceptance (Loukatos 1977: 380-382; Idem 1978: 465; Philip-
pidis 1983: 9).

Thus, having learned of the new work opportunities in the
Anglo-Egyptian Sudan that had been created in 1899, 2 many
Karpathian masons left for that country (Hiotis 1984: 331). The
present article deals with the activity of these masons, the last of
the traditional craftsmen, and their descendants, in the Sudan. The
sources I have utilized are Greek newspapers, oral narratives,
archives, old guides and published works.

Karpathian Masons in the Sudan

English people's familiarity with Greeks fin Egypt as well as in
the expedition for the conquest of the Sudan (1898-99), when
Greeks from Egypt undertook the provisioning of the Anglo-
Egyptian troops under Lord Herbert Kitchener), the absence of
other numerous and well-organized European communities in the
Sudan, and last but not least the higher level of technical knowledge
of Greeks compared with that of the natives, were the principal rea-
sons for Greeks being attracted to that country, and for the profes-
sional progress they achieved there. The Greek immigrants
originated mainly in the Greek communities in Egypt but also came
from regions under foreign rule and from the Greek state itself.

In the years that followed, the Hellenism of the Sudan grew
rapidly. Vigorous Greek communities were created, with their
own communal organization, churches and schools, the most
important of them being those at Khartoum, at Port-Sudan, at
Wad-Medani and at El Obeid. The Greeks of that country were
mainly merchants, contractors, craftsmen and employees, but
there were also industrialists and scientists (Dendias 1919: 71-72;
Evangelidis 1925; Procopiou 1931: 153-165; Panellinios Emporikos
Odigos 1933: 134-172; Hiotis 1957; Kamitsis 1967; Hiotis 1984;
Hassiotis 1993: 100-101, 103; Georgoulis and Houliaras 1995:
158-159; Greeks Abroad 1972: 77-78; Kazakos et al. 1998: 174;
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Markakis 1998: 51-56; Makris 2001). 3 The early immigrants from
Karpathos who came, mostly via Egypt, to work in the Sudan, like
the other Greeks,' were taking advantage of the reconstruction of
the country in accordance with European standards by the Eng-
lish, including large-scale public works. 5 They were either con-
tractors or subcontractors at the head of groups of craftsmen from
their own country, or they were the ordinary craftsmen. The influx
of Karpathians was stimulated by the traditional tendency of
Greeks to hire their own countrymen (Hiotis 1984: 330-333, 346;
Natsoulas 1977: 138).

The most important of the first Karpathian contractors/sub-
contractors in the Sudan were the following:

• loannis N. Hatziantoniou from Aperi, the capital of
Karpathos, who undertook the construction of governmental
buildings at Port-Sudan in 1908. He also built the Ministry for
the Army at Khartoum (1920-22). Likewise attributed to him, in
collaboration with his nephew Nicolaos Petritis (or Petridis)
(1877-1954) (Municipal Register of Aperi: a/a 1535/A/242; Pan-
ellinios Emporikos Odigos, 1933: 142; Information from his daugh-
ter R. Petridi-Papanikita), 6 is the construction of the Medical
School and the State Chemical Laboratory at Khartoum and the
Halfayia Bridge (Photograph 1), which links Khartoum to North-
ern Sudan [Karpathos, no. 49 (5 April 1908): 2; Hiotis 1984: 332,
369, 370). He also founded a construction company with his fel-
low villager Nikolaos P. Pothitos and it is mentioned that they
built, among other things, the Observatory at Khartoum (Infor-
mation by A. Ladis).

• Nikolaos P. Pothitos from Aperi (born in 1870) (Municipal
Register of Aperi: a/a 1509/A/216), who arrived in Khartoum in
1902. He erected the Greek Orthodox Church of the Annuncia-
tion in the Sudanese capital (1908) 7 (Photograph 2) and the Eng-
lish Military Hospital at Omdurman (1928). The construction of
the Greek School at Khartoum (1923-24) (Photograph 3)
[Karpathos, no. 17 (8 March 1908): 2, 63 (20 Nov. 1908): 1. Pan-
ellinios Emporikos Odigos 1933: 142; Hiotis 1984: 331, 345,
346, 369; Kamitsis 1967: 57-58) is similarly attributed to him.
He also founded a construction company, as mentioned above,
with Ioannis N. Hatziantoniou.

• Polychronis E. Zavolas (born in 1850) from the village of
Volada (Municipal Register of Volada: a/a 2632/F/253), who came
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to Khartoum in 1907. He erected the Anglican Church there
(1912) (Hiotis, 1984: 331, 353, 357; Methodios, 1974: 115).

• Constantinos G. Batis from the village of Messochori, who is
said to have been the first contractor to establish quarries for
extraction of granite and other types of stone. He founded the
Greek School at Port-Sudan (1925-6) (Panellinios Emporikos Odigos,
1933: 161; Hiotis, 1984: 332, 337, 345, 358; Idem, 1957: 29-31,
47).

• Polychronis E. Hiotis (1882-1954), from Aperi (Municipal
Register of Aperi: a/a 1639/A/346), who came to Khartoum in
1908. He worked for a long time on various construction projects
in the Sudanese capital, notably on the preservation of the Gover-
nor General's Palace and the offices of the English Banks
[Karpathos, no. 63 (20 Nov 1908): 1; Hiotis, 1984: 343, 360;
Information from his son M. Hiotis, and from N. Philippidis).

• loannis P. Stavrakis from Volada, who came to Khartoum in
1907. He was public works contractor in the town of Aroma in
Kassala province, specializing in the construction of irrigation
canals for cotton plantations. He worked together with his brother
George. [Panellinios Emporikos Odigos, 1933: 144; Hiotis, 1984:
332, 339, 359; Information from A. Ladis).

• loannis E. Moulakis, from the village of Pyles (Municipal
Register of Pyles: a/a 4702/H/77) who came to Port-Sudan in
1906. He worked together with the above-mentioned Ioannis
Hatziantoniou and Ioannis G. Venetis and engaged in the con-
struction of prefabricated houses (Hiotis, 1984: 343, 345, 346,
358; Idem, 1957: 16).

There is also mention of the presence in Sudan, for a certain
period, of the Lausanne-educated architect or civil engineer Iorda-
nis E. Petritis from Aperi. He came from Morocco, where he had
been engaged in public works. He worked with his brother Niko-
laos and his uncle, the above-mentioned Ioannis Hatziantoniou. In
1925 he drew up the plans for the Greek School in Port-Sudan. He
later left for Indochina, where he died (Hiotis, 1957: 31, 47; Idem,
1984: 332, 342, 359; Information from R. Petridi-Papanikita).
His brother George Petritis (1874-1935) had also immigrated to
Sudan. He was a building contractor and worked together with the
other brother, Nikolaos. He later went into the hotel business
(Municipal Register of Aperi: a/a 1537/A/244; Hiotis 1984: 342,
359; Information from R. Petridi-Papanikita).
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Photograph 1. Khartoum. The Halfayia Bridge (V. Ladis Archive)

Photograph 2. Khartoum. The Greek Orthodox Church (V. Ladis Archive)



As for the Karpathian craftsmen who came to Sudan, many of
them worked in Khartoum and/or Port-Sudan as builders or car-
penters,8 and also on construction of the railway connecting Port-
Sudan to Verver, 9 completed in 1906 [Karpathos no. 63 (20th Nov.
1908): 2; Hiotis 1984: 350-3521. Many of them were also
employed on projects undertaken by fellow countrymen contrac-
tors [Karpathos no. 49 (5 April 1908): 2; Hiotis 1984: 333; Infor-
mation from A. Ladis and R. Petridi-Papanikital. 1° Typically they
were temporary labourers who moved to wherever they heard work
was available. Working conditions were not, however, always
favorable; sometimes there would be a downturn in the amount of
work going on at a particular place, and apart from that the wages
were not always up to expectations. They were thus obliged to
leave and go to some other place where they had heard they could
find work [Karpathos, no. 49 (5 April 1908): 2, no. 63 (20 Nov.
1908): 2; Hiotis 1984: 350-3511 The prevailing conditions and
the anxiety afflicting these men are vividly described by the
Karpathos newspaper (20 Nov. 1908):

There is hardly any work at Port-Sudan. Almost all the
workers who were staying here have left. The Terselam and
Djibouti railway lines are not yet under way. Only at Mas-
sawa is there work, at a daily wage of 9 francs for builders,
but they do not work regularly, because it is constantly
raining.

At any rate, a considerable number of these Karpathians
remained in the Sudan and later others also came, mostly their rel-
atives or fellow villagers. Between 1900 and 1920 there were
almost 800 Karpathians working in the Sudan. Some returned
home or immigrated to other lands; others remained there perma-
nently (Hiotis 1984: 333, 361). They were also employed in other
positions: as teachers, physicians, pharmacists, engineers, busi-
nessmen and employees in banks or commercial companies. Some
became active members of the country's Greek communities. In
1907 the Karpathians of Khartoum formed an association called
"The Concord Karpathian Educational Association," which
engaged in philanthropic activity for the benefit of their home
island and in 1912 donated its entire property to Greece for the
advancement of national aims [Karpathos, no.17 (8 March 1908):
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Photograph 3. Khartoum. The Greek School (V. Ladis Archive)

Photograph 4. The Gebelauli Dam on the river Nile (1934) (A. Ladis Archive)

2, no. 48 (22 March 1908): 1, no. 55 (3 July 1908): 2, no. 63 (20
Nov. 1908): 1; "Avghi tic Karpathou" [Dawn of Karpathos), no. 35
(20 Nov. 1912): 2; Hiotis 1984: 333-350, 353-356, 366).

During the 1930s there were a number of Karpathians in the
Sudan engaged in technical projects of various kinds. Most of them
were building contractors. Some, too, had adapted to the trends of
the age and gone into engineering. Some worked for private coal-
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panies; others for the public sector. The majority lived in Khar-
toum. (Panellinios Emporikos Odigos 1933). 11

During the same period, and particularly between 1933 and
1936, many Karpathians worked on the Gebelauli Dam, one of the
biggest irrigation dams on the river Nile (Photograph 4). They
included not only established residents of the Sudan but also new-
comers who had come there to work, and many of whom stayed
on12 (Photographs 5, 6).

In the following years some Karpathian craftsmen worked for
foreign companies" while others were employed in commerce or
established their own businesses." Improvement in their living
standards gave many of them, and many Sudanese Greeks gener-
ally, the chance to educate their sons, who branched off in differ-
ent directions (Makris 2001). Some of them, following family
traditions, pursued higher studies in technical subjects," thus dis-
tinguishing themselves from earlier immigrants, the majority of
whom were practical skilled craftsmen. Very few had ever had any
specialized education.' 6

Following the Sudan's acquisition of independence, however,
in 1956, and the successive coups d'etat that followed, the impo-
sition of Islamic Law and the ensuing civil war created conditions
unfavorable for the Greeks of the country, including the Karpathi-
ans, and obliged most, with very few exceptions, to leave (Makris
2001).

Conclusions

It emerges from the above research that there were numerous
Karpathian tradesmen working in the Sudan from the beginning
of the twentieth century up to around the 1960s. They were
mostly practically-oriented skilled artisans, used to working with
relatives and fellow countrymen in accordance with the custom of
traditional Greek craftsmen. Some of them stayed only temporar-
ily in the Sudan, for as long as they could find work, but many
made the country their permanent home. They adapted success-
fully to local financial and social realities, participating in the con-
struction of important public works and buildings and applying
modern construction methods in a wide variety of projects." Some
continued for life with the skill that they had learned while oth-
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Photograph 4. The Gebelauli Dam on the river Nile (1934). Standing: George E.
Michaeilidis (engineer), Antonios N. Hatzantonis (engineer), George I. Diakomanolis

(builder). Sitting: Michael E. Mihailidis (engineer), Iakovos Hatzantonis (turner).
(A. Ladis Archive)

Photograph 4. The Gebelauli Dam on the river Nile (1934). Standing: Alexandros
V. Ladis (engineer), Michael Skordoulis (engineer, from Cephallonia), Ioannis

Logothetis (watchmaker). Sitting: Antonios N. Hatzantonis, Ioannis G. Nikitiadis,
Petros V. Vardaoulis (engineers). (A. Ladis Archive)
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ers, having managed to accumulate the required capital, estab
lished their own businesses. Knowledge of a craft proved in gen-
eral to be the most important element in the quest of these
immigrants to "get ahead" in their adopted country.

Notes

'Karpathos is a mountainous island, with very few areas of plain. Its his-
tory begins in ancient times, when it was part of the ancient Greek world. It
was then conquered by the Romans and later became part of the Byzantine
Empire. With the Latin conquest of Constantinople in 1204 it came under Latin
control and in 1537 fell to the Ottoman Turks. In 1912, along with the rest of
the islands of the Dodecanese it was annexed by Italy. Only in 1948 was it
united with Greece (Moutsopoulos 1978). Karpathos is renowned for its tradi-
tional art and culture (Alexiadis 2001).

2For the history of the Sudan, see, Holt and Daly 1986, Woodward 1990.
For Anglo-Egyptian Sudan in particular, see Daly 1986, 1991.

'See as well the Historical Archive of the Greek Ministry for Foreign
Affairs, dossier 71.2/1948, dossier 88.1/1946, dossier 165.9/1946, and the
newspapers: 0 Soudanikos Kiryx (Sudan Herald), no. 54 (5th Oct. 1912):2; 0 Exo
Ellinismos no. 96 (15th Oct.1951):1, no. 145 (1st Nov.1953): 2, no. 237 (1st
Sept. 1957): 2, no. 247 (1st Feb. 1958):1, no. 250 (15th March 1958):1, 3, no.
251 (1st April 1958): 1, 4.

4A parallel movement took place in nearby Ethiopia (Natsoulas 1977: 138-
140).

5They included the building of the modern town of Khartoum, with wide
roads and grandiose buildings, the construction of Port-Sudan, a railway and
road network and bridges and other public works (Panellinios Emporikos Odigos
1933: 134-135, 158, 159; Kamitsis 1967: 31-32; Hiotis 1984: 329-330).

6He came to the Sudan in 1925 (Information from his daughter R. Petridi-
Papanikita).

'The foundation stone for the church was laid on 21st May 1903, but
owing to a number of different problems it was not completed until December
1908 (Kamitsis 1967: 57-59).

8Known names are: Michael Diakomihalis (builder), Panagiotis Logothetis
(builder), Nikolaos Mavromatis (builder), Sakellis I. Minakakis [(1881-?)
(Municipal Register of Menetis: a/a 3125/A/258)1, Frangiskos N. Moutis,
Michael G. Nikola (or Georgiou) [(1883-?) (Municipal Register of Menetis: a/a
2933h6J103) (builder)), G. Orfanos (builder), N. Perdikos, P. Foudis (builder)
[Karpathos no. 63 (20th November 1908): 2; Hiotis 1984: 350-351), Spyridon
N. Politis [(1869-1957), a carpenter who worked in Sudan between 1900 and
1906, employed by Konstantinos G. Batis (Municipal Register of Messochori:
a/a 3901/E/19. Information from his son, G. Politis)).

9Another name known is Stamatis Venetis (Hiotis 1984: 350-352, 356).
On Greek railway workers in Africa, see: Mantzaris 1987.
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wThe majority of Greek immigrants who arrived in the Sudan later were,
on the other hand, relatives or fellow villagers of those already settled there
(Makris 2001).

"To be specific, there are twenty-three Karpathian craftsmen mentioned in
the Panhellenic Commercial Guide of 1933 (Vol. II), which lists Greek profes-
sionals in Africa: seven self-designated "contractors" [Ioannis A. Voyatzidakis
at Wad-Medani, Nikolaos E. Georgiadis in Khartoum, S. Georgiadis in Khar-
toum, Constantinos E. Zavolas (1897-?) (Municipal Register of Volada: a/a
2447/F/68) in Khartoum, D. Mastrandreas at El-Obeid, Constantinos Batis at
Port-Sudan and Christos Economidis at Makwari; four "builders" [Frangiskos
Antimisiaris (1909-?) (Municipal Register of Volada: a/a 2384/F/5) in Khar-
toum, Stefanos Economidis at Gedaref, Nikolaos Hiotis and Savvas Hiotis in
Khartoum); two "building contractors" [Emmanuel P. Diakopoulos at El-
Obeid and D. Papageorgiou at Kassala], two "architect-contractors" [Nikolaos
Petritis (or Petridis) and Nikolaos Pothitos in Khartoum), one "engineer" (M.
Economidis at El-Obeid), one "engineering contractor" (Demosthenes Econo-
midis at Port-Sudan), one "engineering-transportations contractor" (E. G.
Georgiadis at El-Obeid), one "fitter" (Nikolaos E. Zavolas at Khartoum), one
"foreman" (Polychronis Zavolas at Barakat), one "turner" (lakovos Hatzantonis
at Atbara) and one "machinist" (Ioannis Aslanidis at Mirigian) (Panellinios
Emporikos Odigos 1933: 136, 138, 142 144, 146,147,148, 149, 152, 154, 156,
157, 161,167; Hiotis 1984: 331, 332, 357, 358). There are also records of a car-
penter, Nikolaos P. Hryssoheris [(1885-1944) (Municipal Register of Aperi: a/a
1681/A/388) working in the Sudan from approximately 1920 to 1940 and
responsible for carpentry in public works projects (Information from his grand-
daughter I. Michaelidou, and from A. Ladis; Hiotis 1984: 360)).

'Names known are Petros V. Vardaoulis [(1898-?) (Municipal Register of
Volada: a/a 2388/179). (Information from A. Ladis, Photograph 6)), George I.
Diakomanolis [(1888-?) (Municipal Register of Othos: a/a 4205/Z/29), builder
(Information from A. Ladis, Photograph 5). Later he became contractor of pub-
lic works at El-Obeid (Hiotis 1984: 332, 357)), Nikolaos E. Zavolas (Informa-
tion from A. Ladis), Alexandros V. Ladis [(1912) (Municipal Register of Volada:
a/a 2491/F/112), engineer (information from Ladis himself, Photograph 5)),
George E. Michaelidis [(1899-1943) (Register of Othos: a/a 4281/Z/105),
engineer (Information from A. Ladis, Photograph 5)), Michael E. Michaelidis
[(1896-1928) (Register of Othos: a/a 4282/Z/106), engineer (information from
A. Ladis, Photograph 5)), Ioannis G. Nikitiadis [(Hiotis 1984: 342, 358), engi-
neer (information from A. Ladis, Photograph 6)), Antonios N. Hatzantonis
[engineer (information from A. Ladis, Photograph 6). (Hiotis 1984: 343, 359)],
Iakovos Hatzantonis [turner (Panellinios Emporikos Odigos 1933: 146) (informa-
tion from A. Ladis, Photograph 5) and Polychronis E. Hiotis (information from
his son, M. Hiotis ).

°Such as: Alexandros V. Ladis [who worked as an engineer for the Sudan
Plantation company at Wad- Medani and at Hassa-Heissa, and after 1948 as
director of the Sudan Oil & Company factory at Khartoum (information from
Ladis himself; Hiotis 1984: 343, 357)), Ioannis K. Matsagos [(1923-1987)
(Municipal Register of Volada: a/a 2693/17314) who worked as an engineer for
big companies at Khartoum (Information from A. Ladis; Hiotis 1984: 358)],
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Polychronis E. Stavrakis [(1920-?) (Municipal Register of Volada: a/a
2564/F/190) who worked as a contractor for the Sudan Plantation company at
Aroma in Kassala province (Hiotis 1984: 332, 359)], Nikolaos I. Hatziantoniou
[(1900-?) (Municipal Register of Aperi: a/a 1635/A/342) civil engineer, who
worked for the Italian contractor Andrea Vescia and for the Sudan Plantation
company at Barakat (after 1923) (Hiotis 1984: 342, 360)1.

"Such as: Emmanuel P. Diakopoulos, building contractor and general rep-
resentative in the Sudan of the fabrics house Groves & Lindey (Panellinios Empo-
rikos Odigos, 1933: 136), Nikolaos Petritis (or Petridis), who established his own
factory (information from his daughter R. Petridi-Papanikita), Polychronis E.
Hiotis, who established his own business (Hiotis 1984: 343, 360), Pericles N.
Hryssoheris (1914-1979) (Municipal Register of Aperi: a/a 1681/A/388: mer-
chant), public works engineer, engaged in commerce in Khartoum too (infor-
mation from his niece, I. Michaelidou).

"Such as: Ioannis Pothitos, son of the contractor Nikolaos P. Pothitos
[(1906-1958) (Register of Aperi: a/a 1510/A/217)), civil engineer-contractor,
engaged in building construction and public works, and also owner of granite
quarries (information from A. Ladis), and Nikolas Hatziantoniou, son of the
contractor Ioannis Hatziantoniou, civil engineer (see note 12).

16Such as: Alexandros V. Ladis [Graduate of the "Prometheus" technical-
professional school in Piraeus (information from Ladis himself)], lordanis E.
Petritis (architect or civil engineer), Constantinos A. Hazandras [civil engineer
(1905 - ?) (Municipal Register of Volada: a/a 2626/F/247); Hiotis 1984: 342,
360; Information from A. Ladis).

17It is mentioned that Greek craftsmen working in the Sudan transmitted
their knowledge to the natives, contributing to the creation of local skilled
craftsmen (Kamitsis 1967: 118).
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